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 ჟᄃຽą౹ຍᄃˠ͛ 
ůෲ˩̣̮ڌฉѐů
ᆷдௐ˩ˬ̮ڌبረረᖃ
˩ˬѐ݈̮ڌะဥ۞ăႾְᖀᅈ៘Ăͽ
Ķࡊԫķࠎநه൴నϲૄົܛĂ˩ˬѐֽ౯̮ڌצ
ะဥ۞͚Ăጐგߏέ៉གྷᑻഀঈҲਜ਼۞˝ p ѐ
ܐഇĂ̮ڌะဥؕિͽ͚ۤົ൴ण۞͕ຍ
͚ૄົܛĄᙱਕΞෳ۞ߏĂૄົܛᄃ̮ڌะဥᔵ
Ꮠтͭ̄Ăҭૄ۞ົܛϲྻүĂдЋຽົܛૄݭ
̚Ăߏݒ΄ˠߺߺሄ۞ְĄ˩̣̮ڌฉѐ۞̫
͇Ăԧࣇ่̙ࢋШ̮ڌะဥ۞̳ৈჟৠܑ྿ະຍĂ
Тॡഇధົܛૄ͚̮ڌᄃۤົ൴ण۞͕ຍĂწؼႽĄ
ώૄົܛдనϲ̝ܐజ؎ͽ࣍ጱࡊԫࡁտ൴ण۞ࢦЇĂॡҌ̫͟Ăέ៉Ч
ҖЧຽ่̙̂ณԸˢ౹າࡁտ൴ण۞ྤĂТॡ˵јࠎࡊԫࡁտ൴ण۞ࢦᗉĂ
ҭߏᐌࡊޘԫ̼̈́ᇴҜ̼ॡ۞ֽᓜĂĶˠ͛ᙯᘃķ۞ઉۤົົۤࠎݒ
̂ிٙই̷࠽୕Ă༊ॡనཉ۞Ķࡊ̮ڌԫረķ˵дĶˠ͛ᙷķረีᆧన۞ТॡĂ
ՀЩࠎĶ̮ڌረķĄ၆ٺĶࡊԫᙷረķ۞િ̝γĂ̫ѐĶۤົڇચᙷķረี
˵ჟቁг็྿ૄົܛỉڦˠ͛ჟৠĂݓങˠ̰͛உĂܳซۤົซՎ۞චຍĄ҃
ೠ೪ۤົᅮՐᄃۤົਔજĂϒ˵ߏૄົܛຽ̼࿅̚υืޙཉ۞ਕ˧Ą
̫ѐĶ̮ڌረķૅૅᔙˢௐ˩ˬبĂБ˧ͽࠎ઼̰೩ֻ˘࣎ૣ۞ረี
̝γĂૄ˵ົܛд።بረˠ۞םӄ̝˭ĂΩγᆧన˞Ķࡊ̮ڌԫ౹ຍᚮ
ᔈķĄࢵͽبĶ፟ጡˠķࠎᚮᔈᗟĂᒔࡊԫᅳાˠ̀ኜкਫ਼ᜩᄃିĂ̫
͇۞ረᖃੵ˞ᇉෲ̮ڌረረˠ̝γĂ၆ٺ፟ጡˠᚮᔈ۞ረฤЁĂ˵ග
̟ؠۺ۞ޘĄᖰͽษࢦ۞ረᖃĂ็྿̮ڌ၆ࡊԫˠ͛ࡁտ౹າĂ̈́ᏉЪ
൴ण۞͚ᄃᙯڦĄ
˩ˬѐֽĂĶ̮ڌረķ˘ۡߏԧࣇᇾّ۞ЇચĂҭߏĶࡊԫķᄃĶˠ͛ķ
۞ࡦޢĂᐹኳ۞Ķିֈķߏјಶࡊԫᄃˠ͛̿৺۞ᗟ̍Ăд઼ˠ౹າ൴ण
ඈૄᖂਕ˧۞ૈዳ͞ࢬĂͽĶ̂ཝᄃጯ௫۞ᙯܼķ̈́౹ౄ˧۞ጯ௫ৠགྷ፟ࠎט
ጯநֶፂĂଯᇃĶ౹ౄ˧ିֈķć઼ᅫมາ۞ࡁտјڍĂᄃିֈिि࠹ᙯ
۞ࡊጯ၁ᙋĂ࿅Ķ̍үӪķ۞ጯ௫Ăଯᖧගଂְିֈ̍ү۞АซĂࠎ઼̰ฟ
౹ିֈ۞າޥჯĊԧࣇ˵எܫĶ౹ౄ˧ିֈķĂ၆ߏൄዳࡊԫˠ͛ࡁ൴౹າ
ਕ˧۞ᙯᔣ̮৵Ą၆֏҃ົܛૄٺĂ߿જ͞९۞ϖᜈགྷᒉĂಶߏ၆ۤົ۞ٚ
ᏚĂ҃Ķຽ̼ķߏར၁ٚᏚ۞ՙ͕Ą
ຏᔁ̮ڌะဥᜈ۞͚Ăૄ˵ົܛдෞᆶ
؎ࣶ۞ВТӅ˧˭ĂึӀԆјՏ˘۞بෞᏴϫᇾ
̍үĂࢍረˠࠎ̱˩̱ˠĄௐ˩ˬ۞بረ
ᖃ̏གྷ೬ฟԔ၌Ăᖰͽະ۞͕ຍĂШٙѣ
ረˠ˯ৡෲ̝ຍĂ˵ഇధረˠ൴೭Ķᇾࡏķ
۞ჟৠĂГତГᆖćޢĂᖰͽϡ͕ᚯထ۞Ķ
ረᖃķຏᔁٙѣֽᄼ۞͚ᄃણᄃĂ˵ܑ྿၆
ᙒӄˠ̮ڌะဥ۞ຏᔁĊ
ੑဥڱˠࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄົܛ
ְܜ
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 Η࣎͵ࡔ۞િ 

ՏѐĶ̮ڌረķ۞ረᖃĂϒߏ̮ڌะဥ
ฉѐᇉ۞༼؞Ăӱдέ˭࠻ᖃซҖĂᓁߏ
ѺຏϹะĂ၆̮ڌะဥ҃֏Ăឰૄົܛϲྻ
үĂࠎۤົ೩ֻѣຍཌྷ۞ڇચĂ̈́౹ౄܧᒉӀ
ְຽᖐ̝གྷᒉቑĂߏ༊ܐనϲૄ۞ົܛϫ
۞ć˩ˬѐֽĂԧࣇ˵࠻ົܛૄזдۤົЧࠧ
۞ϔ́םӄ˭ĂుՎ၁ன࣎Ћຽа㒝ۤົ
۞நຐĂְົᄃ̍үˠࣶ۞Ⴝ˧ă።ѐ౹ౄ
˧ିֈ߿જ۞ᇆᜩ˧ăͽ̈́Ķ̮ڌረķረᖃ
۞ษࢦঈڤĂ̙༰ឰ˘࣎૱ѐдЋຽགྷᒉăᒔӀඈкࢦᑅ˧˭۞ԧᆵट˞
ֽć၁ಶߏĶ̳ৈķٙගĶ࣎ˠķ۞ԼតĂ̈́Ķ̳ৈķග̟ˠᙷۤົ
ືăԓ୕ᄃˠ̰͛உ۞ਕณĊ̮ڌะဥ።གྷΗ࣎͵ࡔ۞χĂԧࣇੵ˞ତ
צৡᄃି̝γĂᜈ͚˘࣎၆ۤົ҃֏எຍཌྷ۞ૄົܛĂߏԧࣇд
ᇉෲ̣˩ฉѐ۞̫͇Ăࠎۤົਾ͕ᇞ˯۞ᖃۏĊ
ૄົܛనϲ̝ͽܐĶ̮ڌķࠎЩăͽĶࡊԫķࠎநهĂಶЩ҃֏ՙ˞ؠ
ᄃะဥᏐ۞ᙯܼĂಶந֏҃هĂĶࡊԫķд 32 ͵ࡔ۞ۤົ̚Ăߏݒᄃˠᙷ
Ϡ߿ᙯ̷ܼ۞̮৵ĂࡊԫࢋͽˠᙷࡅࠎֶᕩĂഈౄˠᙷۤົ҃൴
णĂ͞ߏˠᙷ̝Ă࣍ጱࡊԫˠ͛࠹ᅃ࠹јᏉЪ൴ण۞Ķ̮ڌረķĂ̏གྷซ
ˢ˩ˬ໐۞͌ܦѐॡഇĂረˠ่̙ჟዟĂ҃ͷдЧᅳા̚ౌѣჟܑ۞ܚ
னĂ̫ѐາనཉ۞Ķࡊ̮ڌԫ౹ຍᚮᔈķĂͽĶ፟ጡˠķࠎᚮᔈᗟĂ֭ͷ
јΑ۞Ԇјຽჟ۞ෞᏴүຽĂֱ၁ಶߏૄ̈ͽົܛຨ̂Ăͽᚮᔈಓ
ࡊԫˠ၆ˠ͛ᙯᘃࢦෛ၁ኹ۞ം
ᇊĄĶซՎۤົķߏԧࣇ̙ត۞ഇ
ధĂ࿅ૄົܛа㒝ۤົϺߏ˭
˘࣎Η࣎͵ࡔ̙ត۞િĊ
ΩγĂૄݓࠎົܛങ࣎ˠᄃЋ
ຽ۞Ķ౹າਕณķĂٙଯજ۞Ķ౹ౄ
˧ିֈķĂੵ˞д઼̰ଷ˞ିֈ
۞າ៍̝هγĂ˵ᒔֲ߷гડ઼छ۞ᙯڦĂ̫ѐ˩͡Ă˩઼̱࣎छିֈొ
ି̈́ܜֈˠ̀य۞Ķֲ߷ିֈኢጪķĂপҾᔛኛૄົܛд̂ົ̚ͽĶ̮ڌķ
۞གྷរࠎ݈೩ĂᓾĶέ៉۞౹ౄ˧ିֈķĂੵ˞ࡊԫ̝γĂૄົܛೠ೪˞
ˠᙷۤົ۞ᅮՐĂ֭֕˘୧ΞܜΞᅈ۞ԓ୕̝ྮĄ
Ķௐ˩ˬبረᖃķ೬ฟԔ၌۞ѩגĂ၆ٺĶ̮ڌረķ˩ˬѐֽ۞ᖳჇ
јڍĂຏڟזᇐćপҾߏ።بረˠͽౄயຽ̈́ۤົࠎϫ۞ĂјϲĶ̮ڌ
ረᓑኖົķĂཏඉཏ˧ࠎۤົٕயຽ೩֏ޙĂஎߏܫረˠೠᓏᄃၷᚹ̝
ޢĂሄٺᄃۤົ˘ٚፉ۞యЇĄώˠдѩੵ˞Шረˠܑ྿Ϥਾ۞ະຍ̝
γĂ˵ਾ͕۞ഇధᄃົ۞လᄼĂ่̙ෛܳซĶซՎăઉă̢ܫķ۞ۤົĂ
ࠎࢦࢋ۞ְĂ҃ͷაႽٙਕ۞જۤົ᎕ໂ၁ኹĊ
̮ڌะဥ
ְܜ
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ௐ˩ˬب

ෞᆶඕڍಡӘ

 ၁ҌЩᕩ 
ůෞᆶඕڍಡӘů
Ķ̮ڌረķд˩ˬѐ݈ĂϤ༊ॡૄ۞ົܛ൴ˠᘃٱ
நຐ҃నཉĂૣ۞ჟৠ˵ЯࠎۤົЧࠧ۞ഇధĂ̈́˩ˬ
ѐֽ۞િᄃ၁ኹĂ҃ᒔࡊԫ̈́ˠ͛ᅳાˠ̀۞ޘᄮ
ТĂͽЋຽჟৠགྷᒉĶ̳ৈረळķ۞ҖજĂಝჍࠎۤ
ົ۞ܑதĂ˵֖ͽᄲځᇹ۞͕هĂਕณ̂࿅̷˘ٺĂপ
Ҿߏдᄂ៉ۤົᆊࣃк̮൴ण۞̫͇ĂĶ̮ڌረķϒͽҖ
જ઼៰ײˠᑕͽ൴णϖᜈ۞ˠ͛ۤົࠎВТ۞ᖚԠĄώˠ
ޝၷ۞ضଂௐ˝بฟؕણᄃĂຏᔁ݈ᓁΡะˠͳࡷڗАϠ
۞ݓຑĂдᙜ͵̝݈ಶ̏གྷࠎԧщଵ˞࣎ЇચĂԧ˵
ڟޝᇐΞͽٚᚶͳᓁΡะˠ၆Ķ̮ڌረķ۞ഇ୕Ă֭д̣࣎ѐᐝ㝯Ă႕гԆј˞̣ب
۞ෞᏴүຽĄ
ௐ˩ˬ۞بĶ̮ڌረķٙѣצநଯᖧăෞᏴ̈́ረᖃඈᚯ౯үຽĂ็ٚ˘రᚑᖰ۞
ჟৠᏱநẶѐ̣ޘጼጼဏဏ۞͕ଐĂિ༱˘ε۞үຽࣧĂЯѩՏѐ۞ѩגĂ͕̚
ѣ႕ᘃ۞ಈॆĂੵ˞ຏᔁְົ̮̈́ڌะဥ۞͚̝γĂдѩ˵পҾШٙѣણᄃ۞ෞᆶ
؎ࣶࣇ˯۞ະຍ̈́ᔁԢĊ
ώ۞بĶ̮ڌረķд̣͡˘͟Ҍ˛͡˩̣ͤ͟צநଯᖧĂֶፂĶనཉᏱڱķĂώب
ͽĶࡊԫķ̈́Ķˠ͛ķ֭ᙷ̂ЕĂĶ፟ / ྤੈ / ఼ੈࡊԫă፟ୠ / Մफ़ / ਕࡊԫă̼
̍ / Ϡ ۏ/ ᗁ̍ࡊԫķăĶۤົڇચķࠎώبα̂ረีĂ̚ˠ͛ᙷረ۞ۤົڇચᅳાĂ
ͽĶᙯ͕ۤົ൴ण̝ࢦࢋᛉᗟĂ֭ܜഇଂְ࠹ᙯᅳા̝ຽڇચ̍үĂѣמ̝јಶᄃ
ᚥĂ၆ۤົயϠஎᅈ̝ᇆᜩ۰ķࠎረᐽ၆෪Ă᎕ໂࠎ઼̰ۤົԱࡊԫॡࠎˠ͛҃Ӆ
˧۞ۤົᇾࡏĂ၆ٺ᎕ໂ౹າۤົڇચᆊࣃ۞ˠ̀Ăග̟ؠۺ۞ޘĄੵ˞ઘᓁΡะˠΫ
ഢੰ̝ܜγĂТॡདኛෞᆶ؎ࣶт˭Е˩̣ҜĈ
፟ 0 ྤੈ 0 ఼ੈࡊԫᅳા
āāΡะˠ / ౘ͛ՅАϠ ؎ࣶ / ΫഢАϠăӓᐖฯАϠăӓࢦܥАϠ
፟ୠ 0 Մफ़ 0 ਕࡊԫᅳા
āāΡะˠ / ѡາϠАϠ ؎ࣶ / ߸ୂฯАϠăՂ͵ЍАϠăछޮАϠ
̼̍ 0 Ϡ ۏ0 ᗁ̍ࡊԫᅳા
āāΡะˠ / ࣰጏАϠ ؎ࣶ / ӓӽර̃̀ăཀྵၓАϠăౘૣݯАϠ
ۤົڇચᅳા
āāΡะˠ / അԠ६АϠ ؎ࣶ / ͳѶАϠăڒ༄ځАϠ
ၟҌ˛͡˩̣͟Чᅳા̝ଯᖧІᇴт˭ЕĈ

ᙷ Ҿ

ࡊāԫāᙷ
ˠā͛āᙷ

ᅳ ા

І ᇴ

፟ / ྤੈ / ఼ੈࡊԫ

12

፟ୠ / Մफ़ / ਕࡊԫ

12

̼̍ / Ϡ ۏ/ ᗁ̍ࡊԫ

15

ۤāົāڇāચ

ĞજᏳᏴğ

āāāāāāāāāāЪāāࢍ
8

39

ෞᆶඕڍಡӘ

̫ѐĶࡊԫᙷረķ۞ϦኛІᇴдᇴณ͞ࢬ
ᔵϏ಼̂۞ᆧΐĂҭՏ˘ᅳાӮΒӣܑனמ
۞Ч͞යࡻć҃Տѐצ៘ϫ۞Ķˠ͛ᙷ
ረķĂੵдనረᅳા۞నࢬ͞ؠຕࢦְ̝
γĂࠎ˞ჯ᜕જᏳᏴүຽ۞̳˧ܫĂෞᆶ؎
ࣶ࠰ͽጼጼဏဏ۞͕ଐᖰຕଯᖧ̈́·̶ኢĄ
ΩγĂـѐЯࠎВ۞९ּޝкĂώبдෞᆶ
ᚯ౯ົᛉ۞ૻ˧ࢋՐ˭ĂᔵႽΞਕ۞дᙱ̚ԭፄ˘ˠረĂҭߏ̫ѐ۞፟/ ྤ
ੈ/఼ੈࡊԫᅳાĂ̪дᙱ̶ྸ۞ଐ˭ڶĂயϠˠВ۞ඕڍĂЯѩረˠВࢍ
̣ˠĈ
Ś ࡊԫᙷረ

Ś ˠ͛ᙷረ

፟ 0 ྤੈ 0 ఼ੈࡊԫ

ૺЅጏАϠăౘᅛጳАϠ

፟ୠ 0 Մफ़ 0 ਕࡊԫ

ౘ൴ڒАϠ

̼̍ 0 Ϡ ۏ0 ᗁ̍ࡊԫ

͢ګڒАϠ

ۤົڇચ

เߋځАϠ

ͽ˯̣Щགྷૄົְົܛՙᛉ఼࿅ࠎĶௐ˩ˬ̮ڌبረረˠķć၆ෞᆶ؎ࣶ҃
֏ĂߏռԧͷĶள֍ķૻধ᎐Ъ۞ඕڍĂረЩಏᚤ၁ᛳ̙ٽć၆ረˠ҃
֏Ă࿅Ν۞Ӆ˧ᒔຽ̳̈́ϒˠ̀۞ᄮТĂд፬ধᚮ̚ۋ௲᎖҃Ă˵ߏˠϠ̚ໂ
̂۞ခᄅćТॡĂረˠኢˠݡጯᙊĂٕߏጯఙயຽ͞ࢬ۞ᚥĂౌߏ၁ҌЩᕩ̝
ቑĂ̂ົপҾኛזā̚ࡁੰੰܜՂᅈࣰАϠረćረळ۞Ѝ֊Ăѣ็ٚ۞ຍཌྷĂ
ഇ̣ݍҜረˠдረ۞ТॡĂۧᙯᘃۤົјܜᄃ൴ण۞ˠ͕͛Ă̙Ԟિࡁտᄃ
౹ү۞ሤଐĂ֭ᜈ൴೭ᇆᜩ˧Ą
̮ڌረௐ˩ˬ̫۞بѐĂϒ˵ߏ̮ڌะဥᔙШΩγΗ࣎͵ࡔ۞ᙯᔣॡגĂੵ˞
˯ྕᇞ۞ৡ̝γĂΞͽણᄃ̮ڌะဥ݈̣˩ѐ۞̳ৈҖજĂߏԧ۞ၷضẶѐ۞ણ
ᄃឰ˘࣎Ķረķ۞ਕณĂயϠՀ̂۞Ѝ֊ܪˠ͕ͷ˳˳ܜܜĂߏԧ۞͕ᙸĂຏᔁ
ְົ۞͚Ă̫͇ᔵߏԧᙜЇĶ̮ڌረķᓁΡะˠ۞̄͟Ăҭߏགྷ࿅ְົჟ߄Ᏼ
າ˯Ї۞ΫഢੰܜĂϏֽ၆Ķ̮ڌረķ۞ԸˢĂߏৡෲ̮ڌะဥ̣˩໐Ϡ͟
ࠡෳ۞ᖃۏĊ

ௐ˩ˬ̮ڌبረෞᆶ؎ࣶົ
ᓁΡะˠ
ҢЍ̂ጯ७ܜ

ࡊԫˠ͛ᙯᘃд̮ڌ
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ረˠЩᐂ

 ௐ˩ˬ̮ڌبረ 
ረˠЩᐂ

ረีᅳા

ࡊԫᙷ
Ś፟ 0 ྤੈ 0 ఼ੈ

ૺЅጏ

ࡊԫᙷ
Ś

፟ 0 ྤੈ 0 ఼ੈ

ౘᅛጳ

ࡊԫᙷ
Ś፟ୠ 0 Մफ़ 0 ਕ

ౘ൴ڒ

ࡊԫᙷ
Ś̼̍ 0 Ϡ ۏ0 ᗁ̍

͢ګڒ

ˠ͛ᙷ
Śۤົڇચ

เߋځ

ረෞᄬ
˧ٺҖજ఼ੈրቢྤგந̶ژనࢍĂࠤᖳĂጯఙ
ᚥמĄܜഇԸੈ఼ڦயຽԫఙࡁ൴ăଯજᄃᅃጱĂ၆ԧ઼Җજ
఼ੈயຽ̝ቿݎ൴णמѣᚥĄ
Dr. Chang has made outstanding academic contributions through his extensive work and writing on analysis design for radio resource management in
mobile communications systems. His long-term research, promotion and
guidance in the field of communications technology has contributed vitally
to the vibrant growth of Taiwan's mobile communications industry.

ੈྤٺڦછീăྤफ़ऱր̈́Җજ఼ੈࢍზĂፋវࡁտјڍᖳ
ჇĄ᎕ໂڇચ઼̰ٺγጯఙ፟ၹᄃ߿જĂ၆ٺ೩̿ԧ઼఼ੈࡊԫ
۞઼ᅫгҜĂ̈́ྤੈ఼ੈயຽ൴णĂѣវᚥĄ
Dr. Chen has made outstanding research achievements in the fields of data
mining, database systems and mobile communications computing. He actively contributes his services at domestic and overseas academic institutes,
and his work has contributed concretely to the upgrading of communications technology and the development of the communications industry in
Taiwan.

߹ٺڦវ˧ጯᅳા̝ࡁտĂ೩кี౹າ̝நኢĂໂᖳĂ
ጯఙᚥמĄдඕЪጯநᑕϡܜٺᐋ఼ࢲ۞నࢍăგଠඈ͞
ࢬĂࡁտјמڍĂ֭၆઼̰ࢦ̂̍ѣמ̝ᚥĄ
Dr. Chen has made outstanding academic contributions through his many
innovative theories and extensive writing in the field of fluid mechanics.
His notable research achievements have been used in the design and control
of ventilation systems in long tunnels and other applications, contributing
greatly to major construction projects in Taiwan.

ܜഇ˧ٺሤ˧ጯّኳณീă࠹πᏊăᓜࠧ߹វԫఙඈ̼̍ሤ
˧ጯ࠹ᙯ̝நኢᄃ၁រࡁտ̍үĂјڍ૱ᑕϡٺϮ̼̍ຽ̝̍
నࢍĂдጯఙ̈́၁ચ͞ࢬᚥמĄ
Dr. Lin has contributed extensively to the field of chemical thermodynamics through his theories and lab research thermodynamic measuring, equilibrium and supercritical fluid technology. His achievements are often applied in petrochemical engineering design. He has made outstanding contributions both in both academic and practical areas.

ͽᙯᘃฏ˿ˠ͛۞ჟৠĂ౹າ็ᘹఙ۞ᆊࣃĂ֭ͽ͛ጯᘹఙ̝
ౄྔ̈́၆ฏ˿̝ሤຑĂỉڦˠ͛ჟৠଯજۤડᓁវᒉౄĂ၆ٺႇ
Ϳᑚᆐ̝൴ăආᘹఙ̈́Ϡିֈඈᛉᗟ̝࣍ጱĂି̼ˠ͕Ă
ᚥמĄ
Huang Chun-ming is concerned with the spirit of native culture and the value
of innovating on traditional arts. Joining a considerable literary and artistic
talent with a passion for his native land, he has been an ardent promoter of
community building. He has also made outstanding contributions through
his promotion of traditional Taiwanese opera, children's art, life education
and other areas.
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ረˠ̬

 ՂᅈࣰАϠ 
Yuan Yseh Lee

ՂᅈࣰАϠϠٺϔ઼˟˩̣ѐĞ1936ğĂᄂ៉າѻ
ξˠĂഅಶٺາѻ઼ϔጯ७ăາѻ̚ጯăᄂ៉̂ጯ̼
ጯրර̂ጯࣧ̄ࡊጯࡁտٙĄՂАϠдර̂ጯᒔ
Ⴧ̀ጯҜޢĂٺϔ઼̣˩˘ѐĞ1962ğ઼࡚ߦҹ
ΐэ̂ጯԽ౾̀ኝẶ˩αѐĞ1965ğᒔ౾̀ጯ
ҜĄѩޢд౻ࣖĆߦҹ઼छ၁រވĞLawrence Berkeley National LaboratoryğᄃݣҢ̂ጯү౾̀ࡁޢտĄ̣˩˛ѐĞ1968ğᑕདҌۿΐ࣯
̂ጯ̼ጯրેିĒ̱ѐޢĂӈϔ઼̱˩ˬѐĞ1974ğĂᖼЇϓ७ߦҹΐэ̂ጯ̼ጯրି
ĂТॡፉЇ౻઼ࣖछ၁រވЇࡁտࣶĄՂАϠٺϔ઼ˣ˩ˬѐĞ1994ğ̮͡ඕՁˬ
˩˟ѐॠࡁି۞઼࡚اϠĂа઼ፉЇ̚δࡁտੰੰܜĄ
Ղੰܜд̼ጯજ˧ጯăͅᑕજၗጯă̶̄ՁăЍ̼ጯඈۏந̼ጯᅳાѣמ۞јಶĂ
൴ܑѣࡊጯኢ͛αѺкቔĂϫ݈ߏ̚δࡁտੰă઼࡚ˠ͛ᄃࡊጯੰăௐˬ͵ࠧࡊጯੰ۞ੰ
̀Ă઼઼࡚छࡊጯੰăᇇ઼࣯ԗॲࡊጯੰăᇇ઼ҹ६ҹࡁտੰăᔹ઼ࡊጯᄃԫఙጯ
ੰăО઼ޘछࡊጯੰă༄࠱छ̍ࡊጯੰ۞ঔγੰ̀ĄՂੰܜᒔ۞ࢦࢋጯఙረีΒ߁
઼઼࡚छࡊጯረౢăࡻ઼࠱छ̼ጯጯົڱٛௐረă઼࡚̼ጯጯົ۞֧ݣᅊĆᄹረăكą
ᇇۏந̼ጯረă઼࡚ਕొ౻ࣖረăО઼ޘछࡊጯੰκᄿጆѺѐኚ֚ረĂ֭˝˘ٺˣ
̱ѐᒔᏚ֓Ⴌ̼ጯረĄੵ˯̝γĂՂੰܜᔘഅᒔкၷĂΒ߁ˬ˩˟ٙ̂ጯ
ᙑ۞ၷ౾̀ጯҜĞ˟ŒŒαѐ˝ͤ͡ğĄ˵ણᄃЧጯఙᏙྙᄃۤົڇચ̍үĂܜ
ഇᙯ͕ିֈԼࢭăثᙯܼăгື̼ăਕП፟ඈયᗟĄ
Ղੰܜдࡊጯࡁտ˯۞̂ᚥߏనࢍĶϹ˽̶̄Ձ၁រ྅ཉķĞcrossed molecular beam apparatusğĂ֭ϡᆇጡஎˢ˞ྋ̶̄༥ᇠᄃ̼ጯͅᑕ۞፟நĂ˵ߏᒔ
Ꮪ֓Ⴌረ۞ࢋࣧЯĄٙᏜĶϹ˽̶̄Ձ၁រķĂಶߏឰ̶̄ՁكѩϹ˽༥ᇠĂࡊጯ
छᖣ៍၅̶̄༥ᇠ݈ྫ۞ޢᄃٙயϠ۞າ̼۞ۏរᙋĂ˞ྋ̼ጯͅᑕ۞ྎ࿅ĄՂ
ੰ˛̱˝˘ٺܜѐдݣҢ̂ጯᄿధ͐ݣ၁រވٙయޙౄ۞ᆇጡĶԓ୕ķ
ĞHopeğĂߏௐ
˘࣎ਕૉࡁտែܛᛳͽγ۞̼ጯͅᑕ۞ĶϹ˽̶̄Ձ၁រ྅ཉķĂߏ఼࣎ϡّ۞ᆇጡన
౯ĂЇң̼ጯͅᑕౌΞͽઍീĂੰ֭ޢـܜ၆࣎
ᆇጡү˞ధкԼซĄ࿅Ղੰܜٙ೩ֻ۞ࡁտԫ
ఙĂࡊጯछ၆̼ጯͅᑕ۞࿅ѣ˞Հஎˢ۞˞ྋĂ
ధкࢦ̂۞̼ጯયᗟĂౌЯѩࡎזĄ

ࡊԫˠ͛ᙯᘃд̮ڌ
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ሄ៍ጬāှᐖᅈ

ૺ Ѕ ጏ АϠ
Chung-Ju Chang
56໐Ğ1950ѐ8͡ğ

 ጯ።

 னЇ

઼ϲέ៉̂ጯ፟̍ጯր ౾̀
઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯ̄ࡁտٙ Ⴧ̀
઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯ̄̍ጯր ጯ̀

઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯ̍ܫጯր ି
઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯޥૄְ ົܛ
઼ࡊົ઼ܫछࢍݭ൪ ᆵᐛშྮΡะˠ
઼छ఼ੈ็ᇫ؎ࣶົ ڇܫચ̈́ૄࣶ؎ົܛ
IEEE ̚රϔ̶઼ົ நְ

 അЇ
઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯ̍ܫጯր րЇ / ٙ ܜ/ ࡁ൴ܜ
Ϲ఼ొࡁܫտٙ ࡁտࣶ / ވЇ
ିֈొᜪય ވᜪય / Ꮩྙ؎ࣶ
Ϲ఼ొ ࡊԫᜪય
གྷᑻొ ጱّࢍ൪ԫఙᆶߤ؎ࣶົ ؎ࣶ

јಶ።
ૺЅጏିܕѐࢋଂְܫᆵᐛშྮੈચଠ̝טనࢍ
̶ࡁژտĂ͍д A T M / I P ܫᆵᐛშྮ۞ጾଠט
(Congestion Control)ăײΨ̯Ꮪଠ(טCall Admission Control)
ͽ̈́ቢ఼ੈშྮ۞ቢྤଠ(טRadio Resource Control)ă
ೱ͘ଠ(טHandoff Control)ᄃΑதଠ(טPower Control)ඈࡁտ
ᛉᗟĂѣஎˢ۞ࡁտᄃјڍᚥĄ

Ŝ

92ѐޘၷᒔ઼ࡊົࡁտረ

ૺିдܫᆵᐛშྮੈચଠ̝ט
ࡁտ̶ژనࢍĂ೩˞ࡶ̒ૄώ۞ᇴጯ
͞ੈژ̶ֽڱચଠ۞טనࢍયᗟĂ֭ଳ
ϡ˞ָ̼ԫఙĂд႕֖րڇચݡኳ
ࢋՐ˭Ăրटณ̼̂Ąֱᇴጯ
̶ڱ͞۞ژΒ߁ֹϡ queueing theory ă
signal flow graph ă Manson’s formula ă
residual theoremٕ large deviation theory
ֽଯጱᒔրېၗᖼொ፟தĄֱᇴ
ጯ͞ڱдੈચଠ۞טநኢ̶ژᑕზѣࢦ
̂۞ጯఙ౹֍ᄃநኢࡎĂՀᙱਕΞෳ۞ߏૺିஎˢଣ
дҖજ఼ੈրቢྤგநયᗟ̚۞րనࢍણᇴĂֹࡁ
տјڍՀ၁ϡᆊࣃĄ
ૺି˵ߏӀϡംᇊݭԫఙ(Intelligent Techniques)ኜт
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፟ƟྤੈƟ఼ੈࡊԫ

ͻទᏭநኢăͻᙷৠགྷநኢăٕᙷ̝ৠགྷშྮᑕ
ϡٺܫშྮੈચଠ۞טѝഇጯ۰̝˘Ąଂଵฤநኢ̶ژ
ٙזܫშྮੈચଠ۞טඕ̈́ڍ᎕۞གྷរĂၹ˞ޙд఼
ੈშྮੈચଠ۞טᅳાۢᙊ(Domain Knowledge)Ą೩ം
ᇊੈݭચଠ(טIntelligent Traffic Control)۞ࡁտ͞ڱĂ˵೩
າ᎖۞ଠטጡրߛၹᄃ፟טĂιߏௐ˘࣎ᓁЪրّਕ
ณീăրΞϡྤ̈́ڇચݡኳࢋՐٙ൴ण۞˘࣎ͽۢᙊ
ᄃณീࠎૄᖂ۞ੈચଠטĄѣࣧؕ౹ຍ۞ംᇊݭଠט
၆ੈચଠࡁ۞טտѣ˞ࢦ̂۞ᑝĂιΞᆧΐրटณĂܲ
ᙋڇચݡኳĂ͍д఼ੈშྮֽᑕ;кត۞შᅫშྮк
ಫវྤੈڇચ(Internet Multimedia Services)ĂՀਕдੈચଠ
ࢬ͞ט൴೭ਕ˧̈́ड़ڍĄ

វᚥְᖹ
ૺЅጏିдҖજ఼ੈրቢྤგந̶ژనࢍѣמ
јڍĂߏ઼ᅫۢЩ۞ࡁտጯ۰Ă൴ܑ࿅ 150 ቔኢ͛ă 22
࣎ӀĞΒ߁Ϧኛ̚۰ğăᔘѣ 3 ώЪ३ᚱĂপҾۢЩٺ
ቢྤଠטăଵଠטăΑதଠੈ̈́טચଠטඈ࠹ᙯࡁտ
ᛉᗟĂдҖજ఼ੈրቢྤგநనࢍ̶ژѣ
ధкࢦࢋᚥĄ൴ܑٺIEEE۞ࢦࢋࡁտഇΏ̈́
३ᚱ૱జ͔ϡĂခᄅధкଂְੈ఼ܫᅳા̝ࡁ
տˠࣶĂ၆ٺ೩ᛸޢซ̙ዶ˧Ąૺିٺጯఙ
ࠧᄃயຽࠧᒔረᇴĂഅᒔ઼ࡊົ۞ࡁտ
ረĞ92-94 ѐޘğă IEEE FellowĞ95 ѐޘğᄃ̚
઼̍रጯົ̝̍ିረĞ95 ѐޘğĄᖰ
۞ࡁտ౹үјڍͷ̂ࢦᇆᜩّ̈́౹ౄّ۞ Ŝ 94ѐᄃ઼ܫछࢍݭ൪ࡁտဥฤણణ˯ঔϹ఼̂ጯ
ᚥĂЕᓝᄲځт˭Ĉ
˘ăጯந౹າٕᑕϡԫఙࡎ͞ࢬĈ
1. ฟ൴ࡶ̒ૄώᇴጯࡁտ̈́͞ڱָ̼ԫఙ̶ֽژቢ
Җજ఼ੈրቢྤგந۞నࢍયᗟĂ఼ֹੈր
۞टณਕૉ̂ͷڇચݡኳĞQoSğਕૉჯܲᙋĄ
ֱᇴጯ͞ߏڱᑕϡ˞ଵฤநኢă S i g n a l f l o w
graphă Manson’s formulaă residual theorem ̈́ large
deviation theorem ֽଯጱր۞ېၗொᖼ፟தĄֱ
̶͞ژёᇾϯૺିдቢྤგநనࢍયᗟநኢ
̶ࡎ̂ࢦ۞ژĂТॡ˵៍၅˞րనࢍણᇴĂֹ
̶ژඕڍՀ၁ϡᆊࣃຍཌྷĄ
2. ଂְኜтͻទᏭநኢᄃᙷৠགྷშྮඈംᇊݭԫఙᑕ
ϡٺҖજ఼ੈրቢྤგந۞АጱࡁտĂߏྍᅳ
ા۞ѝഇࡁտጯ۰Ăдംᇊݭቢྤଠטጡ۞న
ࢍฟ൴Ăͽдநኢ̶̈́ژ၁ᅫրछགྷរ۞ domain knowledge Ăणன˞૱۞ਕ˧Ąૺି೩˞
າ᎖۞ቢྤଠטጡߛၹᄃଠטֽ፟טᆧૻրट

ࡊԫˠ͛ᙯᘃд̮ڌ
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ณᄃ႕֖րݡኳڇચఢቑĂֱംᇊݭଠטጡᏉЪ
˞րّਕณീăΞϡրྤăᄃQoSᅮՐĂߏௐ
˘࣎ፋЪKnowledge-basedᄃMeasurement-based۞న
ࢍĄтѩ۞ംᇊݭଠטጡ၆ٺቢྤგநѣࢦ̂۞
ᇆᜩĂ͍Җજ఼ੈրֽநᑕ; I n t e r n e t
multimedia services۞ੈચ̙ቁّ̙̈́ؠΞീّĂ
ࣇՀਕ൴೭ड़ৈĂֱംᇊݭቢྤଠטጡਕϖܲ
ڇચݡኳֹ֭րटณᆧΐ̂ ٺ10ƦĄ
˟ăםӄயຽ൴णᒻड़͞ࢬĈ
1. ૺି၆઼छ۞఼ੈயຽ఼̈́ੈିֈ˵ѣࢦ̂۞
ᚥĄд࿅Ν۞30ѐĂࢵАڇચٺϹ఼ొࡁܫտٙ
(னࠎ̚රࡁܫտٙ)12 ѐĂڇચഇมዋెԧ઼͔ϡ
ᇴҜϹೱր(76 ѐ)ĂϤٺր͔ϡܐഇ̙ᘦؠͷ
ใĂдᓁԊ̈́ܜٙ۞ܜϯ˭Ăጱ઼̰ˬछᇴҜϹ
ೱր۞ԫఙෞҤĂග̟༊ॡܫᓁԊޙᛉĂ၆ޢٺ
ֽԧ઼ᇴҜϹೱրπᘦјΑ۞ྻүѣࢦࢋᚥĄ
Ŝ

92ѐலຽᖃᄃ၁រވጯϠЪᇆ

2. ૺିϫ݈ڇચٺϹ఼̂ጯ̍ܫጯրĂ̫֞ 18
ѐĂጯఙࡁտдҖજ఼ੈրቢྤგந۞౹າ
ᚥĂֹૺିјࠎ˘Щ઼ᅫۢЩጯ۰Ăᒔ̿ࠎIEEE
FellowĂТॡд઼̰Ϻࠎ˘ЩజᄮΞ۞ܫछĄҋ
84ѐፉЇϹ఼ొܫҋϤ̼̝̈؎ࣶĂ၆ԧ઼
ܐܫഇฟٸҋϤ̼ᑕѣԼࢭ౹ౄّஎᚥĄഅЇௐ
˟ᄃௐˬҖજ఼ੈຽચฟ̝ٸᆶᛉ؎ࣶᄃ̍ԫ
ఙ̶̝ΡะˠĂͽ̈́შຽચฟ̝ٸᆶᛉ؎ࣶĂт
̫έ៉Җજ఼ੈຽચ̝ቿݎ൴णᑕΞొЊᕩΑܐٺ
ഇ۞Ӆ˧ᄃᚥĄ
3. ૺିഅд82ѐ~93ѐፉЇགྷᑻొԫఙᆶߤ؎ࣶົ؎
ࣶĂഇมםӄᅃጱૄځăᇃ྿ă̓ੈăം֣ඈ఼ੈᇄ
छĂଂְ GSM ፟͘ă Switch ă Router ඈጱّயݡ
ٕᙯᔣԫఙ۞ฟ൴Ăέ៉༊̫дҖજྖᄃϹೱྮϤ
ጡயຽ۞൴྿Ă˵ΞᕩΑם۞ٺӄ드ጱĄ
4. ૺିдିֈొፉЇᜪયαѐഇม(84ѐ~88
ѐ)Ă᎕ໂଯજĶௐ˟ഇ఼ੈିֈԼซࢍ൪ķĂ
యఢထ఼ੈିֈ۞ᗟኝăኝ̰ट̈́ٙ
ᅮన౯Ăధк̂ጯ۞፟ᄃྤੈրٙӮצৈࣥ
Ăಧؠԧ઼̂ጯ఼ੈିֈܐՎ۞ૄᖂਕณĄ

5. ૺିഅםӄം֣ࡊԫ൴ण(1)ăᇴፂ఼ੈშ
ྮࢫҲใ৶͔࠹ڱ፟த̈́͞ڱ྅ཉĄ
(2)ăᑕϡੈ఼ٺშྮ̝̯Ꮪଠڱ͞טĄ(3)ăᑕ
Ŝ 94ѐᄃ઼ܫछࢍݭ൪Ᏹ̳ވТ̥ણణҘщϹ఼̂ጯ
ϡ͉˙ٺშྮϹೱጡ̝ྙ፟טᄃቤጡଠ
טĄј̙ڍĂ̙ҭ྿јؠϫᇾĂ၆ޢᜈԫఙથݡ
˵ֽមˠ۞ዚָᒻĂ྿זயጯ։р̢જᙯܼĄࡁ
տјڍᒔ̚රϔ઼Ӏ൴ځௐ071199ཱིă઼࡚Ӏ
(Ӏཱིቅ 5,633,858)Ąםӄా㝭̳Φྋՙய ݡANX-
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3000Ядనࢍ˯జଠ෦ܬᝋયᗟĄૺି೩ֻ˞ᆵᐛ
ᕜפన౯(Broadband Access Equipment)րߛၹྤफ़
̈́ॡม̶к̍(Time Division Multiplexing)నࢍ˯
ଳ͞פё˘ਠّĂගԈ㝭̳Φ઼࡚ޠޠڱरĂͽഇ၆
ѩనࢍܬᝋ෦ѣٙӄৈĄᄃ఼ٙЪүࡁ൴Ԇјܧ
ТՎ็Ꮾሀё఼ੈშྮ۞ੈચଠט፟טĂѩࡁ൴јڍ
̏Ϧኛᒔ̚රϔ઼Ӏ൴ځௐ081238ཱིᄃ઼࡚Ӏ
(Ӏཱིቅࠎ5,812,526)Ă၆έ៉఼ੈயຽ۞൴णѣӄ
ৈᄃᚥĄ

ࡁտ౹үण୕
ૺЅጏିܕѐࡁտ౹үࢋдܫᆵᐛშྮ۞ੈચଠ
טĂ͍д ATM/IP ܫᆵᐛშྮ۞ጾଠ(טCongestion
Control)ᄃײΨ̯Ꮪଠ(טCall Admission Control)ͽ̈́ቢ఼
ੈშྮ۞ቢྤଠ(טRadio Resource Control)ăೱ͘ଠט
(Handoff Control)ᄃΑதଠ(טPower Control)ඈࡁտᛉᗟĄ
д ATM/IP ܫᆵᐛშྮ۞ጾଠטᄃײΨ̯Ꮪଠ͞ט
ࢬĂ೩˘ͻੈચଠטጡనࢍĂѩనࢍਕТॡந
ATM/IPშྮጾଠײ̈́טΨ̯ᏚଠטĂགྷ࿅ዋ༊г
Ᏼፄѩͻੈચଠטጡ۞ᏮˢણᇴĂԁචሀϼᄦү
ੈચଠטछۢᙊͻٺଠטఢ̰Ăมֹϡ̂
ณଂଵฤநኢ۞̶ژඕڍĂГӀϡཏჸԫఙ
(clustering technique) ̈́ૄЯႊზڱĞgenetic
a l g o r i t h m ğָ̼ԫఙֽనࢍѩͻఢะЪ
Ğfuzzy rule setğĂֹፋֹ࣎ϡώੈચଠטጡ̝ATM/
IP შྮրਕૉྻү˘ٺਫ਼ଠ۞טᒖဩĂֹ҃ր
ՀᘦؠăјሢĄሀᑢඕڍពϯଳϡѩͻੈચ Ŝ ᄃጱࡁտϠЪᇆ
ଠטጡ̝ A T M րਕͧ็۞࠹ඈटณ͞ڱ
Ğequivalent capacity methodğᒔࡗ 11% ̝टณᆧৈĄд
ቢ఼ੈშྮ۞ቢྤଠ(טRadio Resource Control)ăೱ͘
ଠ(טHandoff Control)ᄃΑதଠ(טPower Control)ඈࡁտᛉ
ᗟĂࢵѨ೩၆Ķາ͘ײΨķ̈́Ķೱ͘ײΨķТॡ೩ֻቤ
ᇶхֽഴ̈ܡதĂซ҃೩چրٚྶੈચटณĄ(ࡁտ
˵၁ᅫ҂ᇋ˞ֱଵฤ۞າ͘ײΨ۞ᗓฟĂϤײٺΨ۰̙
۞Я৵Ăֱ̈́ଵฤ۞ೱ͘ײΨ۞ୢĂౄјࣇᗓฟೱ
͘ડҭ̪ϏజјΑгೱ͘Ą)ࡁտඕڍјΑг̶࣎ژቢ఼
ੈրኑᗔ۞ೱ͘યᗟĂιӀϡ˞ S i g n a l - f l o w g r a p h ̈́
Mason’s formulaֽᒔາײΨ̈́ೱ͘ײΨ۞ܡ፟த̈́ඈ
ޞॡมĄ(˘ָ࣎۞̷౷ܼᇴĂѩܼᇴϡ̶ֽ੨ቢ఼ྤ
̶ҾගາײΨ۰Ă̈́ዋ༊۞ቤ̂̈˵Тॡ̟ͽՐֹ
րਕྻүд̈۞ܡ፟தĄ)
̫ޢᚶᜈଳϡາݭ൴ण۞ംᇊڱ͞ݭĂּт Cellular
Neural Networks ඈĂᑕϡٺາё۞ቢᕜפրĂּт
OFDMA/SDMA ඈĂͽഇֹր൴೭̂۞Αड़Ą

ࡊԫˠ͛ᙯᘃд̮ڌ
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ረຏ֏
ܧ૱ຏᔁ઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯ७۞ܜଯᖧ̈́ෞᆶ؎ࣶ
۞࠻ࢦĂѩѨਕֱЩጯ۰ЩЕĶ̮ڌረķ
Ăৌߏం̂۞ၷᚹĄТॡ˵ࢋຏᔁԧ۞ጯϠᄃछ
ˠĂ͍ߏԧ͉͉ĄЯࠎѣጯϠ۞Ӆ˧ᄃछˠ۞͚
ᄃခᐽĂ̖ѣԧ̫͇۞јಶᄃረၷᚹĄϏֽՀ᎕
ໂӅ˧ăՐמĂͽഇ၆઼छۤົઇՀѣຍཌྷ۞
Ŝ

Бछ

ᚥᄃ;Ą

၆ĺ̮ڌረĻ۞ഇ୕
Ķ̮ڌረķᑢረᐽд፟ 0 ྤੈ 0 ఼ੈࡊԫă፟ୠ 0
Մफ़0ਕࡊԫă̼̍0Ϡۏ0ᗁ̍ࡊԫͽ̈́ˠ͛ᙷĲۤ
ົڇચĳඈα̂ᅳાĂ၆έ៉ۤົѣវᚥٕј
ಶְᖹ̝ࡁտጯ۰ٕ౹үछĄ̮ڌ፟۵Њѣࢨ̳Φ̈́
࠹ᙯЋຽߏ઼̰ᅲಱЩ۞̳ΦĂĶ̮ڌረķ۞ᒔ၆
ԧ҃֏Ăѣం̂۞ခᄅĂឰԧॎጬ̙̏Ă࠹ົܫᚶᜈ
Ӆ˧ͽഇ၆઼छۤົઇՀ̂۞ᚥᄃ;Ą
ࢬ၆͒˘͵ࡔ۞ۢᙊགྷᑻᄃඈπ͵ࠧ۞ॡĂέ៉
дܛ᎑α઼ඈૻ̂ᚮ˭ۋĂՀᑕ᎕ໂ൴णࡊԫࡁտĂ
ۢᙊயຽ̼ăயຽۢᙊ̼ĂБ઼ᓂШඕЪĂፖШᓑ༖Ă
Г౹έ៉ࡊԫயຽ۞؈ᖹĄࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄͽົܛ፬
ᐽώ˿ࡊԫࡁտ൴णࠎࢋ؟ў̝˘Ă౹నѩĶ̮ڌ
ረķֽ፬ᐽ౹າࡁտˠࣶĂ΄ˠະׂĄТॡ˫അኛ።ب
ረ۰Ăᆷࣇረ۞͕ྮ።ᄃࡁտ͕Ăᓞ֙ጬ
ᄃᔥ̙҃۞ჟৠĂ˞ۍĶࡊԫˠஎਆྮķ˘३Ă
ឰѐܦˠͽࠎጯ௫۞ቑĂซ҃ޙϲ᎕ໂ۞ˠϠ៍Ă˵
΄ˠຏهĄЯѩԧഇ୕Ķ̮ڌረķਕዋ༊гᕖ̂ᏱநĂ
Ķ̮ڌረķ̏ޙϲ˞ι۞ᓏ୕Ăረ̝ၷՀٺረܛ
۞ᗝޘĄ

History of Achievement

Ŝ
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Prof. Chang Chung-Ju is well recognized for his
extraordinary contributions to the design of radio resource
management for mobile communication systems. He has
published over 150 papers, 22 patents (10 granted in
United States and 12 granted in Taiwan), and 3 books,
which have motivated many researchers, as evidenced in
citations of important EEE Journals and other literature.
He has particularly distinguished himself in the area of

፟ƟྤੈƟ఼ੈࡊԫ

radio resource management such as radio resource control, power
control, and traffic control. These honored him to achieve the
Outstanding Research Award in 2003-2005, be promoted to an
IEEE Fellow in 2006, and receive the Outstanding Engineering
Professor Award from Chinese Institute of Engineers in 2006.
His contributions are summarized as follows.
1. Prof. Chang Chung-Ju has developed fundamental mathematical methods and adopted optimization techniques to analyze
design problems in radio resource management for mobile
communication systems so that system capacity is maximized
and QoS requirement is guaranteed. These mathematical methods apply queueing theory with signal flow graph, Manson’s
formula, residual theorem, and large deviation theory to derive state-transition probabilities. These analytical approaches
mark several breakthroughs in the theoretical analysis of these
radio resource management problems. Also, he investigates
system design parameters in the radio resource management
problem, which are very valuable.
2. He has conducted pioneering research in applying intelligent techniques such as fuzzy logic theory and neural networks to radio resource management in mobile communications systems. He demonstrated exceptional ability
in developing intelligent radio resource controllers based
on domain knowledge obtained from expert’s experiences
and numerical results from theoretical analysis. Ŝ ᄃ၁រވጯϠЪᇆ
Additionally, he proposed novel architectures and mechanisms for these radio resource controllers to enhance system
capacity and fulfill quality-of-service (QoS) requirements.
These intelligent controllers, incorporated system performance
measures, available system resources, and QoS requirements,
lead to the development, for the first time, of a knowledgebased and measurement-based design for resource
management. Also, they have significant impact on the radio
resource management, especially when coping with imprecision and uncertainty of Internet multimedia traffic in future
wireless communication systems. These intelligent controllers for radio resource management can always guarantee system QoS requirements and improve system capacity by an
amount of more than 10%.
Moreover, Prof. Chang Chung-Ju has significantly contributed to communications industry and education in Taiwan. Over
the past 30 years, he spent the first 12 years at Telecom Labs,
Ministry of Transportations and Communications, Taiwan, where

ࡊԫˠ͛ᙯᘃд̮ڌ
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he once conducted the technical assessment of digital switching
systems when the systems were firstly introduced in Taiwan in
1987. The smooth and successful introduction of the digital
switching system in Taiwan has his great contribution. He then
joined in National Chiao Tung University 18 years ago as an
associate professor, where he has distinguished himself in the
research of resource management for communications systems.
His accomplishments reflect him as a renowned technical leader,
which are stated below.

Ŝ

ᄃጯϠࡁտኢ

1. As a nationally recognized expert, Prof. Chang Chung-Ju has
joined in the Telecommunication Deliberate Body, Ministry
of Transportation and Communications (MOTC), Taiwan,
since 1995. He has been selected as a Technical Leader Member of the Review Committee and the Planning Committee for offering 2G and 3G
mobile phone services as well as the fixed
network services of Taiwan, in 1996, 2000,
and 1999, respectively. Nowadays, the successful achievement of Taiwan’s No. 1 penetration rate of mobile communications services (>110%) should be partly credited to
his effort and contributions. He also served
as a Committee Member of the Technical
Review Assembly, Ministry of Economics Affairs, to facilitate government-sponsored wireless communication projects
initiated by local companies. The prosperous industry of mobile phone development in Taiwan is also partly due to his
leadership and contributions.
2. He has served as the principal investigator for several projects
from National Science Council and Ministry of Education.
Also, he was Dean of the Office of Research and Development at National Chiao Tung University, responsible for the
coordination of five excellence research projects from the
Ministry of Education (total 30M USD for four years) and
affairs related to intellectual property management.

Technical Contributions
1. Prof. Chang firstly proposes to provide finite queues for both
new and handoff calls for minimizing blocking probabilities
and increasing total carried system traffic. It realistically considers reneging of queued new call due to caller impatience
and the dropping of queued handoff calls as they move out the
handoff area before being accomplished successfully. Signal-
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flow graph and Mason’s formula are used to obtain the blocking probabilities of new and handoff calls and the average waiting time. Moreover, an optimal cutoff parameter and appropriate queue size for new and handoff calls are determined so that a proposed overall blocking probability is
minimized.
2. He studies a pulse-code-modulation (PCM) realization
of the strength-based and the SIR-based power control
mechanisms. Optimal design parameters such as the step
size and the power control mode for these two power Ŝ
Бछ
control mechanisms are obtained. Many main findings
are presented, such as the strength-based power control mechanism has a higher outage probability but greater stability than
the SIR-base power control mechanism.
3. Prof. Chang successfully analyzes a hierarchical cellular system with overflow scheme, where the system supports finite
buffers for new and handoff calls. Interesting system phenomena show that because of the provision of the overflow scheme,
design parameters of guard channel and queue size in microcell could be negligible, while these parameters in the overlaying macro-cell are significant. Furthermore, a cost function is heuristically proposed not only to justify the above statement but also to determine the optimal guard channel pattern
and the appropriate queue-size pattern for the hierarchical cellular system.

Acknowledgement
At first, I would like to give thanks to the President of National Chiao Tung University, Prof. Chun-Yen Chang, for his
recommendation and those Examiners for their nomination. I
feel extremely proud for being able to be listed together with
these renowned TECO Award winners. Thanks also given to all
my students, for their effort; and great thanks
to my families, especially my wife-ChwenChwen, for their support and encouragement.
Without them, I cannot achieve this prestigious award. It is believed that I would continue to work hard in order to pursue the excellence for my university and make contributions for my loved society and country.
Ŝ
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ઇ˘࣎ચ၁۞நຐཌྷ۰

ౘ ᅛ ጳ АϠ
Ming-Syan Chen
47໐Ğ1959ѐ11͡ğ

 ጯ።

 னЇ

઼࡚Ҙॲ̂ጯщ֤ಢ̶७ࢍზ፟ࡊጯ ౾̀
઼࡚Ҙॲ̂ጯщ֤ಢ̶७ࢍზ፟ࡊጯ Ⴧ̀
઼ϲᄂ៉̂ጯ፟̍ጯր ጯ̀

઼ϲᄂ៉̂ጯ፟̍ጯր ି
઼ϲᄂ៉̂ጯ̍ܫጯࡁտٙ ି
઼ϲᄂ៉̂ጯშྮᄃкಫវࡁտٙ ି

 അЇ
઼ϲᄂ៉̂ጯ̍ܫጯࡁտٙ ٙܜ
઼ϲᄂ៉̂ጯ ͕̚ܫЇ
઼ϲᄂ៉̂ጯࢍზ፟̈́ྤੈშྮ͕̚ିጯ ܜ
઼ϲᄂ៉̂ጯ፟̍ጯր ઘି
Computer Science Division, IBM Thomas J. Watson
Research CenterĈResearch Staff Member

јಶ።
ౘᅛጳି ٺ1988 ѐᒔ౾̀ጯҜޢӈΐˢ IBM Thomas
J. Watson Research Centerଂְࡁտ̍үĂࢋࡁտᅳાࠎྤ
फ़ऱ̶̈́ёᄃπҖё̝ྙય(query)Ϲ(ٽtransaction)ந
ԫఙĄ็நঘޝזк࣎ relations ̶̝ёྙયநĂ
ࢋߏͽ semijoin ۞͞ё྿זഴ͌ྤफ़็Ꮾณᄃྤफ़நณ
̝ϫ۞Ąౘି೩˘࣎Ϲ̢ેҖ semijoins  joins ۞౹າ
ଵໄͽهјΑг಼̂೩̶̿ёྙય۞நిޘĂ֭೩
ЧᆸѨ̝πҖநԫఙͽ೩ྤچफ़ऱྙયᄃϹٽ
̝ፋវેҖड़தĄࡁտј̏ڍజ၁ϡٺIBMྤफ़
ऱ࠹ᙯயݡĂ֭ᒔIBM Outstanding Innovation
Award ధк Research Ɲ Patent Awards ඈࢦࢋ
ረีĄ

Ŝ
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2005ѐၷᒔም͛அࡁտረᄃረˠ̈́ረ
ˠЪᇆ

ౘି ٺ1996 ѐаᄂ̂ЇିĂ֭ᜈ၆ྤफ़
ऱᄃྤफ़ଣછ(data mining)ᅳાԸˢధк͕˧Ăࡁ
൴ଣ̝ྤफ़ଣછԫఙΒ߁Ĉ( ˘) ă࠹ᙯّ
(Association)ć(˟)ă̶ᙷّ(Classification)ć
(ˬ)ăึԔّ(Sequential Pattern)ć(α)ăᕱᜓྮश
(Traversal Patterns)ඈĂֱགྷϤ౹າଣછ͞ёٙ
̝ྤੈ၆ٺրྤ۞ఢထăᑕϡёड़ৈ̝
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೩̿࠰ѣໂ̂۞ӄৈĂౘିٙ೩ధкԫఙϺ̏ј
ࠎጯఙ̝ࠧࢦࢋࡁտኝᗟĂ֭ࠎຽࠧயֹݡϡĄ
ౘିፋវࡁտјڍд઼ᅫ˯எᒔؠۺĂၷᓕࠎ
IEEE Fellow Ă֭ ٺ1998 ̈́ 2005 Ѩᒔᔛࠎ IEEE
Computer Society ̝ Distinguished Visitor Ăд઼̰
Ϻᒔም͛அࡁտረăՂ઼ကࡍϮࡁտረ઼̈́ࡊ
ົࡁտረĂ֭ ٺ2006 ѐᒔĶௐ˩ˬ̮ڌبረķ
Ŝ 2004ѐШܫٙາϠ̬ٙ˯ࡁտᅳા
̝ؠۺćጱࡁտϠ۞ࡁտјڍϺၷᒔ઼̰γኢ͛
ረีĄѩγĂౘିࡁտநኢᄃ၁ચ֭ࢦĂᚥٙጯ
םӄ઼̰யጯࠧԫఙ೩̿Ąౘିࡁտј˞ੵڍды۞
ഇΏ઼ᅫົᛉ˯൴ܑĂϺᑕϡٺ၁ᅫ۞யݡĂ֭ᒔ˞
࿅˟˩̣ี઼̰γӀĄౘିੵ˞ ٺ2003 ѐҌ 2006 ѐፉ
Їᄂ̂ܫٙٙܜĂϫ݈ፉЇགྷᑻొጱّາயݡฟ൴ͽ̈́
ຽࠧࡊࢍ൪९̝ԫᆶ؎ࣶĂͽ̈́Ķ઼ܫछࢍݭ൪ķ̚ᑕ
ϡڇચΡะˠĂ᎕ໂםӄ߆عခᐽϔมЋຽࡁ൴౹າĂഇ
ਕ၆೩̿யຽᆊࣃ઼̈́ᅫᚮ˧ۋѣٙᚥĄ

វᚥְᖹ
ౘିࢋጯఙࡁտᅳાࠎྤੈછീăྤफ़ऱă̈́Җજ
ࢍზĂፋវࡁտјڍᖳჇĂ̏൴ܑ࿅Ѻቔጯఙኢ͛Ă
̚ ٺIEEE  ACM ൴ܑ۞ഇΏኢ͛ӈѣ̱˩ዶቔćдኳ۞͞
ࢬĂౘି۞ࡁտјڍдጯఙࠧజᇃࠎ͔ϡĂ֭၁ચᆊ
ࣃĂ၆ࡊԫ൴णѣஎᅈᇆᜩĄౘିٺACM SIGMOD-95൴
ܑѣᙯԼซ Association Rule Mining ̝ႊზ̏ڱజᇃ͔ھϡ
֭јࠎຽࠧᇾ̈́யݡćΩౘିٺᄂ̂൴ܑдTransactions
on Knowledge and Data Engineering (TKDE)˯၆Data Mining
࠹ᙯԫఙ̶̝͛ژౢ̏јࠎѩᅳાࢦࢋ̝͛ᚥĂቔ͛
ౢдGoogle Scholarშ৭ࢍពϯ̏జ࠹ᙯኢ͔͛ϡ࿅800
ѨĂ ̚TKDE ̝ഇΏኢ͛Ϻ ٺISI შ৭ࢍజ͔ϡ྿ 200
ѨĄѩγĂౘି 1998 ѐ ٺTKDE ൴ܑ̝ Web Traversal
Pattern Mining ̝͛ౢϺజ ISI Еࠎ Highly Cited
Paper (ӈдྍѐ̝ޘٙѣТᅳા SCI ኢ͛̚జ͔
ϡᇴ݈ 1% ۰)Ą˵ߏ઼̰ྤੈᅳા͌ᇴ࿅ 5
ѐ̝ Highly Cited Paper Ą
ѩγĂౘିՀ᎕ໂ͔ጱࡁտϠซˢྤफ़
ଣછᅳા֭೩઼̿ᅫਕ֍ޘĂҌ2006ѐĂౘି
̏ѣ16Щ౾̀Ϡலຽͷкᇴຽ̏д̂ጯٕࡁտಏ
ҜЇᖚĄܕѐ̝јڍΒӣĈ
˘ăౘି ٺACM SIGKDD 2002 ̝ົᛉ̚
ᄃ౾̀Ϡ೩˘࣎Ξͽࣘᜪ̙Тྤफ़
̶ο̝ᕍะ͞ڱĂ֭ᙋྵٙѣА݈͞
ڱᐹĄ

Ŝ

2002ѐٺέΔᓝᏱPAKDD઼ᅫጯఙົᛉፉЇ̂ົ
ᛉय

˟ă ٺVLDB 2003 ᄃࡁտϠ൴ܑд Web Information
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Retrieval ̝ࡁտјڍĄѩኢֶ͛ྤੈଣછໄه೩
˘ຩವ፟טĂྵϫ݈GoogleՀˠّ̼Ăѩ͞ڱΞֶ
ֹϡ۰ͽـ௫ّአ༼৶͔̝ଵԔĄϫ݈̏ᒔ઼̰
ӀĄ
ˬăᄃ౾̀ϠࢵА೩ซё̝ྤफ़ଣછ (incremental
mining)ĂϺӈࠎྤफ़Ϊѣొ̶ត̼ॡ̝ડ߱ଣછ͞
ёĄѩࡁտ͞ШࢉϠࠎ˘ࢦᕇࡁտᅳાĂࡁտϠ֭
ᒔᐷᛡኢ͛ረĄ
ੵ˞ጯఙࡁտ̝γĂౘିϺ᎕ໂڇચ઼̰ٺγ̝ఙ፟
ၹ̈́߿જĂፉЇధкࢦࢋഇΏበᏭ؎઼ࣶ̈́ᅫົᛉࢦࢋᖚ
ચĂтྤੈછീᅳાᇆᜩ˧ഇΏIEEE TKDE۞EditorĂ
̈́ IEEE ICDE ᄃ VLDB ۞ Vice Chair Ă ̚ICDE ᄃ VLDB
ࠎϫ݈ྤफ़ऱᅳાᝋ̝ރጯఙົᛉĂኢ͛ତצதӮд
16% ͽ˭ĄѩγĂౘିഅ֭פۋᏱࢦࢋ઼ᅫົᛉ Pacific
Area Conf. on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (PAKDD02ćኢ͛ତצத̈ٺ25%) ٺᄂ៉ᓝҖĂ಼̂೩چᄂΔдྤੈ
ଣછᅳા઼̝ᅫਕ֍ޘĂ၆ᄂ៉࠹ᙯጯ۰ѣٙӄৈĄ
Ŝ

ٺPAKDD2002ज̚ᙜ

ࡁտण୕
ౘିϏֽ̝ࡁտ͞ШΒӣͽ˭α࣎ࡁտኝᗟĈ
˘ăྤफ़߹ (data streamsğ̝ྤफ़ଣછĈ
ྤफ़߹ຍдѣֱᑕϡ̚Ăٙ᎕யϠ۞ྤफ़ณܧ
૱̂Ă߇ڱԆБజർჄᐼх˭ֽĄᐌкಫវ̈́
შྮࡊԫ͟ৈჟซĂᇴҜྤफ़۞߹఼ᄃ᎕ֽ
֝ిĂЯѩྤफ़ณ֝ిᆧΐ̝ன෪ٙౄј۞ྤफ़
߹Ăֹ็۞ྤफ़ଣછԫఙᙱͽГజۡତֹϡĄ
тңΪᆶෛྤफ़˘Ѩӈᒔٙࢋ۞ଣછඕڍĂ̏ј
ࠎྤफ़ଣછᅳા͟႙ࢦࢋ̝ኝᗟĄ
˟ăͽർវྻზםӄଣછĈ
ధкາᎸშྮᑕϡĂྤफ़ΞਕΪ߹࿅ྵ̈۞
device ĂͷــᅮࢋઇӈॡՙؠĄᐌർវᄦ۞
ซՎĂ͘ёన౯Ğт PDA ̈́ smartphoneğӮ̏ਕ
ጾѣዋྤޘफ़ᐼх̈́ྻზਕ˧Ăࠎѣड़த۞ଂְྤ
फ़߹̝ଣછĂӀϡർវԫఙֽΐిྤफ़ଣછిޘј
ࠎࣃࡁտ̝ኝᗟĄ
ˬăშྮྤफ़நԫఙĈ

Ŝ
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дშྮྤफ़ந͞ࢬĂϤٺҖજన౯۞ࢍზ
ਕ˧ᄃពϯਕ˧࠹၆̙֖ĂЯѩд࿅შྮ
ࢋՐྤफ़ॡĂproxyυืࣧؕྤफ़ᖼೱјዋ
ЪҖજన౯۞ۍώĂтңдநҨڇጡ˯Ă
ࡁ൴ड़ਕ۞ྤफ̶़ژԣפ፟ͽט೩چშ
ྮᑕϡፋវड़ਕϺܨᅮྤफ़ऱშྮᅳાጯ

፟ƟྤੈƟ఼ੈࡊԫ

۰ВТࡁ൴Ą
дྤੈშྮᑕϡ͟႙̈́ͷᇴҜྤफ़֝ి᎕̝̫͟Ă
ֱኝᗟ̝ࡁտјڍഇ୕ѣӄٺᄂ៉࠹ᙯயຽϫ݈யݡᆊࣃ
̝೩̿Ą

ረຏ֏
଼ˠҋ 1 9 8 8 ѐ઼࡚ٺ৸ࡗэ̝ I B M T. J.
Watson Research Centerଂְࡁտ̍үࡗˣѐĂ1996
ѐܔаϓ७ᄂ៉̂ጯЇିᖚĂАߏࢍٺზ፟̈́ྤੈ
შྮ͕̚ፉЇିጯܜĂ˫ޢፉЇˬѐܫٙٙ
ܜĂ˘ᖼீಶ࿅˞˩ѐĄഇมྻضޝгਕᒔధк
Аซ̝೩ᛸᄃᑒӄĂՀѣ፟ົᄃޝкᄮৌ˯ซ۞ࡁ
տϠЪүĂТֳࡁտ౹ү̝ಈॆĄਕᒔѩঅၷ၆ፋ
វ̝ᒖဩ၁͕хຏ፬ćТॡϺܧ૱ຏᔁࡊ̮ڌԫ͛
ିૄົܛ೩ֻѩࢦࢋ̝ረᐽĂ˵ܧ૱ຏᔁᄂ៉̂ጯ
Ղঢ७̈́ܜ፟ྤੈጯੰ֓ᛂౢੰܜ၆଼ˠϦኛ९̝
ଯᖧĂͽ̈́ᆶߤ؎ࣶ၆ѩϦኛ९۞ؠۺĄ͟ؠޢᜈᄮ
ৌԸˢăჟৈՐჟĂࠎᄂ៉ጯఙࡁտ̈́யຽ൴णഈШ˘
࣎Հ࡚рᖳჇ۞ϏֽВТӅ˧Ą

၆ĺ̮ڌረĻ۞ഇ୕
кѐֽஎຏࡊԫซՎᄃϔϠࡅ઼̈́छ൴ण၁िि
࠹ᙯĄᄂ៉ߏ˘࣎·႕߿˧Ăְଐ༼ޝݶԣ۞г͞Ąԧ
ຐ̂छౌТຍࡊԫߏᄂ៉൴ण̝ࢦᕇĂ҃ԫఙ̝೩̿
ᄃΐࣃՀߏ͟ޢᚮ̝ۋӀૄĄдࡊԫᅳાĂࢬ၆Бّ
઼̝ࠧᚮۋĂጯࠧ൴णੵ˞߆͚عĂ၁ϺкᏥٺϔ
มயຽ̝ણᄃܳјĄੵ˞ֽҋயຽ̝ྤ೫ӄĂࡁտᅮ
Ր̝ޙᛉᄃј̝ڍរᙋĂͽഇะޥᇃৈĂВ౹кᛏĂՀ
ߏΞෳĄГ˘Ѩܧ૱ຏᔁࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄົܛ၆ᄂ៉࠹
ᙯயຽԸ˧͕ڦĂഇޞਕᜈͽረี೩઼̰چຽጯ̝ࠧ
̢જĂજࡊԫࡁ൴̝јࡼܜӴĄ

Ŝ

2002ѐᄃछˠЪᇆࡻ̂ٺ౾ۏᐡ

Achievements
Ming-Syan Chen received the B.S. degree in electrical engineering from National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan, and
the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in Computer, Information and Control Engineering from The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
MI, USA, in 1985 and 1988, respectively. During his graduate
study, he worked with his advisor, Prof. Kang G. Shin, on rout-
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ing algorithms and task allocation schemes in hypercube
multicomputers. After his graduation, he joined IBM Thomas J.
Watson Research Center, NY, USA as a Research Staff Member
from 1988 to 1996 in which period he conducted research on
database and data mining issues in a group led by Dr. Philip S.
Yu. In 1996, Dr. Chen went back to National Taiwan University
as a faculty member and formed the Network Database Laboratory with his graduate students. The research interests of Prof.
Chen include database systems, data mining, mobile computing
systems, and multimedia networking. Up to the year of 2006,
Prof. Chen has produced 16 PhDs of whom most are affiliated with universities or research institutes after their
graduations.

Ŝ

2005ѐᄃࡁտϠٺݑआ㋋៉

Prof. Chen is widely recognized as one of the leading experts in distributed/parallel query processing and
data mining with very strong research credentials. He
has published more than 220 papers and edited two books,
and more than 60 of his journal papers are in very top
ACM/IEEE journals and transactions. According to
Google Scholar, the publications of Prof. Chen have received more than 4000 citations in total. He also filed 17
US patents (14 issued) and 7 Taiwan patents. He is a
recipient of IBM Outstanding Innovation Award, Teco Award,
Pan Wen Yuen Distinguish Research Award, NSC Distinguished
Research Award, and K.-T. Li Research Penetration Award. He
is also recognized as an IEEE Fellow (from Computer Society).

Technical Contributions
1. One of Prof. Chen's significant contributions is in the development of the framework that facilitates efficient execution
of distributed queries. His distributed query processing work
goes beyond the traditional paradigm of only using semijoins
as reducers for query cost reduction. Instead, he combined
joins and semijoins as reducers and devised an innovative approach to interleaving a sequence of joins with properly-identified semijoins to minimize the query execution cost. It was
shown that this new approach will lead to more performance
improvement by evaluating the effects of semijoins employed
with respect to a sequence of joins as a whole instead of with
respect to individual joins. This work has influenced the later
execution scenario of distributed and mobile queries.
2. Prof. Chen's work on parallel query processing exploited three
levels of parallelism for query processing, namely intra-
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operator, inter-operator, and inter-query levels, and led to significant reduction on query execution cost. The primary techniques devised for parallel query processing include (a) the
use of synchronous execution time concept for efficient execution of bushy tree plans, (b) the use of hash filters for parallel execution of sort-merge joins and hash joins, (c) applying segmented right-deep trees to pipelining multiple hash
joins, and (d) achieving optimal processor allocation in a pipeline of hash joins by solving a two-phase mini-max optimization problem, each of which has made clear advance in the
state of the art and contributed to the design of parallel query
optimizers in practice.
Ŝ

2002ѐᛷٺᆓګ

3. Prof. Chen is also recognized as one of the leading experts in
data mining. He was a guest co-editor of a special issue in
IEEE TKDE-96 which is the first special issue in data mining
areas. The TKDE paper he wrote in 1996 on surveying and
analyzing data mining techniques is one of the most cited data
mining papers and has received more than 800 citations according to Google Scholar and about 200 citations according
to ISI Web of Knowledge.
Several association rule mining techniques he proposed, including (a) a hash-based method to significantly reduce the
cost of itemset counting, (b) the scan reduction technique which
uses candidate itemsets to generate candidate itemsets so as
to reduce the database scans required, and (c) progressive incremental mining have been widely referenced
and adopted by subsequent mining works.
Specifically, the SIGMOD-95 paper on hash
based method for itemset reduction has also received more than 800 citations according to
Google Scholar.
4. Prof. Chen pioneered the work on exploring Web
traversal pattern mining in the Web, and also
contributed to the areas of Web search and Web Ŝ 2005ѐણΐVLDBᄃྤफ़ଣછጯ۰Ъᇆٺॗރ
content mining. His work on Web log pattern
mining has spawned many subsequent studies. His TKDE
paper on Web pattern mining is ranked by ISI as a highly cited
paper which is a paper receiving top 1% citation rate among
all SCI papers in the year of its publication.
5. Prof. Chen also made significant contributions to several other
issues in parallel and distributed systems. He was among the
very first to explore the hypercube parallel computer
architecture. His pioneering works on processor/subcube

ࡊԫˠ͛ᙯᘃд̮ڌ
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allocation, fault-tolerant routing, cube allocation, and task migration in hypercubes have spawned numerous subsequent
studies. He designed the topological structure, and routing and
broadcasting schemes for the hexagonal mesh multiprocessor
which later constituted the HARTS project at Univ. of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA.

Ŝ

ڒߦٺVLDB2003൴ܑጯఙኢ͛

6. Prof. Chen has made important professional service to the
community of computer science, including being editors for
IEEE TKDE, VLDB Journal, KAIS, and JISE, and being program chairs/vice chairs for major academic conferences,
VLDB, ICDE, ICDCS, PAKDD, and IEEE INFOCOM. He is
steering committee member of PAKDD and was invited as a
Distinguished Visitor from IEEE Computer Society twice
(1998-2000 and 2005-2007).

Research Prospect
The future research of Prof. Chen will encompass issues in
databases, data mining and mobile computing. The research directions of Prof. Chen include the following.
1. Mining in data stream environments:
Mining in data streams where data can only be investigated once has become a topic of increasing importance.
In addition to those on considering a data stream at a
time, more and more emerging applications require
monitoring multiple data streams concurrently. Such
applications include online stock market analysis, call
record analysis in telecommunication, data collection
in sensor networks, etc. It is of practical importance to
discover interesting and useful knowledge, in terms of
association, classification and sequential patterns, by
analyzing the relationship between these multiple data
streams so as to make timely decisions.
2. Hardware-enhanced mining:
Due to the fast increase on the amount of data in various
applications, it has become essential to develop more
efficient algorithms to extract knowledge from the data.
However, the volume of data is increasing much faster
than CPU execution speed, thereby imposing a strong
influence on the performance of pure software solutions.
As a result, it is envisioned that using hardware devices
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to accomplish part of the data mining task is a research
direction worth of exploring.
3. Data management in network environments:
Recent technology advances in multimedia networking
have ushered in a new era of personal communication.
Users can ubiquitously access the Internet via various
mobile devices. For the mobile devices featured
with lower-bandwidth network connectivity,
transcoding is used to reduce the object size by
lowering the quality of a multimedia object. In
light of the corresponding mining results, the
design of efficient data caching and transcoding
(in levels of signals, data, and semantics)
schemes will be matters of our future research. Ŝ 2006ѐᄃࡁտϠາΐણΐPAKDD

About Winning Teco Award
It is my great honor to receive this Teco Award. I would
like to express my sincere appreciations to President Si-Chen
Lee at National Taiwan University and Dean Soo-Chang Pei at
the College of EECS who recommended me for this Teco Award.
I am deeply indebted to my graduate students in the Network
Database Laboratory, most of whom have made important contributions to the work which qualified me to receive
this honor. I am very grateful to the Teco Technology
Foundation for their devotion to our society, and also
for their generosities and impartiality on providing this
Award to our society. Over years, this Teco award has
emerged as a very visible and prestigious milestone
for many members of this society to pursue. Last, but
not the least, thanks go to my families for their love,
support, and understanding.

Ŝ

2005ѐᄃछˠдᔹ઼
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ࡠරߏԧ۞ێ۰ԧυ̙ͻ

ౘ ൴  ڒАϠ
Falin Chen
50໐Ğ1956ѐ6͡ğ

 ጯ።

 னЇ

઼ֲ࡚Ӏॹ֤̂ጯਝ۩፟ୠր ౾̀
઼ϲᄂ៉̂ጯ፟ୠࡁտٙ Ⴧ̀
઼ϲјΑ̂ጯ፟ୠր ጯ̀

઼ϲᄂ៉̂ጯᑕϡ˧ጯࡁտٙ ି
̍ຽԫఙࡁտੰਕᒖဩࡁտٙ ٙܜ

 അЇ
઼छ၁រࡁտੰְົጱ؎ࣶົ ેҖ৪३
઼ϲᄂ៉̂ጯᗁጯ̍ࡁտٙ Ъདି
Lehrstuhle Stroemungsmechanika, Universitaet von Erlangen-Nurnberg,
Germany ణયି
Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, University of
Arizona, USA ణયି
Dept. Appl. Math & Theo. Phys., University of Cambridge, UK ణયጯ۰

јಶ።
ౘ൴ିڒ ٺ1989 ѐଂ઼࡚ Arizona ̂ጯਝ۩፟ୠրᒔ
౾̀ጯҜĂ༊ѐӈаᄂ̂ᑕ˧ٙЇିҌ̫Ąдᑕ˧ٙЇିܐ
ഇĂౘି͕Ըˢ߹វᘦࡁژ̶ّؠտĂᑕϡٺ഻͔ᑜ
ಏཧ̝ͯϠயᄦ̚ĄЯጯఙࡁտ˯۞ܑனĂؕٺϔ઼ˣ
˩˟ѐᒔ઼ࡊົࡁտረĂ̱ѐ̰ాᜈᒔˬѨঅၷĂ
ޢГᒔདࠎ઼ࡊົপࡗࡁտࣶĂഇВ̱ѐĄΩٺϔ઼˝˩
ѐᒔ̋̚ጯఙረĂ˝˩˘ѐᒔିֈొጯఙረĂ˝˩αѐ
ᒔିֈొ઼छᓾळିĄٺϔ઼ˣ˩̣ѐĂᒔᇇ઼Ԉ౾ૄ
ົܛග˘ඊረܛᇇ઼ Erlangen ̂ጯࡁտణય˘ѐćˣ˩
˛ѐĂᒔࡻ઼઼ࡊົ˘ඊረ ܛGlasgow ̂ጯү
ᗟႊᓾฉĄ

Ŝ
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ౘିଂϔ઼ˣ˩ˬѐԸˢి̳ྮܜᐋ
఼ࢲ̶̝̍ژᄃͫխᔖᙱϠࡁտĂЯдᐋͫ
խ፧ᛜநኢ˯۞প֍ྋĂצᔛٺଊ˳።Ϋ
۞ᝋ˧ރጯഇΏ ASME Applied Mechanics Review
˯൴ܑტෞኢ͛ĞReview ArticleğĄдᐋ̍
ࡁտ˯۞ᚥĂ઼̍̚रጯົϺ̟Ķ̍
ିķĄ࿅Ν˩ѐдౠ̋ᐋ఼ࢲࡁտ˯Ăౘି
̈́ࡁտဥฤАזޢкีវјڍĂ҃Δ̳ిآ

፟ୠƟՄफ़Ɵਕࡊԫ

ྮٺд 2006 ѐ 6 ఼֘͡Ăࠎྋඍۤົ̂ி၆ᐋщБ̝Ⴗ
ᇋĂౘି઼֭̚ٺॡಡᇤ͛ᄲځᐋ̰ЧΞਕ൴Ϡ۞఼
ࢲયᗟĄ

វᚥְᖹ
ౘିଂ1994ѐԸˢి̳ྮܜᐋ఼ࢲ̶̝̍ژ
ᄃͫխᔖᙱϠࡁտĂᄃϹ఼ొ઼າ̍ޙԊඈ࠹
ᙯಏҜЪү̫֞ĂВԆј̣ІିޙЪү९Ăࢋ̍ү
ߏ੫၆Δ˯ྮ̳ిآЧ࣎ܜᐋĞ͍тܜ྿13̳
֧̝ౠ̋ᐋğઇЧᄃ఼ࢲѣᙯΞਕ൴Ϡ۞ڶېྋ
ژĂтᐋͫխ۞ଠ఼ࢲ̈́ᑕតା೯ăᐋᒖဩᄃ
఼ࢲሀё̝ޙϲඈĄഇมᄃ̍ಏҜღ੨ЪĂధк
ࡁտјۡڍତࠎ̍ಏҜଳϡĂ၆࠹ᙯనࢍ̈́߉ְ̍
ีѣវ۞ᚥĂ߇ٺϔ઼ˣ˩̣ѐᒔϹ఼ొ̟
ĶࡁିޙտᐹඈረķĂࠎྍѐࢵޘረćЯࡁտౠ̋ᐋ
̿યᗟĂٙ൴઼ܑ̚ٺ፟ୠጯΏ̝ኢ͛ᒔ઼̍̚
रጯົ̟Ķྜ͇Ҧኢ͛ረౢķćЯдᐋͫխ፧
 ᛜ  ந ኢ ˯ ۞  প ֍ ྋ Ă  ઼ ࡚ צ፟ ୠ ̍  ጯ ົ Ŝ ᄃࡁտˠࣶ˘Тซˢౠ̋ᐋᐝݱˢ˾߉̍
ĞASMEğࢦෛĂ҃צᔛٺଊ˳።Ϋ۞ᝋ˧ރጯഇΏ
ASME Applied Mechanics Review ˯൴ܑ˘ቔѣᙯᐋͫխ
۞ტෞኢ͛ĞReview ArticleğćЯдᐋ̍ࡁտ˯۞
ᚥĂ઼̍̚रጯົϺ̟Ķ̍ିķĄ˲ѩረᐽĂ
ౌјࠎౘିдጯఙૄᖂࡁտ̈́̍ᑕϡࡁտ˯˘۵݈ซ۞
જ˧Ą
࿅Ν˩ѐдౠ̋ᐋ఼ࢲࡁտ˯Ăౘି̈́ࡁտဥฤА
זޢкีវјڍĂ࠹ܫ၆ᐋ఼ࢲ۞నࢍᄃგநѣధк
ӄৈĄͽ˭̶ีᄲ̝ځĈ
˘ăౠ̋ᐋ఼ࢲրሀᑢёĈ
ѩёਕӈॡീౠ̋ᐋдЇң֘߹˭ڶېĂր
̰̙Тડ߱۞ঈ߹൴णଐԛĂӧᙱ࠹ޘ༊Ă
˵ߏБ͵ࠧௐ˘इਕా఼გ఼ࢲր̰ĂइЧ
ᇴ˩έࢲ፟ᇴ˼ዃՠ֘ٙଯજ۞ঈ߹̝ม۞Ϲ̢
үϡĂТॡᓑϲ̶ژ۰Ąइё۞ࢍზ࠹༊ܮ
ଥĂࢍზిޘԣ˫टٽፆүĂ၆გಏҜೠଠᐋ
఼̰ࢲᒖဩᄃщБѣ̙Ξٕ۞υࢋ
ّĄགྷ࿅ё۞̶ژĂԧࣇਕ੫၆
ౠ̋ᐋٙΞਕ൴Ϡ۞֘߹ڶې೩
఼ࢲඉரĂᛊтĂԧࣇޙᛉᐋ̿
۞ྋՙ͞ߏڱĶѣड़გ֘ݭ̂טዃֹ
ϡᐋķĂϒߏϫ݈გಏҜٙଳפ
۞ϹଠඉரĄΩ˘ඉரĶҖ֘มܲ
 50 ̳͎ķ˵ߏԧࣇٙޙᛉ఼ࢲඉர
۞ؼҩĂтѩ̖ਕѣड़гଠ߹֘ט
ޘĂซ҃ೠଠᐋ̰۩ঈݡኳᄃᒅ
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ޘត̼Ąְ၁˯Ă50̳͎۞มߏ͉࿅ܲٺчĂЯ
გಏҜፉ͕֘ዃᇠ͔ٕ֘ͫխඈՀ̂۞ຍ
γĄࡶ˘̷ਕೠଠሢቚĂᑕΞГᒺ̈มĄ
˟ă̳ྮᐋրͫխ፧ଵ̝ࢲ፟րፆүĈ
ԧࣇֶፂᐋͫխଠ̶ژඕڍĂࡁ൴˘इЪ઼
ᅫྮົםఢቑ̝ଠԔᄃԫఙĶϹଠ͕ͫ̚խ
ଐဩࢲ፟ፆүཝёķĂਕѣड̶़ፆଠ఼ࢲր
̝ᇴѺέࢲ፟ͽଠטౠ̋ᐋ̝፧ᕖĂ၆
ࢍՏ͇ѣ˯༱ዃ఼֘Җ̝ౠ̋ᐋ̝Җ֘щБ೩ֻ
˘ࢦࢋ۞ܲᅪĄ
ˬă̳ྮᐋಏᕇ֘߹ᄃঈ߹ТՎႾଠԫఙĈ
ฟ൴˘इ֘߹ᇆညႾീրĂ̚ӣ˘इ֘߹ᄃঈ
߹ೱზёĂপᕇߏдܜᐋ̚ͽಏᕇႾീפ
кᕇႾീĂ֭ਕ͟؆ႾଠĂਕ༼࠷̂ณᆇጡన౯
ჯ࣒གྷĂߏ˘इܮଥ̝ᐋ఼ࢲրፆଠԫఙĄ
αă̳ྮᐋխचᑕត̈́ା೯̝ᇾүຽԔĈ
ࢎܜྮ̳ؠᐋ̝խचᑕត̈́ା೯ᇾүຽԔĂ
ఢቑା೯ᖐߛၹ̈́ఢထ֨խٙᅮన౯Ăࢎؠፋវ
ღާᑕតүຽĂүࠎგಏҜ၁гፆүֶ̝
ፂĄֱᇾүຽԔ̏జϹ఼ొ࠹ᙯಏҜ
ٙଳϡĂϫ݈ˣ̋נᐋΔ۞ྮ̳ిآЧܜᐋ
ౌߏͽѩֶࠎፂĂࢎؠ၁ᅫેҖ۞Ϲ఼გந
ᏱڱĄ

Ŝ
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Δ ٺ̏ྮ̳ిآ2006 ѐ 6 ఼֘͡Ăҭ఼֘گࢲޢ
̙ᕝĂࢋߏۤົ̂ி࿆၆ᐋщБ՟ѣ͕ܫĂ
ጹ۞ߏĂგಏҜ˵Ϗ੫၆̂ி۞Ⴗᇋдௐ˘ॡ
มઇ˘ᄲځĂͽٺౄјధкᄱົă̙щăయ
ᙱČඈඈ̙ᑕ൴Ϡְ̝Ą઼̚ॡಡՀ͔ϡౘି۞
ࡁտјڍĂд7͡5 ă6 ˟͟ͽᐝ୧າჷಡጱౠ̋ᐋ
Ξਕ൴Ϡ̿ᄃ˘উ̼፧ޘ࿅۞યᗟĄՀ̙
ߏ۞ضĂТॡдೀ͇̚Ă˫൴ϠೀІҬͼߏგ
ಏҜგந̙༊ٙౄј۞ຍγְІĂ၆ౠ̋ᐋ۞Җ
֘щБᛉᗟՀߏͫ˯ΐڵĄְ၁˯Ăֱᇎ͕ᄃۋ
ኢౌΞͽᔖҺĂЯࠎдԧࣇᄃ઼̍Ԋ۞Ъүࢍ൪۞
ඕኢ̚Ăౌ̏གྷޝᄲְֱځІ൴Ϡ۞Ξਕّ
࠹ᙯྋՙᏱڱĄᛊтĂԧࣇٙ൴ण۞Ķౠ̋ᐋ
఼ࢲրሀᑢёķಶΞͽ̶ژᐋ̰۞ঈᄃ˘
উ̼۞ត̼ଐԛĂధкϹ఼۞˭ڶې̿ᄃ˘উ
̼፧̶ޘҶౌ̏ྶдಡӘ३̚ĂౌΞोֽᄲ
ځ۞ĄგಏҜεΝдௐ˘ॡมᄲݵ۞ځ፟Ă
वᆧۤົ̂ிӧᕘĂٙͽĂ֗ࠎౠ̋ᐋ̣ี఼ࢲ
ࢍ൪۞ˠĂԧѣయЇֱયᗟШ̂छᄲځ
ĂЯѩᆷ˞ቔൺ͛Ķౠ̋ᐋ̿ΞͽଠგķΏ
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ྶ઼̚ٺॡಡĂгШۤົ̂ிᄲځᐋ̰Ч
Ξਕ൴Ϡ۞఼ࢲયᗟĄ
ᔵ৾ᕘ̙ᕝĂҭϫ݈გಏҜٙଳ۞פధкϹგନ߉
ౌߏଂԧࣇ۞ࡁտјڍඕኢٙઇ۞ޙᛉ҃ࢎטĂᓝּт˭Ĉ
˘ăᚑॾࢋՐܲҖ֘ᗓĂ֭నཉБॡมᛷᇆ፟ᐌॡ
āāāāႾീĈ
ֶፂᐋ఼ࢲր̶ژඕڍĂԧࣇޙᛉࢋ
ܲ˘߹֘۞ؠณĂቁܲᐋ̰۩ঈޘ
ᄃ˘উ̼፧ົ̙ޘ࿅ĂТॡ˵ਕ֘
Җְ߇൴Ϡ۞ΞਕّࢫҲĂͽᔖҺᇠٙ
͔۞ͫխĞҭϫ݈ࢋՐҖ֘มჯ 50
̳͎Ăߏ͉࿅ܲٺчğĄ
˟ă༰఼ͤ̂֘ݭҖĈ
ֶፂԧࣇଣᐋঈត̶̼ژٙඕڍ
҃ેҖѩඉரĂͽ֨ͤᐋ̿યᗟ൴Ϡ
̈́ٙΞਕ൴Ϡ۞ᑡᇠٕᇠְІĄ

Ŝ

ᄃࡁտဥฤдౠ̋ᐋ̰߉̍னಞ

ˬăࡁտనཉ̂֘ݭዃϡĈ
ߏᐋ̿ሀᑢ̶̚ژՀᎵ̶ژٙ۞ඕڍĂਕ
̂֘ݭٙౄј۞યᗟүొଣĂԓ୕ਕ̂ݭ
֘ٙΞਕ൴Ϡ۞યᗟࢫҲĄ
αăдᐋ˾నཉᛳঐ֨ฤᄃᐋାխన౯Ĉ
ߏֶፂᐋͫխ߹̶ژඕڍĂޙᛉା೯ඈޞॡ
มᒺൺĂ߇ᅮдᐋ˾నཉᛳঐ֨ಏҜĄ
̣ăࢋՐዼዺˠдᐋ̰ฟୁᗆؠᛋᇃᐛĈ
ಶߏԓ୕ឰዼዺˠਕۢᐋ̰൴Ϡ۞னڶĂͷۢ
тңᑕតĂ̙҃ົ൴ϠऻຖĄ
˯ֱޙᛉౌߏдԧࣇ݈۞ࡁտ९ٙ̚ඕኢ̝
វޙᛉĄҭֱନ߉ౌߏజજёგଠĂΩγᑕྍГనཉͽ˭
ีજͷજၗ۞გந̖ਕݶड़ĄĞ˘ğăᑕଳϡӈॡႾଠ
րĂ੨Ъ݈۞Ķౠ̋ᐋ఼ࢲր̶ژёķд༊ॡ֘
߹˭ڶېٙሀᑢ۞ࢲಞĂͽՙؠٙᑕଳࢲ۞פ఼፟ࢲሀ
ёĂ̖ਕдְ߇൴ϠॡĂϤڒҖଠ͕̚ˠࣶдௐ˘ॡม
̰Ăઇϒቁ۞ҿᕝᄃજүĄĞ˟ğăᑕдϹ߹ˢ˾
ቁ၁ѣड़гგଠ఼̂֘ݭҖĂֱ͍֤ߏ྅ྶΞ፼۞ۏఱᕢ
֘ăڵឫ֘ă̼ጯ֘ඈĄЯࠎ̂֘ݭдᐋ̰ྵٽ൴Ϡְ߇
ĞϤለ߷ܕѐֽ۞ᐋְ߇ۢğĂ˫ߏᐋ̿۞֎Ăͷ
˘ό൴Ϡְ߇Ăٽ̙ــќ߂Ą

ረຏ֏
ѨͽĶౠ̋ᐋࡁտјڍķᒔĶ̮ڌረķĂ͕
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̚ѣధкຏຐຏᔁĄࢋ˘ᕇಶߏ˩ѐֽ۞ࡁտ
јڍਕזצኜҜᆶߤ؎ࣶ۞ؠۺĂܧ૱ຏᔁĂߏԧࣇ
ֱଂְࡊԫࡁտ۰ٙЋ࠽۞˘ᕇခᐽᄃӄ˧Ąࡶ
ԧࣇۤົਕк˘ᕇခᐽĂ͌˘ᕇయᙱĂಶົՀே
Ăࡶ̂छਕଂछलઇĂಶѣ፟ົར၁זፋ઼࣎
छۤົĂ̮ڌ̳፟ΦјϲĶ̮ڌረķᑕ˵ߏѣѩ
நهĄ̮ڌ̳፟Φдᄂ៉።Ϋଊ˳Ăߏԧ઼፟
ຽă۩አຽăछຽČඈ͞ࢬ۞ᅳА۰Ăдԧ઼80
ѐ۞གྷᑻࢳॡĂԷႊགྷᑻซՎଯજ۰۞֎
Ŝ

дܧݑฟഭ˯ᇆĂͽѩֽͯ
ܑ၆Ķ̮ڌረķ۞͚ᄃຏᔁ

ҒĄࠎа㒝ۤົ֭ခᐽஎˢࡁտĂ̮ڌ̳፟Φј
ϲૄົܛĂ֭ ٺ12 ѐ݈ฟؕୁજĶ̮ڌረķ۞ෞᏴ
߿જĄдԧ઼̄ຽቿݎ൴ण̝ᅫĂధкЋຽ೩ֻ

۞ࡁտረีౌߏခᐽ̄ᙷࡁտĂĶ̮ڌረķߏТॡခ
ᐽࡊԫˠ̝͛ࡁտ۰۞͌ᇴረี̝˘Ăͷࡊԫᙷ̙֭
ࢨٺ፟˘ีĂ၆፟ୠᙷࡁտˠࣶ҃֏ĂĶ̮ڌረķߏ
઼̰˘ϤЋຽ೩ֻଂְ፟ୠᙷࡁտ۰Ϧኛ̝ረܛĂд
ிк̄ᙷረีᒖᖒ̝˭ĂពপҾࠡෳĄϤـѐረ
ЩಏۢĂĶ̮ڌረķٙ၆෪Ӯߏ઼̰ࡁ൴ᅳા̝
ۢЩˠ̀ĂӮдྍีᅳા̚ѣמᚥ۰Ąᗝረܛ
ӛ͔ˠĂ҃ѩረีܑ̝ٙၷᑕߏଂְࡁ൴̍
ү۞Т̥ٙߺߺሄ۰Ą

The TECO Award
Professor Falin Chen has taught at Institute of Applied
Mechanics in National Taiwan University College of Engineering since 1989, right after he received the Ph.D. degree in Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering from the University of
Arizona. In the very beginning of his hire to teach, he focussed
on the research of applying the stability analysis of fluid into the
production of single crystal turbine blades. Numerous awards
were won for his achievements in academic research, including
three times Outstanding Research Award from the National Science Council during 1993 and 1998; two times Distinguished
Research Fellow from the National Science Council during 1998
and 2004. Besides the honor from NSC, he also received the
Sun Yet Sian Academy Award in 2001, Academy Award from
Ministry of Education in 2002, and Chair Professor of National
Forum offered by the Ministry of Education in 2005. Moreover,
he was a visiting professor in Cambridge University in 1993 for
six months funded by NSC and in Universitaet von ErlangenNuernberg for one year in 1996 funded by Alexander von
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Humboldt -Stiftung (AvH) Research Fellowship Program. In
1998, he was invited by the EPSRC of UK to give a series of
lecture in fluid mechanics in University of Glasgow for two
weeks.
Besides all the fundamental researches, Professor Chen
cooperated with National Expressway Engineering Bureau and
other institutes to do the research on the ventilation system, and
the fire safety and evacuation of expressway tunnel. Five
successful cases wre achieved since 1994. The main task
was to do all the scenario analyses on the ventilation system for each tunnel on the Taipei-Yilan Freeway.
(Particularly, the Xue-Shan Tunnel is the longest road tunnel in Asia with nearly 13km long.) The scenario analyses
for tunnels include ventilation and smoke control, emergency
rescue, air and the environment, and etc. In close coordination and collaboration with the engineering department,
many of his research results were applied during this period.
With the concrete contribution to the correlation design and
the construction, the Excellent Research Award, the first
prize of the year from the Ministry of Transportation and
Communications was won in 1996. Also, his research on
the temperature rise issues on the Xue-Shan Tunnel was
Ŝ ৭дౠ̋ᐋ̝Б߱ࢬଧ፟ĞTBMğ݈
published in the Journal of Chinese Society of Mechanical
Engineering and won the Zhan T'ien-you Medal from the
Chinese Institute of Engineers. Because of hi2 unique viewpoint
on the theory of Smoke Propagation in road tunnels, he was invited by the ASME to publish a review article on the Applied
Mechanics Review journal. With all the research contributions
to the road tunnel, the Outstanding Engineering Professor Award
was offered to him by the Chinese Institute of Engineers. Through
all these honors, it becomes an advance power in both his academic research and engineering application research.
In the past ten years, many concrete achievements had obtained successively by his research team. Great contributions
had made on the tunnel-ventilated design and the tunnel management issues. Some are highlighted below:
1. The simulation program for the ventilation system in
Xue-Shan Tunnel: This program can do the real time
forecast on the pattern of the airflow in different sectors
under any traffic condition. Moreover, this program was
the world first that can process the simultaneous analysis on the airflow generated by dozens of air machines
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and thousands of automobiles within the pipe ventilation system. With the characteristics of convenience, high
performance, and easy to operate; this program becomes
the essential tool for managers to control the environment and safety on tunnel-ventilation. Through the
analysis, the best ventilation strategy can proposed based
on all the possible traffic conditions. For example, “Have
effective access control on the large-scale vehicles in
tunnel” is one of the strategies applied currently. “Keep
a safe distance about 50 meters when driving” is another
strategy with effective traffic flow control applied to better manage the air quality, the temperature change, and
humidity change. In fact, the safe distance can be further reduced under well control. However, to avoid the
traffic jam and fire caused by the traffic accident, the 50
meters’ rule is applied.
2. The ventilation system for fire smoke emission in highway tunnel: Based on the analysis result of tunnel fire
smoke control, he proposed a technology fully conform
to the International Road Federation standard called
“Ventilation Operating System for Fire Scenario Analysis in Highway Tunnel”. With effectively control on the
tunnel-ventilation, this system plays an important role
in the traffic safety for thousands of vehicles pass through
the Xue-Shan Tunnel everyday.
3. Synchronous single-point monitoring
technology of traffic-flow and airflow in the
highway tunnel: The monitoring technology
includes a traffic-flow image monitor system and a conversion formula between traffic-flow and airflow. The monitoring technology with 24 hours single-point monitoring technology is very practical that saves a
lot of money on equipments and maintenance compare to multi-point monitoring.
4. Set up a SOP to carry out highway tunnel disaster and
rescue: The SOP includes regulations for organization
chart, necessary equipments, and contingency plan and
is applicable to the operation. The SOP and rules had
been applied by the Ministry of Transportation and Communications and practice on all the tunnels on TaipeiYilan Freeway and Paghuashan Tunnel.
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Taipei-Yilan Freeway was opened in June, 2006. With low
confidence in the tunnel safety control on the overall society,
lots issues occurred. Without clarification in the very first by the
responsible division, all the misunderstandings, misgivings, and
blames that should be prevented were all occurred.
Professor Chen’s research about temperature raise and high
density carbon monoxide on the Xue-Shan Tunnel was published
as the headline news on China Times on both July 5 and July 6.
Unfortunately, few accidents occurred at the same time. It seems
that those accidents were due to improper
management, and therefore, the tunnel safety issue
was getting worse. In fact, all these worries and
disputes can be prevented in advance. All the possible scenarios and solutions were highlighted in
the conclusion of his cooperation project with Taiwan Area National Expressway Engineering
Bureau. For instance, “The simulation program for
the ventilation system in Xue-Shan Tunnel” he developed, can
analyze the temperature and carbon monoxide change in the
tunnel. Most of the possible situations had been highlighted, and
can be easily clarified. However, the responsible division took
no action at the very beginning and overall society was troubled.
As the chief project manager on the Xue-Shan Tunnel ventilation program, he feels that he has the responsibility to make it
clear to the public. Therefore, he wrote an article explaining all
the possible ventilation issues called “Temperature Rise Is Controllable in Xue-Shan Tunnel” published on China Times.
Professor Chen’s research suggestion had been applied on
many traffic regulations in Xue-Shan Tunnel. Some of the most
important ones are highlighted as follows:
1. Strict request that all vehicles keep a safe distance with
24 hours video camera monitor: Based on our research,
a stable traffic flow will ensure the temperature rise and
carbon monoxide density within the safety range and
lower the fire accident caused by the traffic accident at
the same time. In fact, the 50 meter safe distance can be
further reduced under well control.
2. Restrict oversize vehicles from roadways: According to
their research result, this approach will prevent the possible fender bender or rear-ended event and was applied
currently.
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3. Special-purpose road reserved for oversize vehicles: With
further analysis of their research on the oversize vehicles,
they do believe this approach will mitigate the possible
issues.
4. Set up station house and tunnel disaster relief equipment on the exit: They proposed this suggestion to get
minimal-latency for rescue based on our tunnel fire
smoke analysis.
5. Ask driver to open the radio channel when driving
through the tunnel: The control center can cut into the
police broad channel immediately, and will be able to
explain the disaster situation and the way to escape.
Therefore, pacify the public’s panic caused by the
disaster.
All these suggestions above are resulted from our research
conclusions as mentioned before. However, these passive approaches are not enough, and they also propose two more active
and dynamic management approaches as follows:
1. Using both the real time monitor system and “The simulation program for the ventilation system in Xue-Shan
Tunnel” to simulate the wind farm based on the traffic
flow. With the simulation, the best ventilation pattern
can be made and the control center will be able to make
the right decision and to take the action right after the
accident.
2. Restrict oversize vehicles from roadways, especially for
cabinet vehicle loading with combustible substance:
Learning from the Europe experience, oversize vehicles
are the main cause for both the traffic accident and temperature rise in tunnel and usually cause worse damage.
So many thoughts and feelings came to his mind
while the TECO Technology Award was received due
to his research result on Xue-Shan Tunnel. In
particular, he would like to thank and acknowledge
the role played by the award committee, for acknowledging the important work and contributions of my
10 years research on Xue-Shan Tunnel. The aids and
encouragements from the public play an important
role in advance research and discoveries in Science. With more
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encouragements than set-backs proliferate from the family to
the society, the world will become much peaceful. That’s the
reason to set up “The TECO Technology Award”. TECO is not
only renowned as a leading heavy electrical industrial brand, but
also as a leading manufacturer of home appliances, telecommunications equipment, IT systems, electromechanical components,
and commercial electronics. An independent, non-profit
organization, TECO Technology Foundation, was set up to educating young scientists and engineers, promoting forward looking and enhancing social well-being. Since the inauguration in
1993, the foundation has sponsored “The TECO Technology
Award” every year.
In the booming of electronics industry, many research
awards were provided to encourage electronics research. The
TECO Technology Award is aimed at recognizing the scientists
and engineers who excel in academic research, technological
innovation or technological industrialization as well as the individuals who contribute to the enhancement of social well-being.
Moreover, the TECO Technology Award is the first award provided by the enterprise on the mechanical engineering area; and
therefore, was most precious for mechanical engineering
researchers. Learning from the previous award lists, all the award
recipients had made substantial scientific contributions, which
were recognized nationally. People all know that
the non-monetary recognition of significant value
by the TECO Technology Award is far more important than the high-value monetary award.
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ᏖְдˠĂјְд͇

 ͢ ګ ڒАϠ
Ho-mu Lin
68໐Ğ1938ѐ7͡ğ

 ጯ።

 னЇ

઼࡚ Oklahoma State University ̼̍ ౾̀
͟ώ Tokyo Institute of Technology ̼ጯᄃ̼̍͛ጴ
઼ϲᄂ៉̂ጯ̼̍ր ጯ̀

઼ϲᄂ៉ࡊԫ̂ጯ७ચᜪયၱ̼̍րି
઼ᅫ̼̍ᓑ༖ጱ؎ࣶ
ֲ͉̼̍ᓑ༖நְ
ᄂ៉̼̍ጯົ̈́ᓜࠧ߹វົםநְ
ඈିֈෞᝥ͕̼̍̚ጯܝఢထ؎ࣶăෞᝥ؎ࣶ

 അЇ
઼ϲᄂ៉ࡊԫ̂ጯ ઘ७ ܜ/ ̼̍րିၱրЇ
઼ࡊົࡁտᓾळĞ઼ϲᄂ៉̂ጯă઼ϲᄂ៉ࡊԫ̂ጯğ
ᄂ៉̼̍ጯົ૱ચநְăઘநְܜăநְܜ
Purdue University, Director/Senior Fellow
Rice University, Dept. of Chem. Eng., Research Fellow

јಶ።
ି͢ګڒ̂ጯலຽޢĂᏴፄಶҹٛఈэ̂Ăྍ
७༊ॡߏϮ̼࠹ᙯᅳા۞ࢦᗉĂ͍ѣᙯϮ̼யຽ۞ሤ˧ጯ
ࡁտ̚ĂೀҜି࠹༊ĂΒ߁ W.C. Edmister ă R. N.
Maddox ă K. C. Chaoă J. Erbar ă R. L. RobinsonඈˠĄڒ
ିАޢरְ Edmister  Robinson Ăдࣇ۞ጱ˭Ăϒё
ତᛈ̼̍זሤ˧ጯ۞ᅳાĂ͍ߏ༊ॡᄂ៉ጯϠऴ۞၁រ
͞ࢬĄ౾̀ኢ͛ੵ˞၁រĂ˘̂ొ̶ߏࢍሤ˧ጯĂαѐ࣒
ຽഇมĂᒔৈࠤкĄ༊ॡಶٺҹٛఈэ̂рೀҜТ
ጯĂౌጯѣჟĂܑனҒĂ˵ֽޢјࠎሤ˧ጯࠧ۞ЩˠĂ
т B. I. Lee (Lee-Kesler Equation)ă Han (Han-Starling
Equation)ă H. G. Rackett (Saturated-liquid Volume)ඈĄࡁտ
ٙ۞ିֈᄃૄώቚĂಧؠ၁۞ૄᖂĂ
ѣӄࡁޢ͟ٺտ̍үਕՀึӀซҖĄ

Ŝ
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லຽޢĂିڒАдϓ७ЇିĂ
߱ഇมࢋ۞̍үĂߏଂְѣᙯঈ̼
̈́୵̼ᄦ۞ࡁտĂд 70 ѐĂѩࠎໂ
߄ጼّᄃࢦࢋّ۞ᅳાĄϤ࣎ٺฟ
ؕĂିڒ˧ٺ࠹ᙯ۞ࡁտ̍үፋፋ
ˬ˩ѐĄ 1974 ѐд Rice ̂ጯĂેҖ͇ঈ
୵̼ᄦ۞ր࠹πᏊࡁտࢍ൪ĂԆј͇
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ঈĞϥğ/ ˟উ̼۞ঈ / ୵ / ࠹πᏊณീĄֱҲᇴ
ፂࠎྋՙ୵̼ᄦЯДĞ˟উ̼ğ۞ԛј҃ౄјրඕ
ࣜ۞યᗟĂ೩ֻᙯᔣ۞ૄᖂྤफ़Ąྍࡁտඕۡ˘ڍᇃజᑕ
ϡĂ၆୵̼͇ঈᄦࡁ൴ăనࢍ̈́ፆүĂᚥ։кĄ
ϤٺਕĞϮڵğП፟Ă઼࡚߆عԸˢ̂ณྤĂ
൴णਕ̈́ਕĄࠎЯᑕ߆عਕඉரĂିڒצ
ད ٺPurdue ̂ጯĂםӄޙϲᑅ / ࡁտވĂయณ
ീ̈́ᙯᓑঈ̼̈́୵̼ᄦٙᅮ̝ሤ˧ጯّኳĄ၁រ
ፆү୧ІĂޘ྿ 450ƨĂᑅ˧྿ 350 atm Ăᅈ
࿅ٙѣߊѣ྅ཉ̝ໂࢨćТॡĂր˫ӣѣ̂ณ۞୰
ঈĂ၁រ̍ү۞Пᐍّӧᙱܧౌޘ૱Ăໂ߄ጼ
ّĄିڒ۞၁រވҹڇٙѣ۞ӧᙱĂ྿јЇચĄࡁտ Ŝ 2005̼̍ጯົѐົ
јࠎڍనࢍ୵̼ᇄ(т઼࡚ਕొ͚ٙೀ࣎̂ݭ
୵̼ࢍ൪̈́ϔม̳ΦExxonă Amocoă Chevronඈ̼ᄦ)
೩ֻૄᖂᇴፂĂٙޙϲ̝၁រր̈́ҋҖనࢍă྅̝၁រ
న౯Ăߏϫ݈͛ᚥᐂ˯ٙਕ྿ז/ᑅ۞ໂࢨĄк
ѐֽĂྍ၁រր̈́ณീ̝ᇴፂĂ˘ۡᇃࢦצෛᄃ͔ϡĄ҃
дঈ̼ᄦ̝ሤ˧ጯࡁտ͞ࢬĂјڍϺ࠹༊ᖳჇĄ߷ܧ
SOSALঈ̼ᇄ̝నࢍĂڻϡྍࡁտјڍĂ҃ିڒҋ྅̝
ঈ̼၁រన౯Ăϫ݈̏ᇃజֹϡٺᓜࠧ߹វපפĄିڒ
ЇିPurduêጯ˟˩кѐĂણᄃٕ۞ࡁտࢍ൪ᔘΒ߁
ᓜࠧ߹វдࢴݡăᘽ̈́ۏϠԫ࠹ᙯᑕϡĞт୭ෂăߖ
Ғඈğ˵ᒔ࠹༊јڍĂᑕϡᇃھĄ
ЯࠎֱјಶĂିڒкѐצདፉЇ઼࡚
߆عĞਕొᄃྺຽొğ࠹ᙯᅳા۞ᜪય/ Ꮩྙ
؎ࣶĂ˵അᒔ઼࡚ Exxon ă Amoco ă Chevron ඈ̳Φٕૄܑ̝ົܛĄܕѐֽ۞ਕП
፟Ă࠹ᙯࡁտГזצໂࢦޘෛĂֱјڍ
˵υ˘Гజ͔ϡĂ่̙Ξͽםӄਕ۞ᑕϡ
ᄃଯणĂՀࢦࢋ۞ߏ̼פϮ፼फ़Ăјࠎ̼̍
யຽ۞ࣧफ़ֽĄ
Ŝ

ᅳέ៉ܑဥણΐཌྷ̂Ӏ઼ᅫ̍ିֈ̈́ԫఙࡁ

1994ѐିڒᑕ઼ࡊົ̝དܔέĂፉЇࡁ
տᓾळĂםӄೀٙጯ७ޙϲሤ˧ጯࡁտֱ˘۞ވณീրĄ
ିڒޢ઼ܔĂొЊԫఙ͔ซᄂ៉Ăᚶᜈ൴णĄੵ˞ሤ˧
ጯ͞ࢬ۞࠹ᙯࡁտ̈́ᓜࠧ߹វԫఙ۞ฟ൴Ă֭˧ٺΐૻ
ጯఙࠧᄃயຽ̝ࠧЪүĂםӄຽࠧĞтᄂ៉ߋܜϮ̼ăᄂ៉
Ϯ̼ඈ̳Φğᄦฟ൴ਕ˧̝೩̿ĂТॡ˵˘ۡણᄃםӄ̍
ࡁੰ̼̍ٙᄦࡁ൴̍үĄ࿅Νᄂ៉۞ሤ˧ጯࡁտĂҋҖ൴
णᄦ̙֭ࢦڦזצĂགྷ࿅̂छೀѐֽ۞Ӆ˧Ăֱᅳા۞
൴ण̏ѣ۞֖ܜซՎĂдᓜࠧ߹វԫఙᑕϡ͞ࢬĂϫ݈д
ᄂ៉˵᎕ໂдࡁ൴Ăͷ̏ѣ၁ᅫјڍĄ
ିڒ።ѐֽፉЇ઼̼̚ጯ̍ጯົநְă૱ચநְă
ઘநְܜăநְܜĂ̼̍ົᄫĞJ. ChIChEğበᏭ؎ࣶăઘᓁ
በᏭ̈́൴ҖˠĞ̼̍ົᄫ̼̈́̍ົΏğĂᏱ̼̍ѐົĂણ
ᄃкีጯົጯఙ߿જĞтᓾ௫ăႊᓾăᚯᏱٕጯఙົᛉ
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ඈğĂ֭ࠎ̼̍ົᄫ̼̈́̍ົΏበкഇΏĄ͍д 1996
ѐމळበ̼̍ົᄫ 27 סௐ 4 ഇĂᔛኛ͟ώăΐो̂ă઼̚
̂ౙă઼࡚ඈ઼̝ሤ˧ጯࢦณ৺ጯ۰ԸቇĂ౹ົᄫ઼ᅫ̼۞
ࢵּĂםӄົᄫЕˢ SCI Ąିڒϫ݈ፉЇ઼̍̚रጯົ
ЩநְĂ઼̍̚ጯΏĞJCIEğበᏭ؎ࣶĂ̈́͟ώ Journal
of Chemical Engineering ඈഇΏ઼̝ᅫበᏭᏙᛉ؎ࣶĄ
ିڒഅкѨણᄃ̂ጯĞ˘ਠ̂ጯᄃࡊԫ̂ጯ / ԫఙጯ
ੰğෞᝥ̍үĂͽ̈́ፉЇ̫ѐିޘֈొĶ̂ጯ७ચෞᝥఢထ
ᄃ၁߉ࢍ൪ķ઼ϲ̂ጯ̝ෞᝥ؎ࣶĂඈିֈෞᝥ͕̼̍̚
ఢထ؎ࣶඈĂТॡ˵ણᄃఢထିֈొ̝Ķԫᖚିֈኝᅟ
ତķࡁտ̈́Ķ̼̍ିֈԼซķࢍ൪Ăበᇤ̍щᒖܲିՄĂ
ĞٕВТğώ७кีࢦᕇࡁտࢍ൪Ğᓁࡁտགྷ࿅
˟ᆆ̮ğĂ၆ିٺֈăڇચăࡁտӮᒻड़ᄃᚥĄ
ܕѐֽĂିڒצᔛд઼̰γĞ࡚ăΐăᇇă
፫̈́̂ౙğᓝᏱ۞઼ᅫົᛉ̚ፉЇInvited SpeakerĂ
֭Ї 2001 ChemTech Conference (Chicago USA) ̂
ົВТˠ̈́ᗟႊᓾˠĂᅳᄂ៉ܑဥણΐ
2002 International Symposium on Engineering Education and Technology in the 21st Century (Florence
Italy)Ăͷ൴ܑᗟႊᓾĂϫ݈ፉЇֲ͉̼̍ᓑ༖ந
઼ְ̈́ᅫ̼̍ᓑ༖ጱ؎ࣶĞInternational Advisory
CommitteeğĂ၆ଯજ઼ᅫጯఙϹ߹Ъүᚥ։кĄ

Ŝ

2001ChemTechࡁົВТयĞۿΐ࣯ğ

ିڒഅ ٺ2001 ѐᒔ̼̍ጯົܑၓ၆̼̍ய
ຽ̍ԫఙ̝൴णᄃିጯࡁտ̝מᚥ۞Ķܛฟ
ࡻረķĄ 2002 ѐᒔᏴࠎĞјΑ̂ጯğ
ĶϮؼπିᓾ
ळķĂ઼̈́̍̚रጯົĶ̍ିረķĄ

វᚥְᖹ
˘ăેҖ͇ঈ୵̼ᄦ̝࠹πᏊҖࠎࡁտĂםӄྋՙ
୵̼࿅ĂЯД̝ԛјĂౄјրඕ̝ࣜયᗟĄ
˟ăณീ̈́ᙯᓑঈ̼̈́୵̼ᄦٙᅮ̝ሤ˧ጯّ
ኳĂࠎనࢍঈ̼̈́୵̼ᇄ೩ֻૄᖂᇴፂĂםӄ
ਕ۞ᑕϡᄃଯणĄ
ˬăฟ൴ᓜࠧ߹វԫఙăᑅ߹វّኳณീԫ
ఙĂ೩̿ጯఙࡁտͪĄ
αăܔέޢࢋࡁտ̍үΒ߁ᓜࠧ߹វдϠ̼̍ຽ۞
ࡁտăϠ̼ͅᑕăېၗ͞ёă࠹πᏊĞՠ / ୵ă
୵ / ୵ă / ୵ğ̈́ᑕϡăᑅ˭߹វޘă࿅౺
ሤ↗ă؉Ѽᄦ౯ԫఙă࠹ொᖼҖࠎă̶ّߖ
फ़дᓜࠧ߹វ໘ྋޘඈĂӮᒔ၁ᅫјڍĄ
̣ăૻ઼̼̰யຽᄃጯࠧมᓑᘭĂᒺ̈ᅣĂםӄயຽ
ᄦࡁ൴Ă၆઼̰̼̍၁ચѣពᚥĄ
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̱ăଯજ઼ᅫጯఙϹ߹߿જĂ̙ዶ˧ĂјڍĄፉ
Ї઼ᅫ̼̍ᓑ༖ந઼ְ̈́γ̂ጯ̝ Board of ExaminersඈᖚҜĄ֭ܳј̼̍ົᄫĞJournal of ChIChEğ
઼ᅫ̼Ăᔛኛ઼ᅫሤ˧ጯࢦณ৺ጯ۰ԸቇົᄫĂם
ӄົᄫЕˢ SCI Ą
˛ăםӄ̳ߋܜΦ̈́έϮ̼̳Φࡁ൴পϡ̼ጯڳݡᕇ
ј̶̶̝ᗓԫఙĂ֭ᄃ̍ࡁੰ̼̍ٙЪүฟ൴ᓜ
ࠧߖҒԫఙĄ
ˣăፉЇ߆ܝొعĞт઼ࡊົăିֈొጯᆶົăགྷᑻొ
ඈಏҜğ̈́ೀٙ̂ጯ̝Ꮩᛉ؎ࣶĂڇચயءጯࠧĄ

ࡁտण୕
ϫ݈ซҖ̈́̚Ϗֽˬѐ۞ࡁտᗟĂΒӣ˭Е̣̂ีĈ
˘ăᓜࠧ߹វᑕϡԫఙ۞ૄᖂࡁտ
1. ؉Ѽ৺ߖăᗞफ़۞ᄦ౯
2. ᓜࠧߖҒԫఙ۞ᑅՠπᏊࡁտ
3. ᓜࠧ߹វප۞פᑅՠ୵πᏊࡁտ
4. ᓜࠧ߹វдϠ̼̍ຽ۞ᑕϡࡁտ
˟ăͅᑕّᄐᗣ۞ૄᖂࡁտ
1. ܧӮ࠹ᛈಫ۞જ˧Җࠎࡁտ
2. ܧӮ࠹ᛈಫ۞ӛܢҖࠎࡁտ
3. ᐌҡ̼ጯͅᑕ۞к࠹ВхπᏊࡁտ
4. ͅᑕّᄐᗣԔ۞ฟ൴
ˬăপঅ̶ᗓ࠹۞ڱπᏊّኳࡁտ

Ŝ

έࡊ̂ௐ˘Ї७ܜౘᆹщܔ७Ъᇆ

1. පפඕ୵۞ڱᄃՠ୵࠹πᏊࡁտ
2. ႦᕇЪ۞ۏՠ୵࠹πᏊࡁտ
3. ΐៃ̝ͪ໘୵ր۞ՠ୵ă୵୵ᄃՠ୵୵࠹πᏊ
ࡁտ
4. ࠹ொᖼҖࠎ۞ࡁտ
αă̶̄ࡁ۞ّۏտ
1. ܜᙥ۞̶̄ݭཝሀᑢࢍზ
2. ̶̄໘୵ᄃЪ۞ّۏۏ၁រณീ
3. າ̶̄ېၗ͞ё۞ଯጱ
̣ăЪۏ࿅౺ሤ↗̝ณീᄃᙯᓑ
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ረຏ֏
࣎ˠд઼࡚PurduêጯЇିкѐĂᑕ઼ࡊົ̝དኛ
઼ܔĂАޢдᄂ៉̂ጯ̈́ᄂ៉ࡊԫ̂ጯፉЇ઼ࡊົࡁտ
ᓾळĄѣຏ઼̰ٺሤ˧ጯ۞࠹ᙯࡁտ̪ื೩̿Ăՙٸؠ
ୢ Purdue ̂ጯିᖚĂаזᄂ៉Ըˢିֈ̍үĂдᄂ៉
ࡊԫ̂ጯ።Ї̼̍րЇăઘ७̈́ܜ७ચᜪયĂкѐ
д઼࡚ጯఙࡁտ۞јି̈́ڍֈҖ߆۞གྷរொᖼҌ઼̰Ă
ᚶᜈ᎕ໂેҖ˘ֱ݈ᖀّ۞ࡁտ̍үĂଯજ઼ᅫጯఙϹ
߹Ă֭ͷޙϲயຽࠧᄃጯ̝ࠧᓑᘭĂםӄயຽࠧ೩̿ᄦ
ฟ൴̝ਕ˧Ą
ѩѨၷضᒔረĂߏ࣎ˠໂ۞ၷ
Ă˵ߏ၆ٺଂְ˘Ϡ۞ିֈᄃࡁտ̍
ү۞ؠۺĄԧࢋຏᔁԧ˘̍ү۞Т
ְጯϠࣇĂপҾߏкѐВТซҖࡁտ
۞ՂࣰځЇĂͽ̈́ᄂ៉ࡊԫ̂ጯă઼
ࡊົăିֈొ۞͚ĄޢĂຏᔁԧ۞
छˠ۞͚វኗĂឰԧਕБ˧ଂְԧ
Ŝ

۞ࡁտ̍үĄ༊Ă˵ࢋຏᔁࡊ̮ڌԫ

ᄃՂࣰځЇ̈́லຽϠЪᇆ

͛ିૄ̈́ົܛෞᆶ؎ࣶ̝ؠۺĄ

၆ĺ̮ڌረĻ۞ഇ୕
̮ڌፖྭࢦă 3C ăૄᖂ̍ޙనඈкᅳાĂ
ۍဦΒӣֲ߷ă࡚߷ăለ߷ඈгĂߏ઼̰̈́͵ࠧࢦࢋЋ
ຽะဥ̝˘Ąࣃഢׂ۞ߏͽ̮ڌĶЋຽ̳ϔሀቑϠķ
ҋధ۞நهĂд 1993ѐјϲĶࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄົܛķĂ
᎕ໂ೩̿ۤົ၆ࡊٺԫăˠ͛ăᘹఙ۞ࢦෛĄĶᙯ
ᘃۤົķ۞ૣຐڱᄃүࠎĂໂຍཌྷᄃᆊࣃĄ
̚Ķ̮ڌረķҋ౹ᏱͽֽĂགྷ࿅˩кѐ۞ᚑᖰෞ
ᆶĂ̏གྷޙϲܫĂјࠎ઼̰ࢦࢋጯఙረี̝˘Ąέă
ăϹăјඈధкጯ७ౌĶ̮ڌረķᄃĶ઼ࡊົ
ረķඈረี֭ЕĂүࠎିरጯఙјಶ۞ᇾĄϏֽĂԓ
୕̮ڌЋຽਕۧĶᙯᘃۤົķ۞ຐڱĂᜈؠۺᄃခ
ᐽࡊԫᄃˠ͛ᅳા۞ጯ۰Ăଯજࡊԫ౹າࡁտĂܳ
ซˠ͛൴णĄ

History of Achievements
Professor Ho-mu Lin chose to pursue his graduate studies
at Okalahoma State University for the reason that the university
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was then the center of petroleum related research, particularly
thermodynamics of importance to petroleum industries. There
were quite a few outstanding professors in that area, such as W.
C. Edmister, R. N. Maddox, K. C. Chao, J. Erbar, R. L. Robinson.
Professor Lin studied chemical thermodynamics under the supervision of Professors Edmister and Robinson. In particular,
Prof. Lin learned the skills of conducting thermodynamic
experiments, which were the weakest area of research for Taiwanese students. In addition to experiments, Professor Lin’s
doctoral dissertation also includes a major portion of statistical
thermodynamics. Many of Professor Lin’s fellow students at
Okalahoma State University, e.g., B. I. Lee (Lee-Kesler
Equation), Han (Han-Starling Equation), H. G. Rackett
(Saturated-liquid Volume), have later become famous scholars
in the field of thermodynamics. The rigorous training at the graduate school provides a solid foundation for Professor Lin’s fruitful research career.
After doctoral study, Professor Lin stayed briefly at his
alma mater. During this period, the most important work involved
the development of coal conversion (gasification and liquefaction)
processes. In the 1970’s, due to the energy crisis, this was a challenging and important area of research. Since this beginning,
Professor Lin devoted himself to coal related research for thirty
years. In 1974 at Rice University, Professor Lin worked on research project on the liquefaction of natural gas, and completed
the investigation of gas/liquid/solid phase equilibria for the system of natural gas (methane)/carbon dioxide. These low-temperature measurements have provided fundamental data for dealing with the freezing problem in the liquefaction process,
due to the formation of dry ice (solid-state carbon dioxide).
The results of this research have been widely applied to
the process development, design, and operation of natural
gas liquefaction.
Faced by oil crisis, the US government has allocated
large grants to the development of coal conversion to fuels and other alternative energy resources. Professor Lin
was invited by Purdue University to help establishing high Ŝ ᄃՂᅈࣰੰܜЪᇆ
pressure/high temperature lab, in order to measure and
correlate thermodynamic properties needed in the coal gasification and liquefaction processes. The execution of the experiments
requires temperatures as high as 450¢J and pressures as high as
350 atm, exceeding limits of existing apparatus. Moreover, the
system contained a large amount of hydrogen, posing dangers
and difficulties to conducting the experiments. Professor Lin’s
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lab overcame all the problems to complete the measurements
successfully. The results of this research have provided basic
data for designing coal liquefaction plants (such as coal liquefaction projects sponsored by US Department of Energy and the
coal liquefaction processes at Exxon, Amoco, and Chevron). The
invented apparatus and experimental systems in this work
achieved the highest conditions of temperature/pressure in literature up to date. The results have received great attention and
have been highly cited in literature. The research on the gasification of coal produced fruitful results as well. For example,
SOSAL coal gasification plants in Africa made use of
results from that research. The apparatus invented by
Professor Lin is now widely used in the supercritical
fluid extraction processes. Professor Lin has worked for
more than twenty years at Purdue University, participating in or directing many research projects on the applications of supercritical fluids in food, medicine, and
other biotechnology processes (e.g., disinfection and
dyeing), with significant results.
Because of these achievements, Professor Lin has
served as an advisor to US DOE and DOA for many
Ŝ ણΐ͵̼ࠧ̍ѐົᄃநְົĞᛂॾᜋğ
years, and received awards from Exxon, Amoco,
Chevron, and American Petroleum Association. With the recurring focus on oil crisis in recent years, coal related research will
again become an important area, bringing attention to Professor
Lin’s research results, which not only can help the development
of energy resources from coal, but also can provide basic raw
materials for chemical industry in the future.
Professor Lin was invited by NSC in 1994 to return to Taiwan as Chair Professor, to help universities advancing the research in thermodynamics. He introduced several technologies
to Taiwan’s academia for further development. In addition to
research in thermodynamics and development in supercritical
fluid technologies, Professor Lin has also made efforts to
strengthen collaboration between academia and industry. He
helped several chemical companies, such as Taiwan Chang-Chun
Group and Chemax International Corp., improve their capabilities for developing new processes, and participated in some research projects at the Union Chemical Labs of ITRI. In the past,
thermodynamic research in Taiwan has never paid much attention to the development of new processes. Through consistent
efforts over the years, we have made significant progress. The
application of supercritical fluid technologies has also begun to
bloom in Taiwan, producing some promising results.
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Professor Lin has served as Director, Executive Director,
Vice President and President of ChIChE. He has served on the
Editorial Board, as Associate Editor-in-Chief, and Publisher of
J. ChIChE, as well as Publisher of Chemical Engineering
(Journal). He hosted Annual Meeting of Chemical Engineers,
participated in many ChIChE sponsored academic activities (such
as workshops, talks, conferences), and guest-edited special issues for both J. ChIChE and Chemical Engieering. Particularly
worth mentioning is his guest editing of the Vol. 27, No. 4 issue
of J. ChIChE in 1996, in which Professor Lin invited submissions from many important researchers in thermodynamics from
Japan, Canada, China, US. That issue marked the beginning of
the internationalization of J. ChIChE and helped to propel the
journal into SCI. Professor Lin is currently an Honorary Director of Chinese Institute of Engineers, on the Editorial Board of
JCIE, and on the International Advisory Board of Journal of
Chemical Engineering in Japan.
Professor Lin has served many terms as a committee member for evaluating and accrediting universities (including both
regular universities and technological universities/colleges). He
is currently on the committee for evaluating and accrediting national universities in Ministry of Education’s University Evaluation/Accreditation and Execution Plan. He is a Chemical Engineering Area committee member for Higher Education Evaluation and Accreditation Council of Taiwan.
He also participated in Ministry of Education’s Technical/Vocational Education Courses Continuation
Project and Improvement of Chemical Engineering
Education Project, and various other committees as
well. He has edited teaching materials for Industrial
Safety and Environment Protection. He is PI or CoPI of many key research projects at National Taiwan
Ŝ ၁រࡁވտဥฤ
University of Science and Technology with total
grants of more than NT$ 200 millions. Professor Lin has made
significant contribution in education, academic services, and research work.
In recent years, Professor Lin was Invited Speakers at several international conferences held in US, Canada, Germany,
Australia, and China. He co-chaired (and presented) at
2001ChemTech Conference (Chicago, USA). He led Taiwan
delegates to attend 2002 International Symposium on Engineering Education and Technology in the 21st Century (Florence,
Italy), and gave presentations. He is currently a board member
of APCChE and an international advisory committee member
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for World Chemical Engineering Council, greatly contributing
to international academic exchange and collaboration.
Professor Lin won Jin Kai-Ying Award from ChIChE in
2001 in recognition of his outstanding contribution to the development of chemical engineering technologies and chemical engineering education. In 2002, He was elected Shi Yan-Ping Chair
Professor (from National Cheng-Kung University) and received
Outstanding Engineering Professor Award from CIE.

Technical Contributions
1. Investigate the phase behavior for the system of natural
gas/carbon dioxide at conditions of liquefaction of natural gas. The results have helped resolved the freezing
problem in the liquefaction process.
2. Complete measurements and correlations of thermodynamic properties needed in coal gasification and liquefaction processes, providing fundamental information for
design and development of coal conversion plants.
3. Develop and apply supercritical fluid technologies.
Ŝ

ણΐௐ̱̼̍ࠧ͵بѐົĞ፫߷ğ

4. Involve in various research projects of importance to industries in Taiwan with fruitful results.
5. Strengthen connections between academia and industries
in Taiwan.
6. Promote international cooperation and exchange.
7. Provide assistance to local industries and improve their
capabilities of development of new processes.
8. Serve on advisory committee of government agencies
and universities.

Future Prospects in Research
Ongoing and future research projects including the
following:
1. Development of supercritical fluid technologies and
applications, particularly to nano-particles formation and
biochemical industries.
2. Development of processes with reactive distillation.
3. Investigation of phase equilibria for separations of
mixtures.
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4. Studies on the physical properties of polymer and polymer solutions.
5. Measurement and correlation of excess enthalpies of
mixtures.
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After teaching for many years at Purdue University in the
US, I was invited back to Taiwan as NSC Chair Professor at
NTU and NTUST. Feeling that thermodynamic research still
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ۤົᇾࡏ
ߏ˘࣎ࡊԫᚮి൴ण۞ॡ
࿅ૻޘአࡊԫ൴ण۞ຍᙊ̈́Җજ
ֹώֽΪߏ˘ี̍۞Ķࡊԫķώ֗
ሀቘ˞Ķࡊԫķᑕࠎˠᙷڇચ۞ॲώჟৠ
дࡊԫ൴ण۞߸߹̚
ˠ͛ჟৠ۞ёјࠎࡊԫޘ൴ण۞઼छ
υืࢬ၆۞ᛉᗟ
ࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄົܛ౹ົ̮ѐӈనϲ
Ķࡊ̮ڌԫረķ
ௐ̱ѐপҾдࡊԫረ̚ᆧనĶˠ͛ᙷረķ
࣍ጱࡊԫˠ͛ᏉЪ൴ण۞៍ه
֭ՀЩࠎĶ̮ڌረķ

ˠ͛ᙷረ
Ŵۤົڇચŵ

઼៰ײˠдБ͵ࠧࡊԫճᑾ۞ᑝ̚
ᐖ˭ֽͅޥˠ͛ჟৠ۞൴णᄃؼᜈયᗟ
᎕ໂ࣍ᛉĶࡊԫķаᕩౄˠᙷࡅ۞ϫ۞
āā
3117 ѐ۞ˠ͛ᙷረี
ͽĶۤົڇચķࠎᏳᏴᅳા
ؠۺᙯ͕ۤົ൴ण̝ࢦࢋᛉᗟ
֭ܜഇଂְ࠹ᙯᅳા̝ຽڇચ̍ү
ѣמ̝јಶᄃᚥ
၆ۤົயϠஎᅈ̝ᇆᜩ۰
āā
เߋځҁरಶߏ˘Ҝ
౹ຍᄃˠ͛ჟৠࣘ۞Җજ۰
֏ኢ៍ᕇ่̙ѣМϒۤົࢲঈୁ൴ϔം̝Α
ͷ˘Ϡͽ͛ጯᘹఙ̝јಶ
ڇચฏ֧ă൴็̼֭͛ౄۤົ
၆ۤົ۞؇ᚥ̈́౹າۤົڇચ۞ᆊࣃ
ߏࡊԫॡࠎˠ͛҃Ӆ˧۞ۤົᇾࡏ
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၁เߋځ౦ౌߏϡֽະ۞
เߋځᄲĈĶ౦ߏԧϠ̚۞ܐຏજĄķ
ҁरࣇᄲĈĶਗ਼ഫ҃˯ߏ౦͇Ϡ۞ՐĄķ
࠻౦ᐹݙഫݙĂ౦۞ԣሄߏॲώϡ̙ኢ۞
เߋځະ౦Ă࠻ֽᑖ౦˵ᑖҋ̎
็ᄲĈเߋځഅགྷߏݔਗ਼۞ၝქ͌ѐ
ଂᄂ៉ᐝזᄂ៉ԍ
ଂ఼̚זरቑጯ७
˘֗ᐃᐃͅ
ಶࠎ˞ᑝᆓЇܯĂᄃৌநϒཌྷӞ಄д˘
ᄲĈเߋֽޢځјࠎᄲ߇ְ۞͘
ଂܦ൫̳۞߇ְ࠻זঔ۞̄͟
ଂە̂۞̄ઊזಒऌધГ֍
˘֗к̖кᘹ
ಶࠎ˞⇂⮢дٱĂᄃξ̡Ѻ֙ؖᅕд˘
னд̂छౌᆃᄲĈเߋ˘ߏځඈ˘۞઼ᚗ৺̂र
ଂ˧ฏ˿͛ጯ౹үזᙯᘃฏ˿ˠ͛ჟৠ
ଂ౹າᄂ៉็ᘹఙזଯજۤડᓁវᒉౄ
˘̝͕֗֔̄
ಶࠎ˞а㒝ۤົĂᄃ˿гˠϔღд˘
ֽ̂छౌົᆃ็ᄲ˵ົᆃᄲТॡౌົᆃᄲĈ
ଂ˘˝̣̱ѐдآᜋ̋ޢᆷ۞ௐ˘ᜩǕĶ͈۞̄ķ
Ķเߋځķˬ࣎фĂಶ˘ۡߏԧࣇඈ˘֤۞̚ޞѧ۞܅Щф
дࡴᙱ۞ѐĂเߋ˘ߏځ୧̈
௫ၚҋᜪҋ࣮۞ˠϠ̈አ
߹౦дϡ้͕ĂՕ౦дዕࣚຐ
౦ະเߋځĂ࠻ֽ౦ᑖเߋ˵ځᑖҋ̎
ᚑॾֽᓾ
౦ߏϡֽԞԧ۞
เߋߏځϡֽᙱԞ۞
ᖃᄻ˘ᕇĂଋ˵Ξͽᆃᄲ
၁เߋځ౦ౌߏϡֽະ۞
Ŵώ͛ຏᔁ઼̚ޙጯځڒซҁर೩ֻŵ
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ۤົڇચ

เߋځҁर
Ꮠଐᄃछฏ
˘˝ˬ̣ѐϠآٺᜋᘲڌĂᖞЩঙ૬Ϳූ˯Ğன̫ᘲڌᗉ̋̚Ҙྮܕܢğ۞เߋ
ځĂಶᘲ઼̈ڌॡϓᏐߖᐒใូీĂϤয়ͭϓԬዳ̂ܜĄˣ໐ޅආ၆ϓᏐ۞ጸ˵ధሀ
ቘĂҭ̝هޥଐ̙֭Яѩ҃୶̼Ąเߋྐ۞ځүĲЈ୕ĳρѐಉϓ۞͕ଐĂྐ̚
̈ޅ൴۞Ⴗય΄ˠજटĈ
֤̄ޅЈ୕
Ј୕זಽ̄ౌޢـଫ
֤̄ޅፇಽ̄Ј୕
Ј୕ᓄߐ۞؆۩
֤۞̄ޅഅགྷᄲ
г˯Ѫ˞˘࣎ˠ
͇˯ಶк˘ᔺߐ
֤یی۞̄ޅᄲߏ˘࣎̈์ϝ
֤ᆃຑ࠻͇˯۞ߐߐ
֤̄ޅᐵᐵгШᓄߐ۞؆۩યĈ

ଋ˘֤ߏغזᔺબĊ
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ԧ
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྆
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ٙضεΝϓᏐ۞เߋځᔘѣ˘Ҝγܑࣣধ͕བߘహ۞рয়ϓࣘϓᖚĂፉዳֈ̣࣎
ѐρग̄۞ࢦЇĄয়ͭϓ۞ຑ˘ࠎ̼˵ֽޢ۵ᔳ۞˧ณĂዋॡг൴೭Αड़Ăಓаຊ
ӄ۞͌ѐเߋځĄ
߇ฏآᜋߏΩ˘࣎ឰ̄аᐝ۞͔˧Ă˵ߏเߋځ؇ᚥҋ̎˧ณ۞ࢦࢋᄅέĄд
۞͛Ĳϡཙгநĳ˘͛̚Ă೩߇˞זฏ၆˘࣎ˠј۞ܜᇆᜩĈ
˘࣎ˠтాڍϠ۞छฏౌ̙ሢ௫Ăಶ՟ѣ
ຑฏ۞ଐᘃĂ˘࣎ˠ၆˿г՟ѣଐຏ۞ྖĂј̝ܜ
ޢˠॾົѣͨঽĄᆃᄲᔘߏޝ٩෪Ąрͧᄲ˘࣎ˠ
ຑ۞Ϡгछฏăຑछฏ۞˿гĂኡۢĉຑι
ѣк͌ĉтңΝീณᇹಏШ۞ຑĉ̙ᙱĂΪࢋҰ
ྫྷ˘࣎ѐᅅˠኘኘ۞छฏ۞۞ॡ࣏ĂҰᔘΞͽ
࠻ͽזछฏ̝Щࠎၷ۞ৠଐĄ֤ᆃ̏Ξͽᙋ၁Ă
࣎ˠຑฏຑޝஎĄᓂ࣎ѐᅅˠѣ˘͇តᗼĂ
ҭߏஎःд͕˘֤۞غЊຑฏ˿̝ଐĂົᖼೱј˿г
၆۞ײಓĂ҃ឰ̄аᐝĄ
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дเߋ˯֗ځĂԧࣇ۞ቁ࠻זĶͽछฏ̝Щࠎၷķ۞ৠ
ଐĂ҃അགྷ˘̙ۢޘ̝ٙ۞Ă˵Яࢦа߇֧҃זᚶᜈ֕˭
Ν۞˧ณĄ
Ꮠଐᄃछฏײಓೊ۞เߋځĂ҃ᆷүΞͽᄲߏ
щ֗ϲ۞ٙдĄಶڌލरቑഇมĂͽĶߋ࿚ķࠎඊЩĂ
൴ܑĲЀ۞̄ޅĳдέ៉͛ጪྏܐಃᓏĄ˘˝̱˟ѐเ
ߋځ࿃˞זᆷүϠ̚۞ௐ˘࣎ұሄůڒঔࢰАϠĂдڒА
Ϡ۞ခᄅ̝˭Ăणன˞ᖳಱ۞౹ү˧Ăү˵ݡౙᜈΏ൳ٺ
ĮᓑЪಡįઘΏ˯Ă˘ॡഇ۞౹үҬͼдᔳࡗ̚ኳႷ༊ॡ߆זצ
ڼთ۞טέ៉ۤົĂ֭ͷߏ౹үΫ˯۞ௐ˘࣎पĄ

౹үᄃ౹ᓝ
дέ៉ຐࢋͽ౹үઇࠎቘ˾۞ҖຽĂ̙֭ߏІ͉टְ۞ٽĂ͍ߏ৷͛ጯ۞౹үĂү
छࣇຐБያᆷүჯϠ߿Ă၁дᙱͽࠎᚶĄሤຑᆷүтเߋځĂ˵̙̙Ը֗ᖚಞĄٙض
̍ү۞གྷរ၆͛ጯ౹ү҃֏֭ܧΪѣࢬड़ڍĄ˘˝̱ˬѐซˢĶ઼̚ᇃᇫ̳ΦķآᜋέĂ
ፉЇ۰ᄃበᏭĂĶᗗᆀѝ࠻͇ķ༼ϫĂனಞ۞ᇃᇫࢲॾĂд༊ॡፘ˘ᆽĄѩ˘
̍үͽᄃآᜋϔிࢬ၆ࢬгତᛈĂ˵Яѩឰ൴˞ྋฏมϔிϠ߿۞ϟࡴĄֱ҃གྷ
រ˵јࠎ͟ޢ౹ү۞ዳ̶Ą
˘˝̱̱ѐเߋځາ̄؍ᗓฟ߇ฏآᜋזέΔĂᐌޢซˢᓑ఼ᇃӘ̳Φ̍үĂ
֭ౙᜈᖼـέ៉ೀมᅲఢሀ۞ᇃӘ̳ΦЇᖚĂညߏϒᖳă઼ර̈́රᇃӘ̳ΦĂᖚચഅ
Ҍຑ࢚྿̳Φ۞౹ຍᓁႾĂдᇃӘࠧ۞̍үјڍᖳჇĂᅲѣЩᓏĄזܐέΔ۞เߋځགྷϤ
үछ˛ඈϠ۞͔֍Ăΐˢͽ͇㕝ࠎࢵ۞Į͛ጯ؞ΏįĂ֭ГѨ೩ඊ൴ܑүݡĄܐүݡ
זצ༊ॡέΔ͛ᘹঈ۞ڤᇆᜩĂѣ፧۞ݓனཌྷᄃхдཌྷҒ૾Ăޢགྷ͛̓ࣇ۞ޙᛉ
ခᐽĂᆷҌ̫̪ᇃ۞ؠۺצฏ˿̈ᄲĄѩॡ۞เߋځĂБ͕Ըˢ౹үĂࠤҌࠎᆷүᙜΝ
̍үĂ၆ᆷү۞ሤຑ̝ଐܑᜨĂ҃ѩ˘ॡഇࠎ౹үௐ˟࣎ዡĄ
˘˝˛˘ѐ઼זצᅫְІ۞ᑝĂүॾࢲݡᐌ̝ԼតĂ࿅̈
ᄲ၆઼ޓཌྷซҖ፬ধ۞ԲҿĂܑүݡтĲᛁ۞ڍൄקĳăĲಒ
ऌધąГ֍ĳăĲԧຑႳఆĳඈĄ˛ˬѐเߋځອ֗˘តјࠎෛ
ආ༼ϫᄦүˠĂд˘̳Φ۞͚˭Ăᄦү˞Ķ֓֓ᆐಞ - ݣݣሄ
ķ༼ϫĂд઼̚ෛ̳ΦᇫĂ˝˩ะ۞༼ϫ̚Ă౹ౄ˞Ķ̈ϝ
ӑķăĶˣጟķඈछಔ͗ፍ۞͢ઊˠۏĄѩ˘ݵ፟˵ឰเߋځᄃ
ᇆෛಫវ̍үඕ˭̙ྋ̝ቡĄ
˘˝˛˟ѐĂเߋځњ˘ొ˩̱ᲔѼ۞ᛷᇆ፟Ăᗨ˘ొᇝ
ћ֘ଂݑბ۞ޮߋזέΔ۞୶ͪĂ֕ణέ៉Чгฏ˿Ăٮᛷ˘րЕࡔᐂͯĂᄦүјĶ܆
۾ᚗफķ༼ϫĂഅд၆ኘ༊̚ҋ࣠༊ॡઇࡔᐂͯॡ۞͕ဩĈ
͛ф۞˧ຏĂੵ˞ߏ࣎ˠ၆͛фֹϡਕ˧˯۞યᗟ̝γĂΩγĂᔘѣ˘ᕇů
၁Ұϡ͛ф۞ਕ˧՟યᗟĂΞͽܑ྿ޝрĂҭ༊̂кᇴ۞۰ౌֽ̙Ұ۞
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ڌҘॡĂ˘ᇹົѣ˧ຏĂߏγд۞˧ຏĊߏ˘࣎ˠ۞˧ຏĄт͛ڍф̂
छౌ̙࠻Ă֤ԧົຐזϡᛷᇆĄଐԛдԧ࣎ˠ֗˯̏གྷ൴Ϡ࿅˞Ąಶߏԧࠎ
̦ᆃΝٮĶ۾܆ᚗफķࡔᐂͯ۞ࣧЯĄ
༊ॡԆј۞ࡔᐂͯѣĶ̂ϥؓаऋछķăĶΔപͱᆦķă
Ķ୶ͪᇵҒķăĶϨេឡůԧࣇ۞̓ڈķăĶᜩ۞ᐷ௺ခķඈ
кొĄдࡔᐂᇆͯٮᛷإϏјሢ۞έ៉Ăเߋֱځ౹ᓝౄј̙̈
۞જĄѩมᅈഀͽۤۍĶᅈഀᕍΏķௐ˘ă˟ཱི˞ۍเߋځ
۞үݡะĮ៤į̈́ĮಒऌધąГ֍įĂ˟३˘дέ៉۞ဦ३ξ
ಞᇃצᝌܓĂ֭ࠎ༊ॡ۞ᅈഀۤۍχЩཱིĄ
˘˝ˣˬѐέ៉າᇆሗᎸĂเߋ˵ځԸˢᇆ۞ٮ
ᛷĂ۞̈ᄲĲە̂۞̄ઊĳăĲ̈൝۞֤˘ಽ̄ĳĲᛁ۞ڍ
ൄקĳЪٮјˬ߱ёᇆĮە̂۞̄ઊįĂТѐĲ࠻ঔ۞̄͟ĳ˵ϤเߋځᏐҋበᆐĂ
ͳආጱႊ҃ౄјજĂొᇆͯၷᒔܛረָ̃֎̈́̃੨֎ረĄѩޢౙᜈѣĮڵ࣎
႗НįăĮԧຑႳఆįăĮಒऌધąГ֍įວ˯̂Ꮘ၌Ăࢍ̈ᄲВѣ˛ቔԼበјᇆĄ

ˠ͛ᄃᙯᘃ
˘˝ˣ˛ѐเߋ۞ځ౹үᖼШ၆ҁˠ۞ᙯᘃĄᔵѩॡ۞౹ү˧̙тĮ͛ጯ؞Ώį
ॡมਠٻĂҭдᕝᜈม˵ᆷಶ˞˘րЕͽҁˠࠎ֎۞̈ᄲĄѩॡ۞เߋ่̙ځᙯᘃҁ
ˠĂ၆ٺආ۞ିֈયᗟ˵˩̶ᙯ͕Ą˘˝˝˟ѐፉЇώ˿ᄬ֏ିՄበᚷ۞ᓁΡะˠĂ
Ԇј˘इĮآᜋᎩώ˿ᄬ֏ିՄįĄ˘˝˝ˬѐՀд࠱݄ۤۍ
̣˞ۍώᇧ൪ආྖะĂ̶ҾߏĮ̈ዷࡦįăĮԧߏᏤ˵įăĮൺ
ᆄ෪įăĮຑЫᎤ۞࠱ޓį̈́Į̈౫ąቌਨˠįĂѩγĂᔘѣ
˘ώͽᑈீ۞༗࠻͵ࠧ۞ආྖ̈ᄲĮͨͨѣྖįĄТѐĂเߋ
ځՀԸˢආᆐ۞ᄅέ౹үĂેጱආႇᄅᆐĮ̈౫ąቌਨˠį
ᄃ̈ۡ̓ڈତࢬ၆ࢬĂۡזனд̪ᜈд࣎ᅳાਆਅĂࢦࢋ۞
ᆐүтĮԧߏᏤįăĮଭ࿚ጜįăĮຑЫᎤ۞࠱ޓįăĮ̈Ղ̄
̙ߏ̂ᙾ̄įĞ˫ЩĮາॿ܅įğăĮ˿ᐷຑЫᅷįඈĂ̚
Į̈Ղ̙̄ߏ̂ᙾ̄įഅ઼ٺछᆐੰႊĄ
дᙯᘃҁˠᄃ̝̈ޅዶĂเߋ˵ځฟؕа㒝അགྷдਜ਼କ̝ᅫ̈́ॡಓа۞߇ฏآᜋĄ
дآᜋξјϲĶРே̍ޒүވķĂ˧آٺᜋۤડ̝ఢ൪Ăт
ۤ܅ડ͇̈́ਖ਼༫ۤડ̝ГౄĂ҃ᙯᘃҁѐˠ۞ຐڱĂ˵дۤ
ડГౄ࿅̚Ăΐͽ၁ኹĄഅኛֽޙր۞ጯϠآזᜋฏมĂ
Шҁˠࣇጯ௫тңᄏࡱਨޏĂ่̙ឰҁˠ۞ԫᘹͽ็ٚĂ˵ឰ
ѐܜ۞ܜዅ࿅ᇹ۞Ϲ߹Ăࢦາؠۺҋ̎۞ᆊࣃĄѩॡĂเߋ
˵ځ᎕ໂԸˢϤᜋว͛ିૄ̝؎ົܛĶ఼ܸ౾ۏᄫဦᝥķበ
ᚷĂགྷϤϣአߤຩะҁ۰۞ംᇊĄֱ̍үౌߏͽະҁѐˠ
ܲх็ࠎ൴ᕇĂ˵ߏเߋځѩ˘ॡഇ̈ᄲந۞هវ
ར၁Ą
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˘˝˝˝ѐเߋځᒔͽ᎕јಶࠎෞᏴᇾ۞Ķ઼छ̼͛ᘹఙૄ͛ົܛᘹረķ͛ጯ
ᙷረĄͽҁˠࠎ֎۞̈ᄲะĮٸϠį˵дѩѐۍĂ֭ᒔᏴࠎ˘˝˝˝ѐĮᓑЪಡį
३ˠ˩̂р३ăĮ̚δ͟ಡį̚δዦ˩̂р३ć̈́έ៉ඊົăέ៉ିົםăέ៉ିर
ᓑ༖ඈᏴ۞ώ˿˩̂р३Ą˟ŒŒŒѐ˫ͽĮٸϠįᒔॡಡ͛ጯረ̈ᄲଯᖧረĂѩΞᏜ
౹үΫ˯ௐα࣎ዡĄ
˟ŒŒ˘ѐเߋ˞ੵځᜈආᆐ۞በጱγĂ
Հᛈ̈́Ω˘࣎ၟ̙Т۞ᄅέ౹үǕǕႇͿᑚ۞በጱĄ
ညߏԼበ࣫็؈ĲՆ̄ߋĳͽ̈́ĲϨఏ็ĳ߇ְĄᔵ
ߏ็ᑚѡĂҭΐˢเߋځপѣ۞౹ຍĂֹഅགྷ႙
ᔌё۞ႇͿᑚӔனѣҾͽ۞ـາঈ෪Ą

ֹᄃ็ٚ
เߋ̖۞ځරႷߏкᇹّ۞Ă҃Ă̈ᄲ౹ү˯۞јಶĂߏۡ˘ݒԧࣇ࠻ޞเߋځ
۞ᇾĂְ၁˯Ăเߋځϡд̼͛۞ฟ౹ᄃࢦ˯ޙٙԸˢ۞ॡมĂᅈͧ͛ጯ౹үֽ
кĄ̙ኢߏѣฟ౹ّүϡ۞ࡔᐂͯٮᛷăາᇆ۞౹үăϔᔀ౹ү۰۞൴ଧĂٕ
ߏࢦෛආ۞ିֈăќะ࿅۞ـϔᔀႇѡĂ˜Ҍٺ
ࢦ߇ޙฏآᜋ۞ۤડĂЪฏ˿۞̼͛ྤயඈඈĂ
ԧࣇ࠻͛࣎˘זጯˠĂ̙ߏΪд෪Ͱౕ྆ܝౄ
֘Ă֕ˢۤົ֕ˢˠཏĂՀᙯᘃͯ˿г˯Ϡܜ
۞ˠࣇĄд֗˯ԧࣇ࠻ז၁ᅫ۞̼͛߿જĂᄃ͛
ጯ౹үĂѣ࠹ᅃ࠹ј۞үϡĄ͛ጯᘹఙߏ̼͛۞
˘ᒖĂ̼҃͛߿જߏเߋځ౹ү۞གྷរ᎕Ăเߋ
̼͛۞ځநຐĂੵ˞֗វ˧Җ̝γĂՀд͛ጯ˯၁
ኹĄ၆έ៉ᘹఙ̼͛ٙү۞˘̷Ăߏܧԓ୕
၆ۤົ۞࡚චႽ˘̝̎˧Ąᔵଂ̙ࢋՐೠᓏĂҭ۞Ӆ˧ĂߏݒЧࠧѣϫВ༜
۞Ą̈۞ߏٺᄲଂέ៉֕Ш઼ᅫĂд઼࡚ăᇇ઼ă઼̂̚ౙă͟ώ///ౌѣ۞
үజᖙᛌۍĄ۞Чี̖ර˵זצέ៉Ч̂ጯੰ७ؠۺĂ৾৾ᔛኛፉЇዸ७
үछć۞ᇃӘ̼̂͛זצ̖ܜጯᇃӘրؠۺĂ۞ᑚᆐܜజ઼ϲᘹఙጯੰᑚᆐ
րؠۺć۞ආ͛ጯ̖ܜజ୶ѯ̂ጯέڌरቑጯੰؠۺĂ۞ᆷү̖රՀజ̚
δ̂ጯăјΑ̂ጯăڌර̂ጯඈጯ७ؠۺĄጐ
გเߋځдέ៉̏ѣ࠹༊۞гҜᄃјಶĂҭ
̪̙ᕝࠎέ៉ͯ˿гਆਅࠤҌᇫĂ҃д͛
ጯ౹ү˯ĂԧࣇΞͽଂүछౘߍৌ۞ࡗؠ
ůĶ˘ۡᆷ̙זਕᆷࠎͤķ྆࠻ે۞ֹ
ຏĄԧࣇஎܫϏֽ۞เߋځĂᔘົගԧࣇՀ
кՀкࠡෳ۞ᖃۏᄃមಈĄ
Ŵώ͛Ϥώૄ؎ົܛኛࣧ̂̚ጯୖඇ㖰ିᇤᆷŵ
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߄ጼ͵ܸᆊࣃ៍۞Ķเߋځķ
Ŵ༼ᐂҋ2::9ѐ઼छ͛ᘹረረˠ̬ಏ̮̚ΟჅࠠ̃̀ٙᆷ۞ĺ͛ጯڠˠเߋځĻŵ
.........࣎ˠ࿅͉кᗔ३Ăጸ˧؈ָĂᒷᎣᔘͅॲ˘˞ܜĄٙͽĂଂ̈ࠎͅ၆
҃ͅ၆Ă˫֏̝јநĂᓁԯҁरঈ௧јޤĂ࣒ܧந̙ΞĄ
ّ࣎࿅˞ΗѺĂ֭՟ѣតᏉ˘ֱĄĶՏѨˠछԱԧ
Νႊᓾ˯ኝĂԧಶಈᝌ߄ጼͽᄻפˠ۞ᆊࣃ៍Ăԧ૱߇ຍԯҗ
ٸڇдᏌ̄γࢬĂᔘࡍ୲ይăᗨᇝћ֘Ăԧ˘યྮĂ၆͞
ಶχณԧĂֽޢ൴னԧಶߏᓾरĂᔘޝᙱ࠹ܫĂ˘ۡϫਖ਼ԧ
ᅈΝĄķຑ߄ጼ͵ˠ๕Ӏ۞ᆊࣃ៍ĂĶឰˠछ࠻̙Ă
ࣇ˫ΨԧֽĂ۞˭غˠ˫ᒡ̙ԧĄķ
ࢰ࡚ڒĂเߋ͉͉۞ځಶᆃᄲĈĶα۳൴྿Ăᐝཝ̙
ᖎಏĄķ͌ѐॡĂเߋځણΐፙៈฤĂछ۞࠹ᘨ྆ᔘѣ֤ˣ҉۞ઉ࡚АϠĄ
၁เߋځᔘߏ˘͕࣎བޝహ۞ˠĂдวࣣ۞γܑ˯̙टז࠻ٽᕇĂଂ۞үݡ
ז࠻ݒధк̂շˠ۞ߘĄ҃ኘ˘Ϡ྆༥۞זрҁरĂЯࣥᏗཋజ֕۞ͳኰߋҁरă
έݑरቑ۞७ܜѦ๗Ğି۞ֽޢֈొܜğăڌލर۞ᅀұำҁरĂ˜Ҍ͛ٺጪ˯၆
кٙ೩ᛸ۞ڒঔࢰАϠඈĂᓏࢰౌٸᅅ˞ధкĄຏᔁֱˠĂᓁдଃڡٺޟॡĂග
˞ధк፟ົĂĶගрጯϠ۞ᆵटޘΞͽ͌˘ᕇĂගᗼጯϠ۞̙Ӹк˘ᕇĄķเߋځд͛
ጪχЩཱིޢĂ҃ͅՀचُ֍۞݈ͽזҁरĈĶ࠻ࣇזĂಶԜق࿅Ν۞ԧ˫ன˞Ă
ԧৌُࢬ၆ͽ݈۞ҋ̎Ąķ

ᐷீ۞༼؞
ߘгం࿅ٺኘĂˣ໐ॡĂϓᏐᙜ͵۞߇ְĂឰ۰ౌԡ̙ҝͽ͘ஊĄԯ
߱߇ְΨઇĶᐷீ۞༼؞ķĂඍᑕ͉͉ࢋᆷ࣎߇ְĂۡ˘ݒϏજඊĄ
ଵҖҁ̂Ăˣ໐֤ѐĂϓᏐ۞ঽଐ˘̙ۡഅрᖼĄѣ˘͇Ăԙ
ԙдᇁ˾۞ᇃಞەĂ˘࣎ҁˠᙝЫᐷீĂᙝФֽ̄Ăԙԙˠ˘
࠻זᐷீ̄ಶҰۋԧဳгຬј˘ဥĂӝᄲĈĶ˭˘ᔺߏԧ۞ĊķЯࠎᐷ
ீ̄߾ஐខޢĂർޝޘૉĂฏ˭̈ౌޅोֽ༊ᇅەĄΪ֍̳ܠᓚҒ
ᙱ࠻гχҁᅈֽ֕Ăᇁ˾۞ҁˠࣇયᄲĈĶҰިᆃ˞ĉѣ՟ѣр˘
ֱĉķ̳֭ܠ՟ѣඍටĂΪഈຬᐷீ̄۞Έԙֽ֕ĂᙝቩĈĶ̂छα
ԱҰࣇĂҰࣇᔘд྆ĉ̙ۢѪ߿ӡĊᔘ̙ᅁԣаΝĉҰ̙Җ˞Ċķ
ზߏаඍ˞य़ˠ۞યྖĄ
˘аזछ྆Ăߋז࠻ځٗม˘̂۞̄ޏˠĂᏐଜр̓ౌֽ˞Ă̂
ˠࣇ৾৾ᄲĈĶаֽ˞Ăаֽ˞Ċķޢಶᐖᐵ˭ֽ۩ঈѣᕇࢦĄ
ॡĂϓᏐ࠻ΈԙĂঈࡶഫකгϹᄲĈĶҰࣇͽ֮ࢋޢĂࢋܠ̳ܠ
ᑊ۞ྖӡĄķ
ߋځᄃԙԙᔘຣ̙ިᆃаְĂѪ˸۞གྷរ၆ˣ໐۞ࢪ͉̄ޅϠ
˞Ăѭሖሖ۞͘̚ᔘ೪ࣣࣣѪຬ۞זᐷீ̄Ă֕זϓᏐԖ݈Ăᝊ
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ฟ͘ШϓᏐᄲĈĶᝄĂ࠻ؙĂԧࣣࣣፇ˞ркᐷீ̄ĂֱගؙĊķனಞ۞̂ˠࡎࣵ
ј˘ဥĂΪЯࠎ̖ˣ໐۞̦̄ޅᆃ˵̙ᑖĂಶࢋεΝϓᏐ˞......
เߋځЯࠎϓᏐ۞ѝీĂ̙ϓᏐߏ̦ᆃॡ༼࿅͵۞ĂΪ֤ॡޫߏᐷீϒк
۞༼؞Ą߱ආѐְـĂፂเ͉͉ࢰ࡚ڒᜨߏ˘ొܜቔ̈ᄲĄ

ѐ͌۞ᅅճ໐͡
ϓᏐ۞ѝీĂϤܠᑊ̂ćᚶϓม۞ᙯܼĂឰّ࣎࣊
ૻ۞เߋځҋ͕ՀૻĄ
ଂ̈ጯĂಶᓐୂள૱ĂͅᑕޝԣĂ˫˩̶
ϩĂᓁߏрχ̙πĂдܲч۞ڌέ៉ฏ˭Ăᇹ۞
̄ޅೀͼಶߏયᗟጯϠ˞ĄՐጯഇมĂপҾߏז
˞ߋܦഇՀΐݔਗ਼ᄮࠎޝк̙ޘטႽЪநĂຐ
ܧڱ૱к۞ĂតјᓁߏҁरભͅአĂТጯ
χߛൄְĂдጯ७̙ౌ˭ޘטజ̯ధ۞Ą
ճ㕖͌ѐॡĂՏె̙ԣຍٕئ؎צॡĂ૱
ຐזҋ୭Ăࢋҋ୭݈ᓁົຐ֗ᙝ۞ˠĂĶန
۞ˠĂҰࢋѪឰޝᙱ࠻ĂֽಡೇćΞߏຐז
֤ૺᓚĂԧಶઇ̙˭Ν˞Ąķ
ଂᘲ̚ڌጯăέΔरቑăέݑरቑળݑזέ៉۞ڌލरቑ̖லຽĂ̙ࠎҾ۞Ăౌߏ
ࠎ˞გˠยְٕߏҋ͕ૻĂ̙टజࣙږĂχ˞˘ߛ˫˘ߛĄۡލזर۞ૺԂ։७ܜયĈ
ĶڌލГ࿅Νߏࣹ྆ӡĉķඍᄲĈĶ͐̀ঔदĄķ७ܜᕇᐝ৯ᄲĈĶέ៉гநᔘ̙ဗĊ
ррдڌލरቑળலຽĂ͐̀ঔदΞ՟ѣरቑጯ७ಊĊķ
ળ३ॡĂ҂ზኝĂҁरזЧ࣎ጯϠࢬ݈҂ᗟĂጯϠౌڦгպზሹĂ̙ٶ
ᐝĂஎُົЯࠎᒠมٶᐝಶ࿅˘ాҚᇴфĄזเߋ۞ځॡ࣏Ăҁर৭дࢬ݈р˳ౌ՟ѣ
ᓏĂԡ̙ҝٶᐝ࠻˘ீĂҁर̙ຍгࢦࢦၢ˞ೀ࣎҅ЍĄĶ༊ॡԧޤໂ˞Ă̙
ਕᔘ͘χҁरĂԧ˫ያᙝӱĂܮϡ͘օـࠟሬ˧χ࿅ΝĂ༊ಞҕᆡтߗĂҁरᑂᗼ
˞ĂࢋТጯϲגਖ਼ԧ˯ᗁચވĄķเߋٱݒځ͘օăԡ൭ᄲĈĶҁर̙Ә෦ԧࠎ̦ᆃ
జχĂԧಶ̙˯ᗁચވĊķ
ֽࣧ߇ຍԯზሹͅ࿅ֽᕚҁरགྷ࿅ᄲޢځĂ൴னࣆཉზሹ֭՟
ѣĂְޢҁरᔘШႆĂ֭ᙹؠۺᖬ˼ѐֽ൴ण۞ሀёĄ
เߋځᓐځрĂ̖ଐĂኢᆷ͛ౢăەᑚᆐă൪
൪ăٮᇆăᇃӘЋ൪ඈౌԹזᖈܝĂઇѣᓏѣҒĂ
ಶߏ֤ϠֽЪྍ͔ˠڦϫ۞֎ҒĄĶ˘͞ࢬޝҋןĂ
˘͞ࢬ˫ޝҋ̂Ąķ༊һа̶ֽ൴ጯ७ॡĂגຍ߄՟ˠ
ࢋΝ۞܅ቷ̋˯Ăஎُฏ۞̄ԙజିזĂаछछܜય
ĈĶጱरߏኡӡĂΨ̦ᆃЩфĉķĶเߋځĊķຐ֤ז
ଐഀಶፉᇎֽ˞ĂЯѩ߇ຍ߄࣎՟ˠᄮᙊ۞ઐᅈг
ડĂ֤ፍ˘̳οֽاߏآᜋᇃᎸ઼̈Ċ
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ߊିࢋؠڦ̚ҋ̎छฏ۞̄ޅĂเߋځӅ˧ү࣎рҁरĂдү˵̚ݡ૱ͽጯ
Ϡ̝ม۞ᙯܼࠎᗟՄĄҭเߋؕځߏ࣎߄ጼ۞ޘטˠĂᄮৌିጯ̪ݒᄃିֈវրᨋॾ̙
ˢĄˬѐ၁௫ഇ႕Ăಶ౯ԼҖ˞Ą

к૾к۞ݻᘹ͛Ϡ
ᅅٽ҂ˢآᜋ̚ᇃĂፉЇ۰ăበᏭĂᔘ˘࣎ม༼ϫΨ
Ķᗗᆀѝ࠻͇ķĂ֤චٺᄲ߇ְ۞ਕ˧Ă൘тᐵͯॡ۞ᇆ
̀Ăຏߖ˞آᜋฏᏐࣇĄд̚ᇃ˵ඕᙊ˞˘࣎ĶͧԧՀѣਕ˧۞̃
ϠķĈࢰ࡚ڒĂ༼ϫᇫࢰࣶĂ˘࣎ս્ăᐝཝ۞̃̄Ă͟ޢ
ϒߏۢăट۞̄؍Ą
ϔ઼̣˩̣ѐเߋځඕޢĂ͉͉ዏֽاέΔĄ͛ጯ౹үᝆपഇಶд࣎ล߱Ą
ѝд༊һॡĂಶ૱ԸቇזᓑЪઘΏĂڒঔࢰАϠ༊ॡፉЇበĂՏаࠎ˞൴ᄃ̙൴
เߋ۞ځቇ̄ĂΞͽᔒᖼͅ˘؆ᙱ্Ằ̃ࢰ࡚ڒᄲĈĶс൴˞Ăд֤࣎ॡΞਕົ
યᗟć̙൴Ă˫ᛇ͛ౢрĂ̙൴ᄲ̙࿅ΝĄķЯࠎเߋ̈۞ځᄲ૱ѣֱ෪ᇈĂּт͚
۩੧̿זၮࡏ˯ćĶͿݱར֘ķೡᆷдன၁Ϡ߿ᙝቡಆि۞য়गഇ۞̃ޞγ࠷ˮ͈̝
೯ӄඈĄֱ̰टд༊ѐĶ࠹༊ୂຏķĄҭڒАϠ˫ᄮࠎเߋ̈۞ځᄲቁ၁рĂྍගѐ
ᅅˠ፟ົĄڒАϠ྾јࠎд͛ጯ౹ү˯ௐ˘࣎˧೩ᛸ۞݈ዅĄ
Ķ͛ጯ؞Ώķ౹ٺϔ઼̣˩̣ѐĂௐ˘ѐเߋځಶΐˢ˞Ă๗ะ˞كॡ͛ጪ۞າዟͳ
ă͇㕝ăౘϖචĞߍৌğăͳ٤ඈĄՏഇĂเߋࢋౌځᆷ˘ቔ͛ౢĄޢдॹྶݡበ̚
઼ॡಡĶˠมઘΏķॡĂเߋ۞ځ౹үณާిᆧΐĄдᇃӘ̳Φ˯۞ĂᓁӀϡ˯ॡมᆷ
үĂ૱ᆷזௐ˟͇̙ۊֽĂాᜈˬăα͇՟Ν˯ĂΪр˫ೱ˘छ̳ΦĄಶᇹĂдᇃӘࠧ
ͽ౹ຍЩ۞เߋځĂ૱జˠˬᜪࡱᎊĂ˫ࠎ˞౹үĂซซкछ̳ΦĄ
னдˬ˩̣໐νΠ۞ˠΞਕᔘĂϔ઼̱˩˘ѐเܷฯෛοఠᑚϒࡓĂ̚ෛଯ
˞˘࣎ආ༼ϫĶ֓֓ᆐಞķĂ۞̚Ķݣݣሄķ֎̈ϝӑăΎீఏͽ̈́ညងጡ۞
ፘ˯҅͢ඈĂֱߏเߋځٙඉ൪͔ซ۞Շᐝ͢ઊĂഅፃᒔк͕͌۞̄ޅĄତĂเߋځ
д̚ෛٮᛷࡔᐂͯĶ۾܆ᚗफķࢦາԼᆷ˞έ៉ࡔᐂͯ۞ᄬ֏Ă˵дˠมઘΏજĶಡጱ
͛ጯķ۞ࢲሗĄϔ઼˛˩ೀѐĂเߋ̈۞ځᄲಶᇆࢦາඕЪĂ˫ౄ˞έ៉າᇆ۞
າࡔ̮Ą

ϡ͕ॺૈ˭˘
࿅ԣຍा̩۞໐͡ĂเߋځᏉ˞ֱĂԯჟ
˧ٸдආᆐဥ۞ૈዳăޥ͕܅Νგۤડ۞ְă၆
ҁˠ۞ᙯ̷ᄃ៍၅ඈć̙გઇ̦ᆃְĂเߋౌځБ
˧ͽĂזు႙јሢޢĂຐઇ۞ಶߏࠎέ៉
ආкᆷֱр߇ְĂበֱѣ۞ආᆐĂӘ෦͉
͉ĈĶѐࡔດ̂ĂດົᆷආྖĂΞͽஎˢĂ̙
ົΪᄲֱ̂நĄķ̙ΪԷႊ˘࣎͛ጯ౹ү۞֎Ғ҃̏ĂՀซ˘ՎᄲĂᑕྍზߏ࣎ۤ
ົ̍ү۰̙ߏۢᙊЊ̄Ҭг৭дำბેٟဧĂ҃ߏஎஎгˢ͵Ăଂ˲͈ܸ̄֗˯Աזৌϒ
۞Ϡ߿ംᇊĂ֭ͷ࿅ҋԧͅ࠷ֽ࠻ன˭۞έ៉Ą
ࡊԫˠ͛ᙯᘃд̮ڌ
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അགྷႊ࿅˘᛫ᑚΨĶ̈Ղ̙̄ߏ̂ᙾ̄ůາॿ܅ķĂ߇ְ۞જ፟ٺஅ۞ځ
Ķॿ܅ķĂ༊ܐႊॡᔘజ࿅ୂޘຏ۞ˠ̀Әᄯ࿅Ąְ၁˯ĂΪߏѣຏٺέ៉۞ொϔ
ன෪ĂຐӘ෦៍ிᄲĈĶॿ܅̙υԱ˞ĂΪࢋҰ၆̫͇۞ۤົ̙႕ຐࢋொϔĂಶߏವԱ
ॿ܅۞ҖࠎĄķ
ҭ࠻זధкொϔ̙֭ԣሄĂ̄̃ொϔ۞ҁˠछՏаࢋ઼ĶଣᏐķॡĂᏐ̓ᓁົય
ᄲѨࢋΝҝк˳ĉҁˠछౌߏಈԃԃгаᄲĈĶ͌ᄲ˵ҝ࣎˘ă࣎͡Ċķҁˠछ࣎
ᖃಶаֽ˞ĂҰયр̙рĂඍ९кΗߏӣቘ۞Ķ̙Ă̙ĄķเߋځᄲĂҰࢋߏᔳ
ԛࣇזछ྆Ăಶົۢࣇѣкᆃ̙ԣሄĂΪߏԯछயត˞Ă̙ਕᄲ̙рĄѐᅅˠ
ౌ˯Ă̈ౌ̄ޅᄲࡻᄬĂ֤࣎շˠĞ̃ಪğࡶԯ̳ܠΨј̏གྷૉ៌˞ĂĶاᔘ
Ψԧࣇͱᘄ(Grandpa)Ċķ˘̷۞˘̷Ăொϔౌ՟ѣຐည̚۞рĄ

έ៉ಶߏॿ܅
เߋܫ࠹ځĂॿ܅дҋ̎ཙ˭гĂᔖ
২̝ใ۞Ѻࢋ˵ؖགྷ࿅̱ѺѐĂ̖ॢזഈĂд֤
ᆃโຳ۞ॡĂ൴னѣ˘࣎тѩ̝࡚۞̈ྺۤ
ົĄҭॿ܅̙ߏࡎֽ݂۞Ă̪ߏ
ॡม۞᎕ĄĶآᜋ̖̙࿅αѺѐĂԧࣇಶрр
ޥֱ͕܅Ă˵ਕѣ˘࣎ॿ܅Ąķเߋͅځ၆ன
Җ۞ۤડᓁវᒉౄໄهĂ҃Ꮠ˧ࠎآᜋ۞็ٚԱ
Հଊᙸ۞ܜഀĄ
ཙኼآᜋĂเߋځវᄮזέ៉ˠૄώ۞યᗟдٺᄮТП፟ĂጯϠ۞ିՄౌ̙ன၁Ă
ኝώ྆ભĈĶԧछ݈ܝѣ̈ګķĂ݈ࢬѝԼј̂ሁ˞ć७ႇ྆ᔘѣͅԽ̂ౙ۞ႇෟඈඈć
̂ˠᄲ۞ౌߏ۞ĂឰࣇтңᄮТĉ
ЯѩĂเߋᙸځԸ֗ٺආ۞ିֈඉ൪آᜋᎩ۞ĶଯҖώ˿ᄬ֏ିጯķĂᐂࢰᓏࢰᔘ
ߏϤࢰ࡚ڒᐂ۞ĄҌޭٺೇᖞгЩ۞̍үĂࢦາԱа༊ѐˠϔ۞Ϡ߿ംᇊĄآᜋۤડந۞ه
ކጱߏॿ܅۞நهன̼ඈĄ҃˵ଂֱ̍ү྆ᄊ᎕˞̙̝פႽăϡ̝̙ა۞͛ጯ
ᘹఙ౹ү৵ՄĂᄲĈĶԧ܅дۤડ۞͈̍ᄃ̍үͧ͛ጯјಶᔘࢋрĄ̈ᄲछώֽಶߏضխ
ሄ۞ĂΪࢋ̙ѪĂٙѣ۞གྷរౌົតј۞གྷរĂֽಶΞਕѣ̂ొᐝ̈ᄲֽĄķ
ӈܮдͽـፉໂࢦăۤົᒖဩܲчă߆ڼԦᚑ֤ᇹ۞ᒖ
ဩ˭Ăเߋ̙ౌځᕝ౹үᓛۉˠ˾۞̈ᄲă͛Ăֱүݡ
إͷజ͟ώăᔹ઼ă઼࡚ඈ઼छᏴᛌкѨć̫҃ѐ˩͡Ă઼̚
̂ౙ۞Ķ઼̚үछົםķͽĶเߋࡁځտķࠎᗟĂᔛኛ
݈ـΔִણᄃኢĄ࠹၆ֽᄲĂՏѐέ៉۞জᘑ३ξاтѩ
ᙱವ֤።˳ᑓາăৈ൴ϖ۞үݡĂ̙΄ˠೖရĉ
ҭᙸৌтเߋځАϠٙ֏۞Ăέ៉ົјࠎ˘ळາॿ
܅Ăॿ܅྆ѣ३ࢶੱੱĂฟסѣৈĂࣃࠤྋĊเߋ۞ځ
າ˧үਕࢦୁ৷͛ጯ۞ॿ܅Ăέ៉۰˜Ҍ͵ࠧ۰ౌߏ͛
ጯᘟા۞ڠˠĄ
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ன؈Ķเߋځķ
߸ᜋว̂ځጯৠགྷࡊጯࡁտٙି
ԧ۞ͭᏐ૱ᄲ࠻˘࣎ˠ̙ߏ࠻۞ᓚ҃ߏ࠻۞
ࡦਖĂࡦ॔ۡ۞ˠߏ̙ົᐌࢲອᕚ۞Ăѣࣧ
۞ˠ̖ΞͽϹ̓ڈĂเߋځಶߏԧͭᏐீ̚ཕ॔۞ޝ
ۡĂΞͽ͕ٸϹ۞̓ڈˠĄ۞තঈޝർĂ̙ົࠎ
ܛីᅿĂ˵̙ົࠎϠ߿ШˠҲᐝĂᏌཕΞͽ
ઙღĂҭ̙ࣧਕٸୢĂߏன۞؈ů˘͇࣎
ϲг۞р႔Ą
ԧѝᄮเߋځĂྫྷҾˠ˘ᇹĂߏଂ۞̈ᄲ̚Ă۞ĶಒऌધăГ֍ķᆷ۞ৌ
рĂԧдͫ֘˯࠻۞̈ᄲ࠻זԞ˭֘Ą۞̈ᄲ˵ߏԧ̙ᜪ३ώࢦޝĂа઼࡚छ̚
ᄃᏐڈр̶ֳ̓۞ᖃۏĄᏱĶ˝ᝈ˩ˣ٫ķ̙ो߆ྃ۞عӄĂЯࠎोˠ۞͘ൺăЫˠ۞
ᆜహĂᄃࢰ࡚ڒҁरˠࡴ၁Ă೩ֻѐᅅጯ̄˘࣎൴ܑྐႇăү͛۞πέĂခᐽѐ
ᅅˠᆷүĄՏ࣎ˠౌдᄲ೩઼̿͛ޘĂΪѣเߋځ၁ᅫજ͘дઇĂ۞ռă೩ᛸޢซ
ჟৠ΄ԧຏજĄ
เߋߏ˵ځԧٙ࠻זѣ౹ຍ۞ˠĂࣇछ՟ѣ۞ڌҘĂՏ˘ڌҘౌѣрೀ
ϡĄ۞ޥຐୂଥă֏ᄬޖᐵă̳ϒ̙ܠă֗វ˧Җăᆓ̈́ᆹ̈́Ą۞ຐߏౌڱ࠻ڱд
ॡ۞݈ბĂՏѨᄃኘྖౌົຐזĶ੯дχ̝݈Ă܅ѝ͇ߋٺฟٸķήྖĄѣ
۞ॡ࣏ĂАۢߏွ۞Ăضрѣࢰ࡚ڒҁरౖҡĂˠϠྮ˯࠹Ԭ࠹ă˳˳ܜܜĄ
เߋځҁरߏԧࣇ۞ቑĂனд၁дߏԱ̙זࢲቑ۞ˠ˞ĄԧޝᎸזเҁर
זĶ̮ڌረķ۞ၷĂ၁ҌЩᕩĂԧࠎྫྷԧ˘ᇹ࠻เߋځҁर̈ᄲ۞̂ܜˠ̂ᓏᝌײĂ
ຏᔁҰ۞̈ᄲχฟԧࣇ۞ෛĂගԧࣇ˘̙࣎˘ᇹ۞ˠϠĄ

ͽˠ͛ჟৠஎਆۤົ۞Ķเߋځķ
͇㕝઼ϲ߆̂ڼጯ͛̚րି
เߋߏځௐ˟Ѩ͵ࠧ̂ጼޢέ៉Ғ۞˘Ҝүछ
۞ү่̙ݡពன˞έ៉۞ன၁
ՀགྷϤֱன၁߹ᜨ፧۞ݓฏ˿ଐຏ
ԧࣇౌۢ˟˩͵ࡔ۞̱Œă˛Œѐ
ߏ͵ࠧ۞˘࣎̂ᖼត۞ॡ
ࡊԫ۞ޘ൴णăۤົ۞តݭăహវགྷᑻ۞ࢭ
ддౌயϠໂ̂۞ਜ਼କ
ֱౌܧϡˠ͛۞ᙯᘃֽүஎ࠷ͅ۞גăޥ҂̙Ξ
เߋ۞ځү̙ݡҭߏજˠ۞̈ᄲ
Հд̈ᄲ̚߹ᜨஎ۞ޘˠ͛ჟৠ
ѣ˞ֱĂˠ̖ѣ۞ᚑຍཌྷ
ͽޢᇹ۞ჟৠᄃၗޘ
൴೭˞၆έ៉ۤົ۞ᙯᘃҖજᄃᇆᜩ˧
ֱ҃ౌΞͽᆧซۤົϒࢬ۞൴णāā

ࡊԫˠ͛ᙯᘃд̮ڌ
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౹ຍ۞เߋځ
เߋځҁर၆έ៉۞ࢲ˿ϔଐ
่̙ѣஎ៍۞ג၅
֭ͷགྷ૱ҋ͛ౢă൪үăᑚᆐăආᔀආྐඈ౹ү
߹ᜨ၆˿г፧̼̙ฟ۞ଐຏ
҃ф㝯ҖมΞͽ࠻ז൪ࢬ//////
˵ߏ౹ү̚˘˟۞পҒ

ְـΪਕаק
Ǖเߋ ځ2:85 ѐα͡ٺ؈جม
݈˘ੱ̄дొݑҝ˞ֱॡ͟Ą
ѣ˘͇дฏՅ˯Ăజҁ۞̓ڈາࢬ͋ᑂ˞˘ྯĄ
ҭߏĂ˘Ѩזצមᑂ۞གྷរĂྫྷ࿅Ν˘ਠଐԛ̙˘
ᇹĄ఼૱ԧࣇזצមᑂ۞གྷរߏᇹ۞ĈАߏღૺ۞˘
ྯĂྫྷ͕ާܳ۞˪఼˪఼гྯĂؠ̖ޢৠĄтڍ
၆͞ߏࢪϠˠĂԧࣇҋᛇ̙ԣĄࢋߏሢˠĂк
ቩ˘ᓏྍѪĂ࠻၆͞χ˵ݣݣಶზ˞Ą҃ĂѨᑂԧ
۞ౣߏҁ̓ڈೱ˞˘ઘາࢬ͋ĄҜҁߏ̙̓ڈˠĂ
ߏ˘ܝҁҖຽĶኩ࣯ķĄ
ኩ࣯˵۰Ăಶߏዳ˘ᐝ̳۞ኩĂܝඈዳϓ
ኩ۞ˠĂኛΝ੨۞ҖຽĄдέ៉̂छ၆ଂְ˘Җ
۞ĂౌჍኩ࣯ĄϤٺ࿅Νέ៉۞ྺछĂम̙кՏ˘
͗ౌкк͌͌ዳೀᐝኩĂ˵ѣֱˠߏዳϓኩĂٙͽኩ
࣯ҖຽĂ˵ಶᑕྻ҃ϠĄ࿅Νдฏ˭۞̂ܜˠĂኡ
ౌ࠻࿅ࡍโοࢊ۞ҁѐˠĂᐝᑛ்͜Ă˘͘ोͪՌĂ
˘͘೪˘ॲѻᗛ̄Ăᅁ˘ᐝ̳ኩ֕Ą҃ᐝ̳ኩ͔
ˠڦϫ۞ߏĂޢჿ̚มӵჇ̂൴۞ܪ༝˱Βć˵
Ϊѣ၆ѣᆃ̂ఢሀ۞༝˱Β۞̳ኩĂ̖੨˯ԧࣇჍΈԙĂჍձࠎĶኩ࣯ķĄ
၁ٙѣ۞ኩ࣯۞༝˱ΒĂౌ̶˩ܜଞĂ̙֭ߏޢჿӵιĂߏιԯޢჿـᙝ
ᑟฟĂचޢჿ֕ྮֽĂᔘـγ˘Վ˘Վኪ͕̈Ă˘ீڕᕇ˵̙ధӣቘĄЯ҃˯ࢬ۲
̂۞ԋ۵Ă̙ਕ಼̙̂ޘгνΠഠᕚĂপҾពજᒜ̙щ˞Ąᐌޢᐝ۞ҁˠĂтְާ̙ڍĂ
ಶϤኩ࣯ၙၙ।Ă̙ಶ೭જ̈ᗛ̄٩ձೀ˭ᅁྮĄ͇ሤ۞ॡ࣏Ă༝˱Β౻˞ኩ࣯Ă༊
ࣇྮ࿅ͪᙝĂҁˠछᔘົਛೀՌͪሓሓձĄᇹ۞ଐഀĂ˳҃˳̝Ă˵˘֘ͱᇹĂ
̙̙ۢᛇ̚តјܑέ៉ฏ˭۞߿ࢲഀĄ
ܝ൪έ៉ฏՅჷЩ۞ͪ૾൪छᖡቹကАϠĂ۞үݡಶ൪࿅ኩ࣯Ąᔘѣࡻ
ࢲАϠ˵അགྷдᖳѐᗔᄫ˯൪࿅Ą˘ਠˠຐ҂၅˘˭Ăҋ̎၆έ៉ฏ˭ࢲഀ۞О෪ѣֱ֤
ॡĂΪࢋீ༗˘ౕĂ࠹ܫཝ̄྆ҋಶᜥ˘୧̈ྮĂឰҁˠኩֽ࣯֕Ą֭ͷᔘΞͽ
̶ᏰĂࣇߏܝઇϠຍĉٕߏдᏱԆְаछ۞̚ĉߏྖ۞ܝĂኩ࣯۞ཙՎߏᒣઉ
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۞Ă̙ͤ࣎୷ͪ˾ڻĄέ៉ѣ˘ήܸᏓĂĶኩ࣯ୱ႘႘߹ķĂপҾշˠ˘ኘ̃ˠಶ
ֽ۞ݏଐԛĄࢋߏ࠻זኩ࣯д̚Ăҁߏख़̈ᗛ̄Ă֤˘ߏؠᏱԆְаछ۞ྮ˯Ąຐֽ
̙༰р৯Ă၁շˠңဘ̙ߏĄ
ኩ࣯Җຽ۞።ΫĂϤֽ˘˳ޝؠĄጾѣι
۞ۤົĂҁѺؖдࣇ۞Ϡ߿ᄬ֏˯Ăԛ̚к˞˘
ֱĂྫྷኩ࣯ѣᙯ۞ྖᄬĄͧтᄲĂѣˠۢځઇ˘
ඊϠຍĂྻঈр۞ྖ˵ΪߏϨѓ˘ಞĂ՟̦ᆃрᔇĂҭ
ߏ̓ڈᔘߏ˘ೃଐᙸ۞ሤ̚Ą࣎ߏٺˠ೩مӘᄲĈ
ĶӘ෦Ұ̙ซΝĂޢબĂк˵Ϊ̙࿅ߏኩ࣯ᔇ
ၰĄķ྆۞ĶၰķфĂߏሄ۞ຍޥĂٙͽᔇၰĂಶߏ
ᔇ˘זᕇሄ̄Ąኩ࣯ᔇ̙̦זᆃĂΪᔇ˘ᕇሄ̄҃
̏Ąኩ࣯Җຽߏ՟̦ᆃрᔇĈௐ˘ăኩ࣯۞ჟ˧
ѣࢨĂ˘͇˘ඊĂాֽ˯˘࣎͡Ăኩ࣯ሄຍĂኩ࣯

ᐸ̋फ

۞ҁұұΞ̙ᙸຍĂࢋߏឰኩ࣯Ѫ˞Ă̙ಶࢋΝಅ
ҘΔࢲ˞Ąௐ˟ă༊ॡ˘ඊϠຍᔇ̙˯זѺ̮Ă֭ͷٙᏜ۞˘ඊߏԆБ۞צჟĄٙͽ˘
ඊϠຍࢋೀĂ֤ߏ૱ѣ۞ְĄ˘͇ˬᐠĂ˯˘ҁѼ੧Ăֽ˘ᕇ̈Ă̙ზ̦ᆃĂ
ࢋ۞ߏĂኩ࣯۞ࢴณមˠĂᔘѣആձྃඪ۞ฟዚඈඈĂזᐝֽᔘߏჟЍĄΞߏ՟ᔇ
̦זᆃ˵̙ႽĂ༊ኩ࣯Ϲ੨۞ॡ࣏Ăᓁߏдय़ጱĂ˘ֽ࠻ኩ۞ߋझܑႊĂ˟ֽᔘ
Ꮠ͘ᑒѓĂᇹܜѐሄѩ̙িĂҋሄĄĶኩ࣯ᔇၰķĂߏкᆃ߿ϠϠ۞ᆷĄ
дᅥࢬ྆ྖݑĂѣᙯኩ࣯۞ᄬຉĂੵ˞ܸᏓͽγĂ˵൴णזᓻᄬĄ̈ॡܭഅགྷ
ઇޝкᓻᄬឰԧࣇடĂ̚ѣ˘ԧࣇ̈̄ޅட̙ĄᓻᗟߏĈĶ֗ࡍโߛྀĂᖙ̋࿅ᑏ
Ա͈؍Ąķϡᅥݑᄬળֽߏ٪ᙶ۞Ąࢋட˘જۏĄ༊ॡѐࡔ̈Ă̙ᑖϹ੨۞؍͈
ᙯܼĂ˵ಶட̙ࡍߛྀ̙рр༊࣎إĂᔘ֤ᆃ֙ࡴᖙ̋ᑏĂຐԱ࣎ҁ۞ౣߏ
ኩ࣯Ąགྷ࿅ᄲ˞ځᓻࢬ۞୧І̝ޢĂੵ˞ᑖ˞˘ᓻᄬĂ˵ฟؕк͌ۢˠ˵ᅮࢋ
Ϲ੨̖ਕϠְ̈۞ޅĄ
Ωγᔘѣ˘ІְĂྫྷኩ࣯ז̷۞ᙯܼĂ֤ಶߏᖞёބᄲಫ۞યᗟĄ̫͇շ̃
ۤϹ̏གྷૉฟ˞ٸĂ၁Ϊ̙࿅ߏ˘˟˩ѐֽ۞ְĂ࿅Νຑߏએએ۞ֽĂтڍѣˠୀ
ᜨҖྫĂ˯ಶјࠎг͞˯۞˾ᐝາჷĄोέ៉ႇѡĲ୕ߋࢲĳ۞ႇෟֽ࠻Ă˵ಶΞͽځ
Ϩ࿅Νշ̃ۤϹ۞ଐԛĄд̫͇Ă˘࣎ᘃߋ۞͌̃Ăިਕҋ࣎д؆
྆Ăчд፶˭צҽࢲ၆ࢬәĉΪࢋсൾઇχԷĂזҘܝĂ
مԂྮڌα߱ᖒ˘ĂٕߏԱ˘छשપះ˘ӱĂᅅສࢵԘ
˭˘ݻĂᇾቜ۞͌ѐछҋಶ˯ֽҋԧ̬Ąᆃ˘ֽĂኡ
छ۞̄ԙ˵ಶځϨĂ͕྆˵̙υღૺ۞ညᇅൡൢ˞Ą༊
ົ̙˵ޢৠགྷ̲̲ĂᛇѣˠၬܝĂᔘχฟֽΨ͡ܪ৯
сߏ࣎̂ӑ̄Ą
̫͇շ̃ۤϹฟົۤ۞ٸĂ˘շ˘̃̽੨֤ᆃӮ
̹Ă̙֭ߏ˘ІᙱְĄ࿅Νշ̙̃צᏐ۞ౕۤົĂ˵ਕ
ૉ˘շ˘̃̽੨Ӯ̹Ă֤̖ѣຍࣹޥĄިߏࣇغזᆃᏱ
۞זĉͽ݈ѣᆃ˘ήྖĈĶ˘ዅ̙̄ઇ˘ѨಫˠĂ
˭ዅ̄ົኩ࣯Ąķ࿅Ν۞ોĂΞͽᄲ̂ొЊౌߏጴ
ಫരЪ۞ĄҭߏĂጴᖚຽಫᔘߏ̙ૉĂᓂֹсࣇ۞ჿ

؆ξ
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๔ٺજĂ˵ֽ̙̈́ആధк༊༊۞շ̃ڇચĄңڶᖚຽಫĂ૱ጴсˬ̙̇ᜀ۞ҎᐝĂ
ԯก̄ᄲјᅾϠٱግ͜Ăԯ౫̄ᄲјံऔϏχ㝲Ăඕڍ૱૱ౄјధкࠎˠͭϓ۞ˠĂࠎ̄
̙̃ضބĂٱጹ֗ĄЯѩᏥᏐଜ۞̓ڈཌྷయЇĂϤࣇ̶ֽፉઇಫˠ۞̍үĄ
ᆃ˘ֽĂऻُϤ͌ᇴᖚຽಫ᎕ᑅ˭ֽ۞̍үĂ῁˞זྋĄ˟ֽᏐڈр̓
ͧᖚຽಫΞያкĄࣇдᖞۤົޘטބĂԷႊ˞ࢦࢋ۞֎ҒĄ͵˯
ــѣְֱଐĂ̙टٽዺજௐˬ۰۞ॡ࣏Ă̙ߏϡӀᄵĂಶߏ࢝Ăٕ۰
ᘆᙯܼĄຽዶಫˠϒߏ༊ॡˬᑅ˧ˬგᆅ˭۞யۏĄࣇ̙ߏ༊ְ
ˠ۞Ꮠଜಶߏ̓ڈĄಶߏᘆᏐ͔ଜĂᙯܼүϡĄആˠᄲಫരЪјΑ
˞Ăᔘѣᇅّࡓ۞̂ޝΒΞोĂ̳ฟ˵̙ϚڱĄາऋ̄ޢϠշޅĂ˫
ѣ˘ѨࡓΒĂಶߏӀᄵĄ࢝ĉᄲ˘ዅ̙̄ઇ˘ѨಫˠĂ˭ዅ̄
ົኩ࣯Ąऻُߏ͵ࠧ˯Ξຑ۞࢝ӐĄ
ԧࣇԯྖаֽኩ࣯۞ྖᗟ˯Ăଂ˘ήᚍˠ༊ಫˠ۞ܸྖ̚Ăᛋ
Ә˭ዅ̄༊ኩ࣯۞ְ࠻ֽĂА̙გѣк͌ˠ࠹ܫĂҌ͌Ξͽ࠻ኩ࣯
ܝҖຽĂд༊ॡ۞ۤົгҜĄд็̀ྺ̍થ۞ᖚຽгҜ̝˭Ăᔘѣ݆ᐝәခәᑚ̄Ă
ҭߏኩ࣯ᔘдֱ̝˭Ąኩ࣯۞ˠĂౌߏࡴ؝ҳ̧۞ҁұұĂցѣּγĄ
ॡ۞λߏଐ۞ĂΪࢋд݈ࢬᘣྮĂგι݈ࢬᅁኩ࣯۞ҁұұߏࡴ؝ҳ̧۞Ă
ᔒᑅ̙ᄱĄ༊έ៉൴ण̍ຽĂགྷᑻࢳ۞ТॡĂኩ࣯۞ҁұұĂम˘ֱಶజྺೇົୈᕝ
Ϡ፟Ą̙ΞཉႷ۞Ă̂វ҃֏ྺೇົ၆έ៉ྺຽߏѣޙፘĄ༊၆ዳኩຽĂ̙ҭ͔ซາ៍
هາԫఙĂ˵͔ซາݡĂ೩Ϡய۞གྷᑻड़ৈĄٙͽໂ˧۞ଯᇃኩ۞ˠ̍ჟĄᆃ˘
ֽĂ็ё۞ኩ࣯˯ࢬᓜϠх۞યᗟĄኩ࣯۞ҁˠާ̚ϠംĂౣд˘؆̝มĂ࿀
˘इሤჟኢĂֽ֨ˠ̍ჟ۞ಛ๏Ąᇙ۞ޤ၆ྺϔᄲĈ
Ķˠ̍ჟĂߏ͊ုൺ۞ְĊ͇г༱̦ۏᆃౌߏᄃϠֽ࣌۞ĂΞे͇நઇְĉ
ઇˠрͥͷ̙ᄲĂԧࣇಶְኢְĂኩͿط੨Ăಶߏࢋჟͪሤזϓኩ۞և̄Ă̖ү
ϡબĄ̙ኩ࣯֤ܜᆃ۞ܜᗛ̦ᆃϡĊࢋ̈ܮĂϓኩ՟ѣᗛ̄ᔘ̙ߏ˵ΞͽĄ̦ᆃౌߏ͇
ౄгన۞ĂˠĂˠѣкਕĉࣇ֤͊ုˠ̍ჟબĂߏԯሤჟͪ྅дҽឫ྆តҽ˞Ăሤ
ঈ˞Ăϡևᖜຐ˵ۢĂҽჟިᆃΞͽԧ۞ኩ࣯۞ሤჟͧĉ......ķ
ಶጴ˘इሤჟҽჟ۞நኢĂឰҁұұ୭ࢦಛĄ
݈ࢬ˞˘̂ુඊግᘱᓏᘱᇆĂࠎ۞Ϊߏд̬Ҝҁ۞̓ڈᓏࢰ͋ࢬĄᔵѣр
кѐ՟֍˞Ăගԧࣇ۞О
෪˩̶எגĄѣ˘͇ࡎд
۞ొݑՅ˯࿃֍˞Ăԧ
ੵ˞មಈĂ˵జ۞າࢬ͋
ᑂ˞˘̂ྯĄனд̙ҭ̙
ߏ˘ҜҁұұĂኩ࣯˵̙ϡ
ᅁ۞͞ё˞Ąߏ˘࣎ޝઉ
۞ѐᅅˠĂϡ˘ొ̂൴
˘ጟΗ۞̈Ι֘Ă྅ྶ̱ᐝ
̙Тݡ۞ኩ࣯ઔϠຍĄ֘
֗य़ᔘଭ˯٢ൕĂᆷ̱ځ
ኩ࣯۞ݡĈሹҹआăࡗ
՟ѣॡม۞͡έ

ҹआă઼࡚ᖡ༄ăӀᜋ
˘ཱིăॿă࡚፧Ą֘
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̄ฟၙޝĂࣆ̙ߏُᙹ˞ኩ࣯ĂЯࠎߏֽ٢ອ࿅ξᇃӘٛމĂฟԣ˞ُˠ՟ֽ̈́
ڦຍĄ˘͞ࢬฟԣ˞Ăُዳϓኩ۞̃Ă̙дޢᐝ̂ᓏΨ಄Ķኩ࣯۞ǕǕķĄѐᅅˠ
ཝ̄າĂԯᐂр۞ࢰሄ࿅̂ಋίٸֽĄ༊ॡԧ۞זௐ˘͚ѡ̄ߏĶᜋᜋԧຑ
ؙķĄՏ˘ᐝኩ࣯д֘͜˯۞ܑଐĂҬͼѣᕇ
צᗿࡶម҃ពਢĄ֘̄གྷ࿅ԧ۞֗ᙝĂၙ
ၙ֕ᅈ˞Ăௐ˘͚ѡ̄ԆĂତௐ˟͚ѡ̄
ĶְـΪਕаקķĄԧࡎεᓏ۞৯ֽĄԧᛇ
ᆒछپАϠ˞ࠎغזኩ࣯ኩ؏Ăઇ˞ࢵр
ѡ̄Ą
̙֘̄֍˞ĂዶࢰϏ˞Ąԧѣ˘ᕇ̙ਕ࠹
ܫĂࣣࣣீ༗ٙ࠻۞זଐഀĄ˘۵୶୶۞ॡม
۞ฏຓĂએએ۞ଂ͕̿غĂᐌཝ̄྆˘Г
гᖙ࿅Ν۞О෪Ăਢ৭д֤྆Ă̖ϫਖ਼֕
˞႕Ι֘۞ኩ࣯Ă҃д֤ঐε۞ᕇ˯Ăֶං࠻
֍ҁұұᅁኩ࣯֕࿅ֽĄඈԧൾ˘ؠৠĂԧ

ම֊܅

̖൴னۤົᔗត۞ཙՎĂࠛࠛ۞ԯኩ࣯۞ҁ

ˠኼޢזᐝΝ˞Ąֱ֤ྫྷኩ࣯ѣᙯ۞ܸᄬăޢᄬᓻᄬ˵ᗓฟ˞னд۞Ϡ߿Ąֱഅ
གྷឰᄬ֏ᖳಱĂឰᄬ֏Ϡજ۞ᄬຉĂГ࿅˵ޢಶ՟ˠۢ˞Ą༊Ă̫͇ҋົѣ̫͇۞
ᄬຉயϠĂҭߏĂϫ݈ੵ˞ᄦౄధкٌϫម͕۞ᄬຉĂּтᒖဩѮߖă८̄ጼăਕП፟
ඈඈ̝ᙷ۞າЩෟ̝γĂдԧࣇϠ߿۞ᄬ֏̚Ă˫ࠎԧࣇᆧΐ˞ೀ࣎Ϡજ۞ᄬຉĉԧӘ෦
ԧҋ̎ᄲĈ
Ķ֤ࢵѡ̙̄ߏᄲ˞ĉְـΪਕаקĄķ

ᐂҋĮඈ˘ޞѧ۞܅Щфį
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જฏ˿ଐᘃ۞Ķ፩ͪķ
፩ͪ
༊ԧᔘ՟֍࿅Ұ̝݈
Ұಶଂ۞̳ܠᆜ྆߹ซԧ۞҅ѧ
҃Ăрк࣎Յఄ
ркኩᗗᐲͱѿ
ркΨ͇ăΨ̄ޅăΨା۞ᓏࢰ
ркˠͪ
БౌΙдԧ۞͕غ
፩ͪ
ԧྭޢ̝̂ܜ࿅ҰᗓฏᅈΝ
༊ԧຐछฏĂຐҰ
Ιд͕ౌ۞غᏹ࿅ֽ
Қј˘ҚҚ۞߇ְ
ଂԧ۞˾̚߹ซ
дளฏϠ۞҅۞̄ޅѧ྆
ࣇॡ૱ࠎֱ߇ְ
дေ̚មΨĂ˵дေ̚৯
ԧۢࣇࠎ̦ᆃមΨ
˵ۢࣇࠎ̦ᆃ৯
Ŵࣧྶ˘˝˝ˣѐ˩͡ˣ͟ᓑЪઘΏŵ

ᇹ۞Ķเߋځķ
ᇹ۞Ķเߋځķͽ࿅˘ϥ̄۞ॡมĂ˧ٺέ៉็ᘹఙᄃฏ˿͛ጯ౹үĂ
֭ͽᙯᘃฏ˿ˠ͛۞ჟৠĂ౹າέ៉็ᘹఙ۞ᆊࣃĂͽᖳ͛۞ݓጯᘹఙౄྔ̈́၆ฏ
˿۞ሤຑĂỉڦˠ͛ჟৠଯજۤડᓁវᒉౄĄ၆ٺႇͿᑚᆐ۞൴ăආᘹఙă౹ౄ˧
̈́ϠିֈඈିֈᛉᗟĂͽᏐ˧Ꮠࠎ۞િૻҖજĂӘ෦͵ˠԧࣇٙϠٙ۞ܜ˿гĂ
Ϊࢋϡ͕ᄃӅ˧Ă၁ϒಶߏҰԧ͕̚۞ॿ܅Ą
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నረቡ

 ፟ጡˠᚮᔈనረቡ 
ůၱෞᏴүຽᄲځů
ᔙˢ˟˩˘͵ࡔĂĶ፟ጡˠķЯࠎˠᙷϠ߿۞ᅮՐ̈́ࡊ
ԫ۞൴णĂдАซ઼छ̏གྷଷࡁտ۞ሤሗĂЃยऎሄݭă
ጱྼݭăᗁᒚݭăاछڇચݭඈЧЯᑕˠᙷᅮՐ҃ࡁ൴ѣ
ј۞ംᇊݭ፟ጡˠᑕྻ҃ϠćĶ፟ጡˠķણᄃˠᙷϠ߿̏གྷ
јࠎυ۞ᔌ๕Ă၆ϏֽЧᅳા۞൴णϺѣஎᅈͷ݈ጱ۞
ຍཌྷĄܕѐֽЧ઼᎕ໂԸˢྤ൴ण፟ጡˠ̍ຽĂ֖Ξ֍
࣎፟ፋЪ۞ࡁտјڍĂᝀ̏གྷјࠎࡊԫјಶă̍ຽ၁˧
ᄃགྷᑻ൴ण۞ࢦࢋᇾĄࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄˬ˩ົܛѐֽĂ˧ٺೠ೪ࡊԫࡁտ൴ण۞ᔌ
๕Ă 2006 ѐĂϤĶ̮ڌረķ۞ᓁΡะˠਃ߆ཌྷАϠĂᔛኛώˠͽనཉĶࡊԫ౹ຍᚮᔈķ
ࠎ͞੫Ăࢵبፄĺ፟ጡˠĻࠎᚮᔈีϫĂؠטనረ̈́ෞᏴᏱڱĂᖣͽ࣍ጱ፟ጡˠ۞ࡁտ၆
઼ٺछۤົ൴ण̝ࢦࢋّĄ
Ķ2006 ࡊ̮ڌԫ౹ຍᚮᔈķͽĶ̮ڌረķᚑᖰ۞ෞᏴჟৠࠎጱࣧĂདኛጯ۰छ
ፉЇෞᆶĂֶ౹ຍă၁ϡّăүݡᙱޘٽăᄃүݡԆፋޘĂͽᚑᖰ۞ܐᆶ̈́ՙᆶүຽซҖ
ෞᆶ̍үĂણᔈฤЁ˵ώྻજछ۞ჟৠĂ่̙дᚮᔈ࿅̷̚ሿጯ௫ĂТॡෛĶᚮᔈķ
ࠎۢᙊăຽ̈́ԫఙϹ߹۞πέĂώبᚮᔈ˵дనረࣧ۞િ˭ĂෞᏴĶࡊԫă౹
ຍăˠ͛ķˬีჟৠࣘ౯۞ംᇊݭ፟ጡˠĂ݄ăֲă̶؞ҾϤĶϹ఼̂ጯ۞ଣ৶۰ķă
Ķέ៉̂ጯ۞Җજ፟ጡˠķăĶ୶ѯ̂ጯ۞ኻ֖፟ጡˠķဳĂˬ࣎ฤЁ௲᎖҃Ă֭
щଵдĶௐ˩ˬ̮ڌبረķ۞ረᖃ̚Ăऽኛā̚δࡁտੰੰܜՂᅈࣰАϠረĄ
ޝкણᔈฤЁ၆ົܛૄٺ೩ֻረੈྤ̈́ܛԫఙ۞Ϲ߹πέĂග̟ؠۺ۞ޘĂҭԧࣇ
˵ౌܧ૱۞நྋĂࡊԫࡁտ൴णଂזѣߏ˘୧ႝႝྮܜĂТॡᅮࢋ̂ณͷܜഇ۞ྤỉ
ڦĂረ̈́ܛረี۞నཉ၆ٺ፟ጡˠࡁտ۞၁ኳຍཌྷĂϒߏ၆፟ጡˠ̍ຽ۞Ϗֽ൴णĂග̟
ؠۺăခᐽᄃᙯڦĂ͍ߏдϫ༜α˩˘࣎ฤЁྤफ़˯็јΑ۞ТॡĂ࠻זέ៉፟ጡˠࡁ
տ۞ڶăဥฤ۞Ћဦ͕ᄃϏֽ൴ण۞ԓ୕Ą

ෞᆶ؎ࣶЩᐂ
ᙷāāҾ

ؖāāЩ

னāāᖚ

Ρะˠ

౮ϲј

؎āࣶ

ૺᒋዂ

؎āࣶ

เ႔֣

؎āࣶ

ችѰ

઼ϲ̚Ꮈ̂ጯ፟րି

؎āࣶ

गāσ

༖ϲҋજ̼۵Њѣࢨ̳Φְܜ

઼ϲέ៉̂ጯ৪
ၱྤੈ̍ጯրି
̍ࡁੰ፟ୠٙܜ
઼ϲέ៉̂ጯ፟ୠրି
ၱ̍ຽ̍ٙٙܜ

2006 ࡊ̮ڌԫ౹ຍᚮᔈ
Ĳ፟ጡˠᚮᔈĳΡะˠ

έ៉̂ጯЇ৪३ၱ፟րି
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ረฤЁЩᐂ

 2006̮ڌ፟ጡˠᚮᔈ 
ረฤЁЩᐂ

ЩѨ

үݡЩჍ

ෞāāᄬ

ረˠ

ጱି

݄ ଣ৶۰
ώဥฤӀϡАซ۞፟ጡˠԫఙ ฤܜĈ
ࡧѻϠି
(Explorer) ᄦү˞ᗕ֖፟ጡˠ̈́ё፟ጡ ૺϖᏉ(౾̀Ϡ)
ˠĂ֭ጱˢ࠹̢םТЪү۞ം
ᇊݭ፟טĄણᔈүݡणன
ޘ౹ຍ̈́ԫఙஎޘĂͷ˩ק
֖Ă̙ປࠎѩѨٙѣણᔈүݡ
̝݄Ą

ጯ७րٙ
઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯ
ଠր

ฤࣶĈ
ϒࣣ(Ⴧ̀Ϡ)
ͳܷР(Ⴧ̀Ϡ)
เୁ(Ⴧ̀Ϡ)
ౘڼԈ(Ⴧ̀Ϡ)

This team applied the advanced robotic technology to make both a bipedal robot and a wheeled robot. Between them, the team also introduced
an intelligent mechanism for mutual
coordination and cooperation. Their
work exhibited high level creativity
and technological depth, and moreover it has significant entertaining
effect, which together make the team
worthy of the first prise.

ֲ ھϡݭк ώဥฤ౯ฯ۞ݓ፟ጡˠԫఙ ฤܜĈ
ͳംି
ΑਕҖજ ၁˧ĂӀϡАซ۞ྤੈᄃ̄ ᩕ͛(౾̀Ϡ)
፟ጡˠ
ԫఙĂજഎԼ྅јкΑ ฤࣶĈ

઼ϲέ៉̂ጯ
ྤ̍ٙ

ਕ۞Җજ፟ጡˠ྅ཉĂ݈ᖀّ ՂᎰ(Ⴧ̀Ϡ)
˩֖ĂϏֽᑕѣ൴णјࠎˠᙷ ౘܷჯ(Ⴧ̀Ϡ)
Ϡ߿рᑒ̝͘ޘሕ˧Ą
ౘ։(Ⴧ̀Ϡ)
This team had considerable strength ͳം(ିā)
in robot technology. The group applied advanced information and electronic technology to turn an electric
wheelchair into a multifunctional mobile robot. The design was highly innovative and has great potential to be
developed into a life assistant for
people.

 ؞Б͞Ҝෛ
ᛇҋொ
જ፟ጡˠ
֖ր

ώဥฤд֖፟ጡˠᄦүᄃᚮ
ᔈ͞ࢬጾѣஎૄ۞ݓᖂᄃ၁
˧ĂѩѨણᔈү̶·ݡणϯ˞
నࢍ۰Ꭻ۞͕̈́ޥჟവԫ
ఙĂֹംᇊ֖፟ጡˠ۞ፋវ
൴णՀ˯˘ᆸሁĄ

ฤܜĈ
ਃᇉିپ
ਃᇉି(پā)

ռϲ୶ѯ̂ጯ
፟ր

ฤࣶĈ
Ղ͵щ(౾̀Ϡ)
ͳ(⥸ܭ౾̀Ϡ)
ዒԈԠ(౾̀Ϡ)
This team showed a highly impres- ᆒംྕ(Ⴧ̀Ϡ)
sive skill in producing soccer robot
and contesting capability. The group's
design was carefully thought out and
exhibited a technological mastery,
bringing intelligent soccer robots to
a new level.

ࡊԫą౹ຍąˠ͛
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ଣ৶۰
Explorer

ဥฤᖎ̬
˘ăࡁտဥฤ።Ϋ
ώဥฤֽҋٺϹ఼̂ጯ፟ᄃଠ̍טրĂϤࡧѻϠି
̝ಷˢёր၁រވĄ၁រވҋ1994ѐјϲͽֽĂӈ
дҋજଠטăᓏࢰ̈́ᇆည࠹ᙯ८͕ԫఙ͞ࢬซҖஎˢࡁտĄ
၆ଂְ۞ࡁտᗟϫĂӮૻአͽ၁үֽᑭរநኢ۞ΞҖّᄃϒ
ቁّĂЯѩĂ၁រވѝд1996ѐӈҋҖฟ൴ֹϡӈॡк̍
८͕Ă֭ޙϲಷˢёଠཱིੈ̈́טநրనࢍ۞ਕ˧Ăֱ
ૄᖂֹώ၁រވΞͽଂฟؕĂనࢍ֭ᄦүኑᗔ۞ޘ፟
ጡˠրĄ
ώѨረүߏݡ၁រވд̶ёშྮଠטրࡁտ۞ј
ڍĂ֭൴ܑ ٺ2006 ѐ IEEE ઼ᅫ፟ጡˠᄃҋજ̼̂ົ˯ĂТ
ॡ˵ӈΏ൳ٺᝋ۞ّރIEEE Robotics and Automation
MagazineĄѩγĂώ၁រވϺ၆፟ጡˠдᒖဩᄃˠ۞ຏ̢ۢ
જ˯Ăಶᓏࢰ̈́ᇆညྤੈүஎˢࡁտĂ̚౪ҹࢲੱЕ۞ࡁ
տдٺឰ፟ጡˠĂ೩̿ᄬࢰᏰᙊ۞јΑதĂ֭ͷઍ
ീᓏ۞ᇴϫ̈́͞ҜඈĂٙࡁ൴јڍϫ݈̏ᄃ̍ࡁੰඈಏҜ
ЪүଯᇃĄдᇆည۞ࡁտ˯Ă၁រͽވᇆည
ડ̼ࠎ൴ᕇĂޙϲ፟ጡˠ၆ᒖဩ۞ҋ
ّᄮۢĂࡁտഅᒔ IEEE 2005 ѐ઼ᅫ፟
̍ົᛉ(ICM)۞ָኢ͛ረĄ
၁រވҋјϲͽֽĂࡁտјڍ၇ᒔЧᚮ
ᔈࢵረĂഅᒔௐ˘بTIC100ࡊԫ౹າᚮᔈ
ࢵረăିֈొᜪયވಷˢёహវ၁үᚮᔈᐹ
౼ă̈́кبᇇэᆇጡ̳Φ७౹үᚮᔈপ
ᐹĄ

˟ăјࣶᖎ።̬
• ӓϲઈĈරᚗ఼ੈ৺ࡁ൴̍र(઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯ፟౾̀)
• ૺϖᏉĈ઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯ፟ᄃଠ̍טࡁտٙ౾̀
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• ϒࣣĈ઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯ፟ᄃଠ̍טࡁտٙჇ̀
• ͳܷРĈ઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯ፟ᄃଠ̍טࡁտٙჇ̀
• ౘڼԈĈ઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯ፟ᄃଠ̍טࡁտٙჇ̀
• เୁĈ઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯ፟ᄃଠ̍טࡁտٙჇ̀
• ྜॎцĈ઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯ፟ྤੈጯ̀

ˬăጱିĈࡧѻϠ(Jwu-Sheng Hu)
• ጯ።Ĉ઼࡚ΐэ̂ጯߦҹ̶७፟ୠ̍౾̀
• னᖚĈ઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯ፟ᄃଠ̍טրି
• ࢦࢋགྷ።Ĉ
1. ઼छ၁រࡁտੰͯրనࢍ͕ࣘ̚Їࡁտࣶ(ಷˢ
ёր /PCB నࢍ)
2. ̍ࡁੰ፟ୠ̍ຽࡁտٙࣘЇᜪય(ംᇊ፟ጡˠᑕϡ)
3. 2006 ᇇэᆇጡֲ߷ડDSPᑕϡᚮᔈέ៉ડ̶ડᚮᔈ
Ᏹˠ
4. International Program Committee, IFAC Mechatronics
2006
5. Exhibition Chair, 2006 IEEE System and Cybernetic
Conference

ࡁտ።
ώဥฤϤࡧѻϠିጱĄЯࠎ၁រྶ
۞ᅮՐĂٺ2000ѐ౾̀ϠӓϲઈࢵАฟ౹ፋ࣎፟ጡ
ˠࡁտᄃĶಷˢёშྮ̶ёଠטԫఙķ۞ᑕϡࡁ
տĄдనࢍ̝ܐĂಶՙؠഈШྵࠎّקᄃ౹າّ
۞͞Шޥ҂ĄࣣฟؕॡࡁտྤѣࢨĂҭώநຐ
ᄃિĂ።གྷᓞࡴ۞ࡁտ٤ਣĄ౾̀ล߱ܜ྿ 6
ѐ፟ጡˠనࢍ۞ࡁ൴ԫఙਕณ᎕Ăᄃࡧିᚑॾ
۞ஔቚဥฤјࣶ۞ጬ˧̙ጻĂֹ̫͇۞јڍĄ

Ŝ

ҁरࡁտဥฤኢ̚

࿅።Ϋѝ ٺ2001 ѐӓϲઈࢵАࡁտ൴ण
˞ௐ˘۞֖፟ጡˠ(Q-Man)ᄃѨѐ 2002 ѐ۞ௐ˘α֖
፟ጡˠ Pi-Pi Robot (ϩϩ - ፟ጡ)ۓĄ Pi-Pi ࠎ઼̰ௐ˘࣎தА
ֹϡАซ۞ Embedded Real-time Linux ̈́ Wi-Fi ԫఙ̝ಷ
ˢёშྮ፟ጡˠĄѐ2003ѐјΑྻϡಷˢёშྮԫఙࡁ൴
ዋЪٺ፟ጡˠ̈ཝր఼ੈሀ(Tiny Network Bridge
Module)Ă̶ёߛၹ೩ֻ˞Ξචϡ࿆Ҷёࢍზ(Ubiquitous
Computing)̈́ຏീშྮ(Sensor Network)۞পᕇĂֹ౯ܧ
૱̂۞Αਕؼҩ۩มĄ̈́Ҍเே(2003)۞ΐˢĂௐ˟ ODi Robot(ለԙ - ፟ጡ)ۓЯѩኚϠĂᇆညăଠטҨੈ఼ڇፋ
ЪᄃܲБԫఙ۞ඕЪĂಧ˞ؠႬޢĶଣ৶۰ķ፟ጡˠநˠ
ё८͕ቅૄᖂ(Home Robot Agent)Ą

ࡊԫą౹ຍąˠ͛
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ѐϒࣣĂͳܷРเୁٺ2004ѐ۞९ࡁտ᎕ໂ
ԸˢĂՀૻ̼Ҩڇԫఙ۞ᙯᔣّࡁտĄ֭൴ण˞າ˘۞፟
ጡˠ̝̈ݭΞᇅّᕖ·Ҩڇଠטր(፟ጡˠ۞ྻજৠགྷ̮)ͽ
̈́кΑਕᇅّᕖ·შྮຏീሀ(፟ጡˠ۞ຏᛇৠགྷ̮)Ă֭ྻ
ϡActiveXԫఙࠎૄᖂૻ̼˞፟ጡˠహវநˠё۞ਕ˧Ą
ᖣϤ2004ѐ۞̶შྮᆸӀјڍĂՀซ˘Վᄃӓϲઈ˘Т
൴ण˞ˠԛ፟ጡˠĶгϝ˱ķ(YamBall Man Robot)ϼϠ፟
ጡˠ Papa-Man Robot ۞፟րĄ
።གྷкѐ۞፟ୠă̄ྤੈă఼ੈშྮംਕёฟ൴
ஔቚᄃ᎕Ăዑၷ(2004)ᄃૺϖᏉ(2004)ΐˢဥฤĂ֭᎕ໂ
Ըˢঔߐཱི፟ጡˠ(Starfish Robot)۞ࡁᄦăЍ߹ᇆညؠҜጱਝ
ԫఙ(Optical Flow Navigation/Localization Technique)а
ଠטրӀԫఙฟ൴ĂՀࠎଣ৶۰፟ጡˠ(Explorer)χ˭ॲ
ૄĄ۵ဥฤሤଐ˧ณ߿̼ధкˠ̰͕၆፟ጡˠሤຑ۞ૄ
ЯĂপҾߏܘᚹኰ(2004)۞ΐˢ֭ ٺ2006 ѐјΑࡁ൴ംᇊ
ݭᗕ֖፟ጡˠπᏊଠטጡᄃநኢࡁտĂՀࠎ Papa-Man ۞ྻ
જҖࠎޙϲ˞ޝр۞ૄϮĄ
ώѨᚮᔈᖣϤૺϖᏉ
۞ણᔈᅳ˭ĂᄃౘڼԈ
ͽ̈́ྜᗉц۞ΐˢĂՀֹ
ဥฤ۞ࡁ൴ᄃ౹ຍՀΐࡎ
ࢳซтᓍĄপҾߏ
ଣ৶۰۞ҋજЪវԫఙ
( S e l f - D o c k i n g ) P a p a Man ߿˧ූᄅ۞౹ຍᄃ၁
னĄд྆ĂဥฤՏ˘Ҝ
јࣶౌࠎ˞ВТ۞፟ጡˠ Ŝ Papa-Man྅˯ҋᄦPVCځγഥ
ေຐિጬӅ˧Ąଣ
৶۰፟ጡˠ።གྷ̱ѐкֽ٤ਣࡁտᄃဥฤЪү۞Ӆ˧ᄃ҂
រĂ८͕ࡁ൴ј̏ڍᒔ઼ᅫ፟̄̍रጯົĶ፟ጡ
ˠᄃҋજ̼ᗔᄫķ̈́έ៉ӀԊඈ۞ؠۺĄ࿅۞።ቚᄃࡁ
൴۰۞ેĂ·̶णன˘࣎ࠎ˞ေຐநຐӅ˧ᄃિ۞ଣ৶
۰ / ٤ਣ۰(Explorer)ჟৠĄ

ү̬ݡ
ଂ̍ຽԣి൴ण۞።Ϋֽ࠻Ă፟ጡˠдϠ߿̚ᅃӄˠᙷ
˘ۡߏ࣎ေຐĂᐌ̍ຽԫఙ۞ซՎĂ࣎ေຐ˘ՎՎгᔌ
ٺ၁ᅫĂՀ೩˞ˠᙷ۞ຐည۩มĂֹܳధкࡁտ̙ᕝгШ
݈ᔙซĄд፟ጡˠࡁտᅳા̚Βӣ͞ࢋࢦ࣎ШĂ̶Ҿࠎ
ё፟ጡˠͽ֖̈́ё፟ጡˠĄё፟ጡˠᘦّؠăொજిޘ
ԣăଠטटٽ၁னć֖ё፟ጡˠጾѣҋϤޘĂΞၹјኑᗔ
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ᖳಱѣ۞۳វજүĂЯѩΞдгԛЄᒖဩ̚ី߿ྻજĄ
߇ѩĂώүݡ೩˘ีЪүёкΑਕ፟ጡˠրĂჍࠎĺଣ
৶۰ExplorerĻĂϤ̄࣎րĈĺঔߐཱིĻͽ̈́ĺPapa-ManĻ
Ъ҃јĄঔߐཱིࠎ
Б͞Шёொજπ
έĂ҃ Papa-Man ࠎ
ϼϠᗕ֖ё፟ጡˠĄ
̙Тݭၗ۞፟ጡˠك
ѩЪүΞ೩ֻՀк
ᇹ۞ᑕϡͽ̈́ᇅّĂ
֭྿࠹זᅃ࠹ј۞ड़
Ŝ ঔߐཱིЈෛဦ
Ŝ ঔߐཱིЈෛဦ
ڍĄᛊтᄲĂдछल
ኑᗔ۞ᒖဩ̚ྵব৫ٕߏҲ̙π۞гࢬ˯Ăᗕ֖፟ጡˠΞ
ͽѣྵҋϤ۞ី߿ޘćҭι۞ொજిྵޘҲĂѩॡܮΞͽඕ
Ъё፟ጡˠொજྵԣ۞ᐹֽّ֖ྃ࣎ᕇĄԧࣇٙ೩
۞ Explorer д˘ਠπ̄ߏ˭ڶېࢬྮ፟ጡˠЪវ۞
ݭၗĄ༊࿃זᅮࢋপঅྮࢬăгࢬ̙πٕߏপҾᅮՐ۞ଐڶ
˭Ă Explorer Ξ̶ᗓјࠎ Starfish ͽ̈́ Papa-Man ፟ጡˠ̄ր
Чҋϲྻүć֭ͷ༊ЇચඕՁॡ˫ΞЪវĂඕЪјࠎ
Explorer Ąώүݡдࡁٺ൴ѣ၁ኳ۞छलᑕϡΑਕ֭ѣ
ऎሄّ۞Ъүё፟ጡˠĄΩγϤؠٺҜҲјώ҃ͷटٽ൴ण
۞পّĂЯѩϺΞϡିٺֈ၁௫ٕߏࡁտ̝ϡĄ

ࡁտٕ౹үण୕
፟ጡˠࡁտᅳાώ֗إѣధкӧᙱᓞஎ۞યᗟޞҹڇĂ
Ξߏι˫ߏ˩̶෭ܕˠᙷϠ߿۞˘ีࡊԫĄԧࣇѨ۞ү
ݡĂͧྵߏᛳٺݭ̈۞ّק፟ጡˠ၁үĂᔵιࡦޢٙ
ࢋ೩۞̶ёଠߛטၹĂߏ˘࣎ᚑඥ۞ࡁտኝᗟĄ҃Ă
ሄߏــᜭજ౹າ۞ࢋજ˧ĄЯѩĂԧࣇົдϏֽ۞ࡁ
տ྆Ăᜈ۞ၹޥѣ۞ᑕϡ̈́ԫఙӔனĄ
҃Ă༊Б͵ࠧᐹս۞፟ጡˠࡁտဥฤтͫтఊ۞၆፟
ጡˠ۞ᙯᔣԫఙஎˢࡁտॡĂԧࣇ˵υืᄮдϏֽ̙ኢԧ
ࣇ၁រߏٕވፋ࣎έ៉۞யءጯࠧĂౌυืд࣎ᅳાԱז
८͕ᆊࣃĂٕߏдߙ˘፟ጡˠԫఙ˯ౄಶ̙ٽ
ྭ۞ܝᕣĄ࠹ྵٺѨረ۞үݡĂ८͕ᆊࣃ
ٕԫఙܝᕣ۞ޙϲĂّ̈́קϲӈ۞јಶຏ
ޘಶ࠹၆۞ҲޝкĂҭߏ၆ԧࣇϏֽд࣎யຽ
۞ᚮ˧ۋĂݒໂࠎࢦࢋĄ҃ώ၁រܜވഇͽֽ੫
၆፟ጡᛇĞٕჍཝᛇğᄃෛᛇ͞ࢬ۞ૻิ
ّ̈́၁ϡّ˯ĂซҖஎˢ۞ࡁտĄּтధкᄬࢰ
Ᏸᙊ۞ٕ͞ڱహវĂдൾӝᗔٕࠤҌ̙Т۞ᒖ Ŝ ဥࣶࣇ࠻demo۞јڍ
ဩ˭ĂᏰᙊதޝटٽಶ˭ࢫĂ҃ᄬࢰ۞̢જ
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၆ߏϏֽ፟ጡˠᄃˠᙷ఼ࢋ۞ಫ̬ĄЯѩĂᘦٽ̙ؠ
۞ᄬࢰࠧࢬߏംᇊݭ፟ጡˠܧ૱ࢦࢋ۞ᙯᔣԫఙĄώ
၁រܜވഇ၆౪ҹࢲੱЕтңᑕϡд፟ጡˠ˯ซҖ̙Т۞ࡁ
տĞˠ۞ᗕ҅ಶߏ˘࣎ੱЕğĂϫ݈֭ഈШᄦү৺ੱЕ͞
ࢬӅ˧Ăഇޞਕд͞ࢬࡁտဥฤĂд፟ጡˠ၆ᓏ
ࢰ̈́ᓏಞຏۢ˯פᅳАгҜĄ
ޢĂϹ఼̂ጯଠր۞ംᇊݭҋրࡁտཏώ֗ಶ
ߏ˘࣎၁˧ܧ૱િૻ۞፟ጡˠࡁտဥฤĂΒӣ 8 ࣎၁រވĂ
̈́Տѐࡗ 70 ҜࡁտϠ۞ࡁտਕณĄϏֽԧࣇՀ̷۞Ъ
үĂഇޞਕјࠎБ͵ࠧ˘߹۞፟ጡˠጯఙࡁտࢦᗉĄ

ረຏ֏
ܧ૱ຏᔁᏱಏҜ၆፟ጡˠࡁտᅳા۞͚Ăឰԧ
ࣇ۞፟ጡˠѣणϯ۞ᄅέĄТॡ˵၆ෞᆶග̟ԧࣇ۞ۺ
ࢬ͞˘ؠຏז༱̶ຏ፬Ă˘͞ࢬ˵எגᚪҋ̎Ăᚶᜈ
ࠎ፟ጡˠࡁտ۞ซणᚥ̂۞˧ณĄְ၁
˯Ѩણᔈ۞ฤЁӮܧ૱ᐹսĂдЧҋ۞ԫ
ఙπέ̈́ᅳા˯۞јڍĂѣధкг͞ߏ
ԧࣇ۞Ąٕధԧࣇ၆፟ጡˠԫఙ۞Ӕன˯Ă
ΐˢ˞˘ֱͧྵ߿ሐ۞ᗟՄĂٛ˞ܕДҽ۞
፟ጡˠᄃˠ̝ม۞ᗓĂ҃˵ߏϏֽ፟ጡ
ˠѣҾ็ٺ̍ຽϡ፟ጡˠ̂۞̙ТĄ፟
ጡˠ֕ˢˠ۞͟૱Ϡ߿Ă҃፟ጡˠயຽ۞
Ŝ

ͧᔈ༊͇ᒔረޢЪᇆ

၁னĂᅮࢋឰՀк̙Тลᆸ۞ˠΞͽણᄃι
۞൴णĂጱι۞͞ШĄԧࣇ۞ᒔረĂੵ˞
ຏᔁٙѣഅགྷᑒӄ࿅ԧࣇ۞ˠγĂ˵ࠎ፟ጡˠԫఙᄃ
៍۞هଯᇃĂᚶᜈӅ˧Ą

၆Ķ̮ڌ፟ጡˠᚮᔈķ۞ഇ୕
፟ጡˠ۞ࡁտдܕѐֽֽצ៘ϫĂ͵ࠧ˯ధк
઼छ࠰ԯ፟ጡˠᅳાෛࠎࢦᕇ൴णயຽ̝˘ĂপҾߏА
ซ઼̂Ăּт͟ώ઼࡚̈́ඈĂдкѐ݈̏ܮ͘ଯજĂ
઼ֱछϤٺயຽࠧ̈́ጯఙࠧགྷ࿅ܜॡม۞Ӆ˧Ăౄಶ
፟ጡˠѣמ۞ܑனĂજ࠹ᙯயຽ̙ᕝгซՎĂ˵ܳ
ֹຽዶەछጾѣҋҖࡁ൴۞ΞਕّĄ࠹ྵ઼ٺᅫ൴ण۞
ଐԛĂ઼̰д፟ጡˠЧ͞ࢬ۞൴ण࠹၆རޢĂ҃ͷ̂ొ
̶࠹ᙯயຽ၆ѩᅳા̪୕៍ٺล߱Ąҭᇉߏ۞ضĂ
઼࣎ᅫ۞ᔌ๕̏ฟؕڦזצຍĂЯѩֽܕѣ߆ඉ۞ଯ
જĂ֭ѣೀม݈ᖀ߽֍۞̂ݭЋຽ˵ᙸຍԸྤซҖࡁ
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൴ĄҭϤٺ፟ጡˠώ֗ߏѣޘፋЪّ۞րĂЧ࣎
ᒖ༼࠰ᅮࢋѣૻ˧۞ԫఙ͚ĂЯѩυืЧ࣎யຽТॡ
ซՎă̢࠹፬ᐽĄ
ഇޞĶࡊ̮ڌԫ౹ຍᚮᔈķΞͽѣड़۞ခᐽ֭ӛ͔
Чࠧѣ࠹༊ࡁտј۞ڍဥฤٕ࣎ˠણᔈĂޢд̙ᇆᜩ
ણᔈ۰۞ԫఙᝋ˧˭Ăඕ̳ڍฟ֭ͷᇃھг็ކĂ೩
ֻЧࠧᒢྋέ៉д፟ጡˠᅳા൴ण۞ଐڶĂͽ೩઼ˠ
Ꮈă፬ᐽ͕ܫĂٕߏՀซ˘Վг̶઼̰ژγ൴णଐԛ
ᄃͧྵĂͽ˞ྋԧࣇྍ൴ण۞͞ШĄ֭ͷĂഇޞѩᚮᔈ
Ξឰ፟ጡˠ࠹ᙯயຽĂтĈજጡăຏീጡͽ̈́
ѰČČඈĂᒢྋགྷᑻሕ˧Ăͽ೩၆ѩ͞ШԸྤࡁ൴
јώ۞ຍᙸĄ

History of Research
Our team is led by Prof. Jwu-Sheng
Hu, who is the advisor of Embedded System Laboratory (X-lab) of Electrical and
Control Engineering department, NCTU. As
an experimental research vehicle, Ph. D student Li-Wei Wu started building robots for
studying Embedded Network Distributed
Control technology at year 2000. It was decided to design the robot in a more creative
and interesting way. Due to limited

Ŝ

papa-man̶Ҿ྅˯โăϨҒ۞γഥ

resources, the study was hard in the beginning. Our achievement
was built by six years of Mr. Wu’s persistence, Prof. Hu’s advise
and training, and efforts of team members.
In 2001, Li-Wei Wu created the first generation of two-leg
robot, Q-Man. Also, the first generation of four-leg robot, Pi-Pi
Robot, was developed in 2002. Pi-Pi was the first robot in this
country that used embedded Ethernet and Real-time Linux with
Wi-Fi technology enabled in an 8-bit microprocessor platform.
He successfully applied
the embedded internet
technology to develop
Tiny Network Bridge
Module suitable for robot.
The distributed network
architecture provided
Ŝ

ҋᄦPVCγഥԆј

wide functional extension
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because of Ubiquitous Computing and Sensor Network. The second generation robot, O-Di Robot, was born after Kai-shiang
Huang joined the development team. Their cooperation combined
the image processing, servo
control, communication, and
home security technology. The
effort constructed the foundation of the core code of the
Home Robot Agent for the Explorer robot.
During the same year,
Cheng-Kang Wang, George
Wang and Chi-Yang Huang
joined the project to study and
enhance the key technology of

Ŝ

papa-manϏ྅˯γഥ

servo control. They developed
a new generation of robot which is more flexible, and by using
ActiveX technology the ability of robot agent was improved.
Based on the patent of distributed internet in 2004, they and LiWei Wu created the mechatronic system of human-like robot
YamBall Man Robot and ostrich-like Papa-Man Robot using the
concept of biomimetics.
Jung-Hung Cheng and Yung-Jung Chang joined the team
after years of study in mechanical, electrical and communication system as well as intelligence. They participated the research
of Starfish Robot which includes techniques in optical flow
sensing, navigation and localization, and feedback control. The
extension establishes the foundation of Explorer for this
competition. Also, with the participation of Yao-Hsien Chiu, the
intelligent two-leg robot balance controller and theory was create to enrich the motion behavior.
Under the leadership of Yung-Jung Chang and participation of two new members: Chin-Hung Chen and Chen-Yu Chan,
more results were achieved. The self-docking of explorer and
the Hip-hop dance of Papa-Man were created. All members in
this team strived for the same dream of robot. The core research
achievement of Explorer robot has been approved by IEEE Robotics and Automation Magazine and Intellectual Property Office of Taiwan. The process of development and the persistence
of participator exactly show the real spirit of the name of the
robot, Explorer.
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Introduction of Explorer
Robot has been a great dream for us for many years, and it
is getting more practical with the progress of various
technologies. It broadens the imagination of human-being and
pushes many related researches to step forward. There are two
main fields in robot research, wheel robot and leg robot. Wheel
robot is highly stable, fast moving, and easy to control. Leg robot is with high degree of freedom, and it could move on uneven
surface. So, we promote a combinational robot system, Explorer.
It’s composed of two subsystems, Starfish and Papa-Man. Starfish is an omni-directional wheel mobile platform, and PapaMan is an ostrich-like two-leg robot. The cooperation between
two different kinds of robots provides more application and
flexibility. For instance, in complicate environment, two-robot
has high mobility, however, it moves slowly, so we use the advantage of wheel robot to solve this problem. Explorer could be
divided into Papa-Man and Starfish to work individually, and
could be combined into Explorer after their own tasks were done.
So, we build a cooperative robot system that is practical for
homecare, yet inexpensive for research or educational purpose.

Future Prospects in Research
There are a lot of difficult problems to be solved in robot
research, yet it’s a technology that is very close to human being’s
everyday life. Our work in this competition is a small-scale robot system which appears mainly for fun even though underneath the system, the distributed control architecture is a serious
research topic. However, fun is usually the motivation of great
inventions. So we’ll continually search for interesting ideas to
present technology progress in a more colorful way.
However, we must keep search and build our core value or
establish a significant barrier in robot technology when many
excellent robot research teams in the
world are working hard
to build theirs.. The
same situation applies
to academics, industries and government in
this island. However,
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the satisfaction and fun in either core value or technology barrier are usually not as strong and immediate as the work in this
competition. Our laboratory has been working on computer audition and vision. For example, in a different environment or
even noisy places, it’s usually hard for voice recognition method
or software to have a high success rate in identifying speech.
Therefore, a stable and precise voice interface will be a very
crucial technique in intelligent robot. Our laboratory has
been studying on applications of microphone array to robots (our ears are an array). The next goal will be to build a
super array to achieve a sharp hearing ability. By continuous effort, we wish to take the leadship position among the
related research groups in the world on speech, sound and
acoustic field sensing.
Finally, The Intelligence Autonomous Research Group
in the ECE department of NCTU is a brilliant robot research
group, including 8 laboratories and over 70 graduate stuŜ

၁រ࿅አፋજү̚

dents annually. We’ll work harder in the future, and we’re
looking forward to build one of the best robot research teams of
the world.
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We thank the TECO Technology Foundation for giving us
the opportunity to show our robot, and also appreciate the approval of our work from all the judges. It reminds us to keep
devoting ourselves to the research of robotics. In fact, a lot of
participants in this competition did a fantastic job in their technical platform and research field, which outrun ours. We added
up some interesting elements on demonstrating the robot technology which narrow the gap between robot and human. And
we believe that’s the main difference between robots in the future and traditional industrial robots. Robot is gradually entering into our daily life. The development of
robot industry needs people from different fields to
participate and lead its direction. We really appreciate those who have helped us, and we’ll contribute
our effort to promote the concept and technology of
robot.
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Perspective of TECO Technology
Creativity Contest - Robot Design
The research of robot is becoming a focus among many
other technologies in recent year. Leading industrial countries
like America and Japan have started the research and development since many years ago. Because of industrial and academic
efforts, the technology foundation in those countries motivates
the development of related business, and let amateur have selfdevelopment possibility. Compared with the international
development, our activities in robotics are relatively slow.
Fortunately, government agency and several companies have recognized this trend and are willing to invest in the research of
robot technology. Robot is a highly integrated system, it requires
support from various kinds of industries. Therefore, collaborative efforts from all fields to boost the technology development
is very important.
The TECO Technology Competition on robotics this year
is quite successful considering the number of teams participated.
However, we expect a significant expansion of this competition
next year to attract more excellent research groups. By properly
protecting the intellectual right of the teams, this competition
will become a very good vehicle to demonstrate the achievement of robotics research and development in Taiwan. The competition also encourages people to participate in the technology
development and innovation. Further, by more
understanding of our advantages and disadvantages in this field, we will know better where we
can step our feet for the future, including the development of sensors, actuators and battery etc.
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ھϡݭкΑਕ
Җજ፟ጡˠ

ဥฤᖎ̬
˘ăࡁտဥฤ።Ϋ
ώ၁រވ౹ϲٺҘ̮ 2005 ѐ 8 ͡Ăјϲϫ۞дࡁٺտ֭
ଯᇃ፟ጡˠጯᅳા̝࠹ᙯԫఙᄃᑕϡĂ̚Βӣ፟ጡˠ̝
ĶลຏۢķăĶ፟ጡጯ௫ķ̈́ĶҖજݭ፟ጡˠķ۞నࢍᄃ࠹
ᙯႊზڱĂࣧநϒтТˠࣇᑕ;γࠧ۞ְۏĂАϤீ༗ă
҅ѧඈጡءຏۢฉዎ۞ְۏĂତགྷϤҋ֗གྷរ۞᎕Ăޥ
҂˭˘Վ۞၆ඉĂ֭ͷͽ၁ᅫ۞Җજ၁ன࣎၆ඉĂ҃ԧࣇ
۞ࡁտϺഈˬ̂͞ШӅ˧Ăྏဦֹ፟ጡˠՀംᇊĄ
ൺൺ˘ѐ۞ॡม̰Ăԧࣇ่̙јΑгޙ
ၹ˘इԆፋăΞҖ۞Җજݭ፟ጡˠ
PAL1 Ă֭ͷਕૉ၁ᅫᑕϡٺன၁Ϡ߿۞ᒖ
ဩ̚Ă̚ঘ̈́۞ԫఙΒӣ፟ጡˠ၆ٺҋ֗
Ҝཉ۞˞ྋă၆ᒖဩ۞ޘᄮۢă፟ጡˠ۞
Җࠎă̈́ˠ̢፟જඈЧ࣎ᅳાԫఙ۞၁үĂ
˵ΒӣࡦޢፋЪֱԫఙֹրͽ၁ᅫ
ྻү۞͞ڱĄ

˟ăјࣶᖎ።̬
ᩕ͛Ĉ౾̀˘ѐ৺ጯϠĂࡁտ͞ШͽҖજݭ፟ጡˠ
۞ลຏۢͽ̈́ྮशఢထࠎĂ̚Βӣֹϡडീ
ᆇٙᒔ۞ຏۢྤफ़ז፟ጡˠҋ֗۞Ҝཉăޙϲᒖဩ
۞гဦ֭ͷТॡᖸᒖဩ̚۞ொજۏវĂ࿅ѩྤੈֹ
፟ጡˠਕૉઇ࠹၆ᑕ۞ҖજĄ
ՂᎰĈჇ̀˟ѐ৺ጯϠĂࡁտ͞ШͽԸᇆ፟ᄃ࠹፟
ր̝࠹ᙯᑕϡࠎĂ̚Βӣֹϡѩրޙϲᒖဩሀ
࠹̈́ͽݭᙯ۞ˠ̢፟જ̝ᑕϡĂᒖဩሀޙ۞ݭϲΞͽᅃ
ӄ፟ጡˠ۞ጱਝĂ҃ˠ̢፟જдٺ೩ֻՀˠّ̼۞ֹ
ϡ۰̬ࢬĄ
ౘܷჯĈჇ̀˟ѐ৺ጯϠĂࡁտ͞ШͽᇴҜ࠹፟ੱЕ
̝࠹ᙯᑕϡࠎĂ̚Βӣֹϡѩրઍീ֭ᖸֹϡ
۰۞જШăຍဦĂ࿅၆ֹٺϡ۰ຍဦ۞எˢ˞ྋᄃ̶
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ژĂΞͽᑒӄ፟ጡˠઇՀዋ̷۞ҿᕝĄ
ౘ։ĈჇ̀˟ѐ৺ጯϠĂࡁտ͞ШͽҖ
જݭ፟ጡˠ۞ลຏۢࠎĂ̚Βӣֹϡ
डീᆇТॡҤീ፟ጡˠ۞Ҝཉăޙϲᒖ
ဩгဦͽ̈́ொજۏវઍീĂͽ̈́ࡁտՀૻઉ
۞ႊზֹڱ፟ጡˠؠҜᄃޙгဦ۞ᄱम
ͽࢫҲĄ

ˬăጱି̬
ͳംିϫ݈ࠎέ៉̂ጯྤੈ̍ጯրିĂܜ
Β߁፟ጡˠ۞ลຏۢăгࢬͽ̈́ͪ˭፟ጡˠ̝ኑᗔଠטր
ăͽ̈́࠹ᙯ۞፟ጡˠጯᅳાĄጯ።ΒӣΙ̰ૄ࡚ׄ̂ጯ
፟ጡˠࡁտٙ౾̀Ąགྷ።Βӣ઼࡚͉۩ᓁཌ NASA Ames
Research Centeră፫߷ౠ୨̂ጯ̝፟ጡˠࡁտ͕̚ARC Centre of Excellence for Autonomous SystemsᄃAustralian Centre
for Field Robotics Ă֭ͷഅགྷ ٺ2003 ѐͽࣧ౹̝Ķ፟ጡˠ
ТॡؠҜăޙгဦ̈́ொજۏវᖸĞSLAMMOTğķᒔ፟ጡ
ˠጯᅳાࢦࢋ̝ົᛉ ICRAĞInternational Conference of
Robotics and Automationğ̝ؠۺޘĂ֭ͷТॡᒔѩ
ົᛉ̝ၷęָົᛉኢ͛ረĄ

ࡁ൴።
ഀۏᄮۢߏҖજݭ፟ጡˠጯ۞ࢦࢋᙯᔣĂ፟ጡˠਕૉТ
ॡ˞ྋᒖဩ̚ॡมᄃ۩ม˯۞࠹̢ᙯܼߏਕૉҋྻү۞
ૄᖂĂԧࣇ۞ࡁտϺֶೈѩᇾ۞ćੵѩ̝γĂԧࣇϺ̙ᕝ
гдன၁ᒖဩ̚ീྏ፟ጡˠ۞ΑਕّĂԧࣇᄮࠎ፟ጡˠυื
ߏਕૉᏉˢ࣎͵ࠧ̚ᄃˠࣇ࠹ֶВх۞ĂϒтТధкᇆ
ᄃ̈ᄲ̚ೡ۞፟ጡˠĂໂϫ۞࠰ߏдٺᏉˢۤົ̚ᄃ
ˠࣇ˧םЪүĄЯѩĂޙၹ˘࣎ਕૉᑒӄˠࣇăᄃˠࣇЪү
۞፟ጡˠߏԧࣇࡁտ፟ጡˠጯ۞ࢦࢋϫᇾĄ
ࠎ˞ֹ፟ጡˠߏ·႕ംᇊăਕૉ౯˯۞ਕ˧Ăᙯᔣ
дޢࡦٺ၆ٺᒖဩ۞ޘᄮۢͽ̈́ޥ҂۞ਕ˧ćЯѩĂੵ
˞ࡁտ֭၁ү็፟ጡˠጯ̝ଠטᄃ፟ၹ˯۞నࢍĂ
ԧࣇՀࢦٺ፟ጡˠ۞ลຏۢᄃጯ௫ਕ˧˯̝ࡁ
൴Ąล۞ຏֹۢ፟ጡˠਕૉ·̶гᄮᙊᄃ˞ྋ
֗۞ᒖဩĂϒтТˠࣇਕૉᄮۢᒖဩ̚۞ˠăۏវ
ͽְ̈́І۞൴ϠĂ˘࣎Ξያăૻઉ۞Җજݭ፟ጡˠϺ
ᅮ౯ֱഀۏᄮۢ۞ਕ˧ćጯ௫۞ਕ˧ֹ፟ጡˠ
ਕૉዋᑕᒖဩ۞ត̼ĂТՎአፋྻү۞ሀёĂּт
дξડᄃ̳ྮ˯ᑕѣ̙Т۞Җซిޘăᒖဩ۞ࢨ
טĂд̙Т۞гᕇ፟ጡˠᑕ೩ֻ࠹၆ᑕ۞ڇચćੵѩ
̝γĂԆච۞ˠ̢፟જ̬ࢬϺߏֹ፟ጡˠᄃˠࣇ࠹ֶВх
۞ࢦࢋᙯᔣĂ࠹ྵ็ٺˠࣇֹϡᔣሹăဂăᛈଠඈ͞ё
ᄃ፟ጡ̢જĂҖજݭ፟ጡˠᑕ೩ֻՀˠّ̼۞ֹϡ۰̬ࢬĂ
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ּтᄬࢰă͘๕ăᑢᒖဩตăܑଐඈՀ෭ܕˠᄃˠ̝ม
૱֍۞̢જ͞ёĄ

ү̬ݡ
ώဥฤ̝үݡĶھϡݭкΑਕҖજ፟ጡˠķߏ˘࣎ፋЪ
۞ھϡݭπέĂԧࣇ۞үݡஉᄏ˞ೀีԧࣇ၆ٺֽ፟ጡˠ
ᅳા۞ण୕Ĉ
1. ҖજݭĈԧࣇᄮࠎ፟ጡˠυืѣᏉˢˠࣇϠ߿ᒖဩ
۞ਕ˧ĂЯѩĂֹ፟ጡˠਕૉҋгдᒖဩ̚Җજ
јࠎ˘࣎፟ጡˠјΑࢦࢋ۞˘ᒖĂ˵ߏ፟ጡˠጯ۞ॲ
ૄĄ
2. ھϡݭᄃкΑਕĈԧࣇᄮࠎ፟ጡˠᄃ፟ጡߏ̙Т۞Ą
็۞፟ጡ̙γͼᑒӄˠࣇࢦኑгԆјߊ̍۞ؠүĂ
ࡶࢋՀԼ̍ү̰टăតՀ̍үᒖဩĂּт̍ᇄ੨ཉ۞
តՀĂυืࢦາበᆷٕన̍۞ؠߊֱؠү΄ć
҃Ă፟ጡˠѣҾ็ٺ۞፟ጡдٺę፟ጡˠυื
౯ዋᑕᒖဩ۞ਕ˧ĂඕЪ፟ጡˠ၆ٺᒖဩ۞ޘຏۢ
ਕ˧Ă༊ٙ۞ᒖဩயϠ˞ត̼ăߊ۞ؠҖѣ˞ត
ՀĂ፟ጡˠਕૉ࿅Аซ۞ጯ௫͞ёĂдˠࣇග̟͌
ᇴ۞͔˭Ă֝ిгዋᑕֱតՀĄ
Ŝ

ᚮᔈॡֹϡ̝ঔಡĂ̚णϯ፟ጡ
ˠ PAL1 ྅ཉ۞Чຏീጡ

ЯѩԧࣇૻአͽАซ۞హវԫఙޙၹѣംᇊ۞፟ጡ
ˠĄੵѩ̝γĂԧࣇᄮࠎЇңΞͽᑒӄˠࣇ۞హវᄃർវ࠰
Ξͽߏ˘࣎፟ጡˠ۞πέĂЯѩԧࣇֹϡ͟૱Ϡ߿̚૱֍̝
જഎүࠎࡁտπέĂລྶ࣎ˠཝăЧё۞ຏീᆇጡͽ
̈́Чё࠹ᙯ̝ႊზڱĂӈਕјࠎ˘࣎ംᇊݭ፟ጡˠćТᇹ
гĂѩሀёΞͽइϡҌЇң۞πέ˯Ăּт͟૱Ϡ߿̚૱֍
۞፟͘ă࣎ˠཝăඊݭཝăՠ֘ă፟֘ඈĂౌਕјࠎ
ˠᙷϠ߿˯۞рᑒ͘ăр̓ڈĄ
ԧࣇፋЪ̝హវԫఙΒӣĈ
1. ͅᑕё۞ҖજଠטĈᐹᕇдྻٺზјώҲຆĂֹ
፟ጡˠਕૉдޘજၗăˠཏჸะ۞ᒖဩ˭֝ిгͅ
ᑕĂ֭ͷдጾᑟ۞ᒖဩ̚щБཱгࡍୣᄃଣ৶Ą
2. ล፟ጡˠຏۢĈ̚ΒӣֹϡडീᆇдϏۢ۞
ᒖဩֹ፟̚ጡˠਕૉుՎгޙၹᒖဩ۞гဦă֭
ͷТॡۢҋ֗ᄃᒖဩ̚ۏវ۞ҜཉćֹϡԸᇆ፟ᄃ
࠹፟ր̈́ϲវෛᛇ࠹፟ޙၹᙝᒖဩ۞ˬჯሀݭĂ
ѩሀݭਕૉᅃӄ፟ጡˠ੯ᔖᒖဩ̚۞ӫ߽ͽ̈́гࢬ۞
̙ఢĄ
3. ˠّ̼۞ˠ̢፟જ̬ࢬĈֹϡԸᇆ፟ᄃ࠹፟րԆј
ᑢᒖဩต۞నཉĂֹϡ۰่ᅮ៍၅Ըᇆ፟Ըड
̝̰ट֭ͷᑢгᛈ༥ֱตӈਕԆј̢જ۞࿅
ćͽֹ̈́ϡᇴҜ࠹፟ੱЕĂ࿅៍၅ֹϡ۰۞ᓚొ
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ܑଐăෛቢ͞Шֽଯീֹϡ۰۞ຍဦĄ
ͽ˯Տ˘࣎ሀ࠰ߏҖજݭ፟ጡˠ۞ॲૄĂ೩ֻ˘इԆ
ච۞ፋЪ͞ёֹֽҋ̙Тຏീጡă̙Тሀ۞ྤफ़ਕૉᏉ
ЪĂϺߏјΑޙၹώր۞ࢦࢋᙯᔣĄ

ࡁտᄃ౹үण୕
1. ᎕ໂࡁ൴Җજݭ፟ጡˠٙᅮ̝Чีԫఙ
࣎ˠཝ۞൴णᝀјࠎ 21 ͵ࡔܐ੯ܪ
۞˘ᔺߐĂ࣎ˠཝ۞јሢֹࡊԫᄃϠ߿
யϠ˞ღ۞ాඕćЯѩĂтңፋЪ֭Ӏ
ϡ༊˭ૻ̂۞ྤੈࡊԫĂᑒӄˠࣇౄ˘
࣎Հᐹኳ۞Ϡ߿۩มăՀˠّ̼۞Ϡ߿ူ
ҡ̈́Հംᇊ۞ᇴҜᆇጡߏԧࣇӈࢋࢬ
၆۞ࢦࢋኝᗟĄԧࣇഇ୕ࠎֽ۞፟ጡˠ
யຽಧ˭ᘦؠă၁۞ॲૄĂТॡજ༊
݈έ៉၆ٺҖજݭ፟ጡˠጯ۞൴णĄ
2. ᎕ໂ൴णҖજݭ፟ጡˠጯ̝Чีᑕϡ
ԧࣇഇ୕፟ጡˠᅳા۞ኜкΞਕّଯᇃҌՏ˘࣎ˠ
ࣇхд۞֎རĂᑕϡٺщБᅃӄዼዺĂගֹ̟ϡ۰ዋ
ॡ۞೩ᏹĂഴ͌ຍγϹ఼ְ߇۞൴Ϡćᑕϡٺˠ̬፟
ࢬ۞నࢍĂֹ፟ጡˠᄃˠ̝ม۞఼Հᇅّćᑕ
ϡٺംᇊݭछलĂֹˠࣇਕૉѣՀᐹኳ۞Ϡ߿۩
มČĂͽ˯Еᓝ̝ኜкΞਕّĂౌߏ೩̿༊݈ˠࣇϠ
߿ͪᄃϠ߿ݡኳ̙גटቤ۞ᛉᗟĄ

ረຏ֏
ώဥฤѣضᒔĶ2006 ࡊ̮ڌԫ౹ຍᚮᔈ=፟ጡˠ
ᚮᔈ?ķኜҜෞᆶ؎ࣶ۞ؠۺĂࢵАࢋຏᔁ۞ӈߏෞᆶ
؎ࣶࣇ̙ᙜ֙౻۞Ӆ˧ͽ̈́၆ٺώဥฤү̝ݡ៙ካĂͽ
̈́ᓝᏱώѨ፟ጡˠᚮᔈ̝ࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄົܛ၆ٺ༊˭
έ៉፟ጡˠᅳા൴ण۞ᚥĂੵѩ̝γ˵ࢋ
ຏᔁέ៉̂ጯംᇊ۩ݭม၁រିވཏ۞က
˧࠹ӄĂֹώဥฤਕдјϲ่่˘ѐ۞ଐ
˭ڶ྿јтѩᓞ۞ЇચĂޢՀࢋຏᔁБ
វ፟ጡˠۢᛇᄃጯ௫၁រވјࣶ۞Ӆ˧̙
ጻĂ̖ਕૉјಶώүמ̝ݡĄ
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၆Ķ̮ڌ፟ጡˠᚮᔈķ۞ഇ୕
ጰц༊݈͵ࠧЧ̂ࡁտ፟ၹᙯ۞ڦሤܝᅳાĂჍ፟
ጡˠጯࠎΩ˘࣎Ķ࣎ˠཝ۞૦ķ˵̙ࠎ࿅Ăаຐ༊
ࢍܐზ፟۞൴णĂϤࣧώ൘тޙۏਠ۞ᘀ̂ۏᐏॡ
ႊតࠎ̫͟тТඊώ̂̈۞ঐਈّથݡĂࠤҌБг
Լត˞ˠࣇ۞Ϡ߿௫ၚćԧࣇ࠹ܫд̙˳۞ֽĂ
፟ጡˠϺдˠࣇϠ߿̚Էႊᓝ֖ᅅࢦ۞֎ҒĂ፟ጡˠ
јࠎˠࣇ۞ူҡĂᄃˠࣇ˧םԆјᓞᙱ۞Їચć፟ጡ
ˠјࠎխᙱனಞ۞݈ቢĂᑒӄˠࣇԆјПᐍ۞Ї
ચČ
҃Ăέ៉༊݈፟ጡˠᅳા۞൴णߏ࠹၆ቤၙ۞Ă
дѩϤਾгຏᔁࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄົܛਕૉஎ݈ᖀّг
ᓝᏱтѩຍཌྷ۞˲ܧ፟ጡˠᚮᔈĂ֭ඕЪ፟ጡˠᄃ౹
ຍĂଯᇃ۞Ξਕّᄃજࡁ൴̝ࢲሗĂಧؠ
ૣ̝።ΫᆊࣃᄃؠҜĄ

General-purpose multifunctional mobile robot
Shao-Wen Yang, Pei-Han Lee, Chun-Wei Chen, Tai-Liang
Chen, Chieh-Chih Wang
Robot Perception and Learning Laboratory,
Department of Computer Science and Information
Engineering, National Taiwan University

Team introduction
Team history
This laboratory is founded in August, 2005, with the purpose of
researching and promoting robotics-related technologies and
applications, including high-level perception, machine learning, and mobile robotics. The principles
are similar to how humans react to the world, beginning with using receptors such as eyes, ears and various sense organs to perceive the environment, then
through accumulated experience, we can think of the
next plan of action, and actually carry out the action.
Our research is towards these three primary principles,
in attempt to make robots more intelligent.
Ŝ
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As of today, in just one year, we have not only successfully constructed a complete and practical mobile robot
PAL1, but also applied it in actual living environments. It in-

፟ጡˠᚮᔈůֲ

volves technologies including robot self-localization, highly
understanding of the environment, robot mobility, human-robot
interaction, and integration of these technologies to make the
system work.

Members introduction
Shao-Wen Yang: Currently a first-year Ph.D.
student, his main area of research is high-level perception and path planning of mobile robots, which
includes using sensor data from laser rangers to
compute a robot's location, building maps of the
environment and tracking nearby moving objects
simultaneously, and to react accordingly using these
information. His educational background includes
B.S. in Computer Science and Engineering of National Taiwan Ocean University, Taipei Municipal
Song Shan Senior High School, TouChien Junior High School,
and ChangLong Elementary School, and he has received Entry
Prize for the 2004 Natural Born Programmer Programming Contest held by TrendMicro.
Pei-Han Lee: Currently a second-year M.S. student, his main
area of research is projector-camera system related applications,
including using this system to build 3D models of the environment and for human-robot interaction applications. Building environmental models can aid robot navigation, and human-robot
interaction can provide a more user-friendly interface. His educational background includes B.S. in Computer Science and Information Engineering of Ming Chaun University, National
Taoyuan Senior High School, Tzu-Wen Junior High School, and
Bei-Men Elementary School.
Chun-Wei Chen: Currently a second-year M.S.
student, his main area of research is digital camera array related applications, including detection
and tracking of user movement and intention, in
which understanding and analysis of user intentions can help robots make better judgments. His
educational background includes B.S. in Applied
Mathematics of National Chiao Tung University,
National Lo-Tung Senior High School, Luodong
Junior High School, and Gong-Jeng Elementary
School.
Tai-Liang Chen: Currently a second-year M.S. student, his
main area of research is high-level perception of mobile robots,
including using a laser ranger to simultaneously estimate the
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robot's location, build maps of the environment, and track moving objects, and also researching more robust algorithms to reduce errors in localization and mapping. His educational background includes B.S. in Civil Engineering of National Taiwan
University, National Taichung First Senior High School,
Taichung Municipal Chu-Jen Junior High School, and Da Tung
Elementary School.

Advisor introduction
Chieh-Chih Wang is currently a professor of Department of Computer Science and Information Engineering, National Taiwan
University. His main research areas include robotic high-level
perception, control systems for ground and underwater robots,
and other related robotics fields. He earned his Ph.D. in Robotics from the School of Computer Science at Carnegie Mellon
University, and he received his B.S. and M.S. in the Department
of Engineering Science and Ocean Engineering from National
Taiwan University. He worked at NASA Ames Research Center
and was an ARC Research Fellow of the ARC Centre of Excellence for Autonomous Systems and Australian Centre for Field
Robotics at the University of Sydney. He received the best conference paper award at the 2003 IEEE ICRA (International Conference of Robotics and Automation) with his Simultaneous
Localization, Mapping and Moving Object Tracking
(SLAMMOT) paper.

Development history
Scene understanding is known to be the key prerequisite in
mobile robotics. Being able to understand the environment's temporal and spatial relationships is the basis for
making a robot truly autonomous, and is also
the goal of our research. In addition, we also continuously test the robot's functionality in realworld environments. We think a robot must be
able to merge into this world and live harmoniously with humans, as envisioned in many movies and novels. Therefore, building a robot that
can help and cooperate with humans is very important in robotics research today.
In order to make a robot intelligent and with above
capabilities, the key is its capability for high-level perception
and understanding of the environment. Thus, besides researching and implementing traditional robotics control and mecha-
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nism design, we put more emphasis on the development of high-level perception and advanced learning methods of robots. High-level perception makes
a robot highly understanding of its environment, just
as humans can perceive people, objects, and activities in the environment. Advanced learning methods
let a robot adapt to changes in the environment and
be able to adjust its operation pattern accordingly,
such as traveling at different speeds or with differ- Ŝ ፟ጡˠ PAL1 ྻϡܲٺБ̝ϡĂ༊ઍീזΞႷ۞
Њ̄ӈ൴ᑂ۞ܡЍቢ
ent restrictions between in city and on highway, the
robot should be able to provide corresponding services at different locations. In addition, good human-robot interfaces are also a key element in human-robot mutual
coexistence. Compared to traditional user input devices such as
keyboard, mouse, or touch panel, mobile robots should provide
friendlier user-interfaces, such as speech, hand gestures, virtual
buttons, facial expressions, and other methods of interaction similar to common human-to-human interactions.

Work introduction
Our work–General-purpose multifunctional mobile robot–
is an integrated general-purpose platform. It covers several of
our expectations for future robots:
1. Mobility: We think a robot must be able to merge into
our living environment, therefore being capable of autonomous movement in the environment is a key element in a successful robot, and is the foundation in
robotics.
2. General-purpose and multifunctional: We consider robots and machines different. Traditional machines do no
more than help people repeatedly complete pre-specified tasks. If the task or the working environment is
changed, such as if a factory's configuration is changed,
and then the commands must be re-configured. Robots,
however, are different from traditional machines in terms
of that they must be capable of adapting to changes in
the environment. With high-level sensing ability of the
environment and advanced learning methods, a robot can
quickly adapt to changes in its environment or goals,
given minimally sufficient guidance from human.
Therefore, we emphasize building intelligent robots using
advanced software technology. In addition, we think any soft-
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ware or hardware capable of helping people can be a robotic
platform, thus we choose a common electric wheelchair as our
research platform with personal computers equipped, various
types of sensors and various related algorithms, it can be an intelligent robot. Similarly, the same pattern can be applied to any
other platform, such as common cell phones, PCs, laptops, cars,
or motorcycles. They can all be our helpers and friends.
Our integrated software technologies include:
1. Reactive action control: Its advantage is low computational cost, enabling the robot to quickly react in highly
dynamic, populated environments, and to safely traverse
and explore crowded environments.
2. High-level robot sensing: Laser ranger is used to progressively build maps of the environment, while simultaneously calculating the robot and the surrounding objects' locations. Projector-camera system and stereo-vision camera system are used to build 3D models of the
surrounding environment, which can assist the robot
avoid pits and ground irregularities.
3. Friendly human-computer interface: Project-camera
system can place virtual buttons in the environment. The
user needs only to observe the projected content and
touch the virtual buttons to complete the interaction
process. Digital camera array is used to speculate user intentions by observing user's facial expression and line of sight.
All the above modules are foundations in
mobile robots, providing a complete integration
for sensor data from different sensors and
modules, and they are key elements in building
this successful system.

Research and composition expectations
1. Actively develop various technologies needed by mobile
robots
The development of personal computers has become the brightest star in the beginning of the 21st century. Its maturity created tight bonds between technology and living. Therefore,
how to integrate and leverage present powerful information
technologies and help people build better living spaces, more
human living partners, and more intelligent digital instruments,
are the important issues we are about to face. We hope to es86
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tablish a stable, solid foundation for the future robotics
industry, and drive Taiwan's development in mobile robotics.
2. Actively develop various applications of mobile robotics
We hope to extend the many possibilities in the robotics field
to every corner of people's lives. For instance, in assistive safe
driving, drivers are given timely reminders to prevent traffic
accidents. In the design of human-computer interfaces, make
communication between machine and human more flexible.
In smart home applications, give people more quality living
spaces. All these possibilities are non-delayable issues in raising people's living standards and qualities.
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Expectation for the Teco Creative
Technology Competition
Looking at the popular fields concerning the world's various research centers, it is not too much to call Robotics another
“rise of personal computers.”Recalling the time when computers were first developed, they have evolved from building-sized
behemoth to today's notebook-sized consumable commodity, and
even totally changed our various living habits. We believe that in
the near future, robots will also play important roles in people's
lives. They will be our partners, helping us complete difficult
tasks. They will go to the front lines of disaster scenes, helping
people accomplish dangerous tasks...
Nevertheless, Taiwan's current development in robotics is
relatively slow. Here we sincerely appreciate Teco Technology
Foundation for innovatively holding such meaningful robotics
competition, and for combining robotics and creativity, promoting their various possibilities, and pushing their development
trends, setting its grand historical value and place.
ࡊԫą౹ຍąˠ͛
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Б͞Ҝෛᛇҋொજ
፟ጡˠ֖ր

ဥฤᖎ̬
˘ăࡁտဥฤ።Ϋ
ࡁտဥฤᔴᛳ୶ٺѯ̂ጯ፟րംᇊݭଠט၁រވĂ၁
រވጱҁरࠎਃᇉିپĂ၁រٺވϔ઼89ѐฟؕેҖన
ࢍ፟ጡˠ֖ր۞઼ࡊົᗟࡁտࢍထĂٺ2000.8.1~2003.
7.31 ેҖనࢍĶ̈ݭ፟ጡˠ֖րķ۞ˬѐ઼ࡊົࢍထĂ
 ٺ2003.8.1~2006.7.31 ેҖనࢍĶ̚ݭ፟ጡˠ֖րķ۞ˬ
ѐ઼ࡊົࢍထĂϫ݈ેҖనࢍĶ̈ݭˠԛ፟ጡˠ֖րķ
۞ˬѐ(2006.8.1~2009.7.31)઼ࡊົࢍထĄ

˟ăјࣶᖎ።̬
Ղ͵щĈ౾̀ࡁտϠĂయർវྮᄃຏീྮ̝నࢍĄ
ͳ⥸ܭĈ౾̀ࡁտϠĂయඉரბˠ̬፟ࢬ̝నࢍĄ
ዒԈԠĈ౾̀ࡁտϠĂయᇆညᏰᙊᄃҋԧؠҜႊზڱā
āāāā̝నࢍĄ
ᆒംྕĈჇ̀ࡁտϠĂయർវଠטጡ̝నࢍĄ

ˬăጱି̬
ਃᇉپҁरٺϔ઼73ѐலຽ୶ٺѯ̂
ጯ̄̍ጯրĂ֭ٺϔ઼75ѐ̈́ϔ઼78
ѐ̶Ҿ̂פТ̍ጯੰ፟̍ࡁտٙ۞
Ⴧ̀ᄃ౾̀ጯҜĄਃᇉپҁरٺϔ઼78ѐ
8 ͡а୶זѯ̂ጯ̄̍ጯրፉЇઘି
ଂְିጯᄃࡁտ۞̍үĂٺϔ઼ 85 ѐ 2
̿͡ඈࠎିĂѩγĂਃᇉپҁरдϔ઼
90 ѐ 8 ͡Ҍ 91 ѐ 1 ͡ഇมᒔ઼ࡊົ۞ྃ
ӄҌ઼࡚ಕֲڼந̍ጯੰ(Georgia Institute
of Technology)ซҖൺഇࡁտĄ୶ѯ̂ጯ̄̍ጯրٺϔ઼
82ѐࠎଯજјϲ፟̍ࡁտٙĂրЩՀЩࠎ፟̍ጯ
րĂҋϔ઼ 83 ѐϒё٢ќჇ̀ࡁտϠĂ֭ҋϔ઼ 86 ѐ
ϒё٢ќ౾̀ࡁտϠĄд୶ѯ̂ጯ፟̍ጯրਃᇉپ
ҁरయఢထംᇊݭଠט၁រވᄃ፟ጡˠ֖ր၁រ
ވĄਃᇉپҁर̝ࡁտܜࢋдሀቘրăംᇊݭଠטă
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Ξఢထրͯ(SOPC)నࢍă፟ጡˠనࢍඈ͞ࢬĄ

ࡁ൴።
дĶ̚ݭ፟ጡˠ֖րķฟ൴ᄃࡁᄦ˯Ă၁រ
ٺ˧ވĶ֖̚ݭ፟ጡˠķ۞ฟ൴ᄃࡁᄦؕٺ2002
ѐĂࢵАֶĶFIRAĈ̚ݭ፟ጡˠ(RoboSot)ķٙ
ࢎ۞ؠણᔈఢॾֽనࢍ 3 έௐ˘۞ FIRA ֖̚ݭ
፟ጡˠĄௐ˘ FIRA ̚ݭ፟ጡ֖ࣶ౯ CMOS ຏ
ീጡĂ֭྅ཉд˟ჯᖼજ۞፟ၹ˯Ă࿅፟ၹ۞ྻ
үĂ CMOS ຏീጡਕૉຩವ፟ጡˠ݈͞۞ۏវ҃
ᅮᖼજ፟ጡˠĂொજ͞ёଳϡ˟मજĂͷொજ፟
ၹਕૉШ͞ޢќԶĂ፟ጡˠΞνΠπொĂ࠹ྵ็ٺ
۞่ѣ݈۞ޢொજ͞ёՀΐី߿ధкĄௐ˘FIRA̚ݭ
֖፟ጡˠഅᒔĺௐˬٻبԈۣܛረĻ̝ĺෞᆶဥ̂ካĻ
(ረ ܛ40 ༱)Ă֭ͷᒔĶ઼ᅫ፟ጡˠ֖ᓑ༖(FIRA)ķٺ
гӀăჯ˵ৼᏱĶ2003 ѐ FIRA ͵ࠧړ፟ጡˠ֖ᔈĈ
̚ݭ፟ጡˠ(RoboSot)ķ۞Ķ݄ķĂឰέ៉д፟ጡˠ͵
ࠧ࠵֖ᔈҫѣ˘य̝гĄ၁រވ੫၆FIRA RoboSotٙ၁
ன۞ௐ˟ FIRA ֖̚ݭ፟ጡˠĂࠎ˘࣎ĶБ͞Ҝෛᛇҋ
ொજ֖፟ጡˠķĂ౯Б͞ҜᇆညրᄃˬБ͞Ҝ
ொજ፟ၹĄБ͞Ҝᇆညրឰ፟ጡˠΞͽᕜפ፟ጡˠಛ
360۞ޘᒖಞᇆညྤੈĂٙͽ
ਕૉྵֹϡ˘ਠᛷᇆ፟۞፟
ጡˠՀԣ۞ᄓะזಞ˯۞
ᒖဩྤੈĄˬБ͞Ҝொજ
፟ၹឰ፟ጡˠ౯ 3 6 0 ޘЇ
ຍ͞Ш۞Б͞Ҝொજਕ˧Ă
ٙͽдொજ˯ѣ̙۞፟
Ŝ ԧࣇ۞ඉரనࢍˠࣶϒБৠరڦд࣒
જّᄃី߿ّĄ࠹ྵٺௐ˘
Լ፟ጡˠёĂࠎ፟ጡˠੵĄ
 FIRA ֖̚ݭ፟ጡˠĂௐ
˟FIRA֖̚ݭ፟ጡˠѣՀૻઉ۞ᇆညෛᛇրăՀ
ី߿۞ྻજଠטਕ˧ăͽ̈́Հԣి۞ྻზந८͕Ăٙͽ୶
ѯ̂ጯ፟րဥฤ ٺ2006 ѐ 7 ͡дᇇ઼ăкᄋপГ˘Ѩ
ᒔĶF I R A ͵ࠧړ፟ጡˠ֖ᔈĈ̚ݭ፟ጡˠ
(RoboSot)ķ۞Ķ݄ķĄ

ү̬ݡ
፟ጡˠኻ֖ߏ˘࣎ޝዋЪෞҤ፟ጡˠᄃˠ̍ംᇊ
నࢍඈਕ˧۞ีϫĂЯࠎ፟ጡˠ֖ᔈߏ˘ྭᅳા۞ࡁ
տĂυืፋЪࢍზ፟ăྤੈă̄ăቢ఼ܫăᇆည
நăᇴጯă˧ጯă፟ୠăҋજଠטăຏീጡăˠ̍ം
ᇊඈநኢᄃԫఙ̖ΞͽึӀ۞ͧᔈĂٙͽѩีࡁտд઼
ᅫ˯ດֽດזצጯఙࠧᄃயຽࠧ۞ࢦෛĄώЋထٙԆј

ࡊԫą౹ຍąˠ͛
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̝Б͞Ҝҋொજ፟ጡˠ֖րߏ˘࣎࠹༊ѣ౹າ۞ү
ݡĂΞͽໄт˭Ĉ
1. ೩˘࣎ˬБ͞Ҝொજغሹ፟ၹనࢍᄃ၁ன͞ڱĂ
ˬ࣎྿ߏϡۡϲ۞͞
ёֽᜭજˬ࣎Б͞Ҝ
Ăѩ͞ёឰԧࣇΞͽ
дܜᆵࠎ 20 Ű 20 ̶̳
۞̈ࢬ᎕ቑಛ̰၁ன˘
έБ͞Ҝொજ፟ጡˠĄ
2. ೩˘࣎ͽሀቘրࠎ
̝ˬБ͞Ҝொજଠ
טጡĂٙ೩ႊზࠎڱ
౹۞ĂѩଠטጡΞͽѣ
ड़۞ଠ࣎ˬט̄۞ి
ֽޘឰ፟ጡˠـЇຍ͞ Ŝ ௐ˘έБ͞Ҝ፟ጡˠᗖԛ፟
Шொજ֭ͷдொજ֘̚
ᐝਕܲഈШᇲ͞͞۞ܝШĄ
3. ೩˘࣎ΞͽдWindowsүຽր˭ેҖ۞ҿቐ
ёనࢍ͞ڱĂٙԆј̝ҿቐଠࢬ̬טΞͽរᙋٙԆ
ј۞፟ጡˠ֖րߏӎ̏ԆБ౯Бҋ۞ېၗֽ
྿јҿቐٙ˭྿΄Ą
4. ೩˘࣎ඕЪ̍ຽཝᄃБ͞Ҝෛᛇᇆညր۞֖
፟ጡˠనࢍ͞९Ăឰ፟ጡˠΞͽϤٙᕜ۞פБ͞Ҝᇆ
ညֽҋҿᕝಛᒖဩᄃϫᇾĂᇆညநిޘՏ
ࡋΞ྿ 25 ѨĄ
5. ೩˘࣎ཏჸႊზ̝ڱҒ૾ሀޙ۞ݭϲ͞९Ăឰ፟ጡ
ˠΞͽѣड़Ᏸᙊಞг˯۞ăܝăߗ̄ඈϫᇾۏĄ
6. ೩˘࣎ͽಞ۞αॲߗᄃᙝࠎܝгᇾ̝Б͞
ҜෛᛇᇆညҋԧؠҜႊზڱĂឰ፟ጡˠ౯ᇆညؠҜ
۞ਕ˧ĂѩႊზڱΪᅮࢋᇆညր̚۞ˬ࣎ϫ
ᇾྤੈĂಶΞͽӀϡೀңळᇾ۞ଯზ͞ёϲӈ
Ր፟ጡˠдಞ˯۞ҜཉळᇾĄѩؠҜր
ࢍზॡٙણ҂ϫᇾྵ͌ĂΞͽѣड़ࢫҲࢍზኑ
ᗔޘă೩̿րड़ਕĄ
7. ೩˘࣎ᑢгဦ۞నࢍ͞९ĂӀϡк࣎፟
ጡˠ̝ᇆညҋԧؠҜٙ۞זҜཉळᇾᄃϫᇾ
ᕇळᇾֽޙϲᑢгဦĂΞͽᑒӄဥវඉர
̝ՙؠĄ
Ŝ
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8. ೩˘࣎ѣംᇊ۞ඉரёనࢍ͞ڱĂѩ
నࢍឰ፟ጡˠΞͽֶᒖဩېၗֽҋҖՙؠซ
Խă֨чăҜăडܝඈዋ༊۞જүĂ֭ͷ၆ҿბ
΄ઇ࠹၆ᑕ۞જүĄ

፟ጡˠᚮᔈů؞

9. ೩˘࣎ඉரሀᑢ۞ᑢᒖဩπέĂѩ
నࢍᄃ၁னឰඉரనࢍ۰Ξͽሀᑢᄃ៍
࠻፟ጡˠ۞ொજྮशߏӎֶٙఢထ̝
ඉரĂѩ͞ёΞͽѣड़ҿᕝٙనࢍ۞Խ
֨ඉரߏӎϒቁĂซ҃ቁܲ၁ᅫેҖ፟
ጡˠொજॡ̝ϒቁᄱĄ

ࡁտٕ౹үण୕

Ŝ
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дԫఙฟ൴˯ĂώүݡдБ͞Ҝෛᛇրă፟ጡˠҋԧ
ؠҜăˬБ͞Ҝொજغሹ፟ၹăБ͞Ҝொજଠڱטăˠ፟
̬ࢬăᄃк፟ጡˠЪүඉர˯ٙ೩۞͞ౌڱΞͽ೩ֻ࠹ᙯࡁ
տ˘̙࣎۞ણ҂Ąдᇆညந˯Ăώүݡᅮࢋଂតજͷኑ
ᗔ۞ᇆည̚ᕜפপۏؠវ۞ྤੈĂ֭ѣड़۞ԺטЍ̒ᕘă
ౚᇆᗔੈඈયᗟĂ֭ͷ྿זӈॡᇆညந۞ࢋՐܝᕣĂٙ
౯̝ொજᒖဩઍീ۞ਕ˧ᄃԫఙΞͽᑕϡд࠹ᙯொજෛᛇ
ր۞ฟ൴ᄃࡁտĄдᇆညؠҜ˯Ăώүݡ೩˘ᇆညؠҜ
ႊზڱĂ፟ጡˠΪᅮࢋˬ࣎ۏវྤੈಶΞͽϲӈᒔώ֗۞
ҜཉळᇾĂѩႊზڱѣྻზณ͌ăࢍზԣిăटٽ၁னඈ
পҒĂٙ೩̝ؠҜႊზڱΞͽ೩ֻĶொજෛᛇؠҜķᅳા
۞൴णણ҂Ą͍ߏώүݡٙ೩̝Б͞Ҝொજπέనࢍ͞९
Ξͽ೩ֻࡁտฟ൴જ
എăܲБ፟ጡˠăጱᜓ፟
ጡˠăऎሄ፟ጡˠ۞࠹ᙯ
ຽ۰˘̙࣎۞ણ҂ĂЯ
ࠎѣொજ۞፟જّᄃី
߿ّĂ࠹ܫϏֽݭ፟ጡˠ
۞నࢍᄃ၁னົͽБ͞Ҝ
ொજࠎࢋ۞҂ณĄ

ረຏ֏
ຏᔁĶࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄົܛķᓝᏱѨ۞
Ķ፟ጡˠᚮᔈķĂᖣϤ࣎ͧᔈឰԧࣇΞͽ៍
ᇝጯ௫၁រ۞ވ፟ጡˠࡁ൴јڍᄃԫఙĄ
ˢಛಶߏ˘ؠۺĂ˫ਕૉଂிк۞ᐹսဥฤ
̚ᒔረߏԧࣇ۞ၷᚹĂдѩϺܧ૱ຏᔁෞᆶ؎
ࣶ۞ܦ༚Ăԧࣇົд፟ጡˠࡁտ˯ᜈӅ˧Ă
ࠎέ៉۞፟ጡˠயຽႽ˘Њ͕˧Ą

၆Ķ̮ڌ፟ጡˠᚮᔈķ۞ഇ୕
ԓ୕Ķࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄົܛķਕૉᚶᜈᓝᏱĶ፟ጡ
ࡊԫą౹ຍąˠ͛
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ˠᚮᔈķĂ፬൴Հк۞౹ຍᄃ፟ጡˠүݡĂឰέ៉д
ࡁտംᇊݭ፟ጡˠ۞࠹ᙯԫఙ˯ਕѣՀາ۞ࡎĄ

Omni-directional Vision-based Autonomous
Robot Soccer System
Team Introduction
Team History
We come from Intelligent Control
Laboratory of Department of Electrical Engineering of Tamkang
University. The adviser of this
laboratory is Professor ChingChang Wong. We started to run the
National Science Council (NSC)
project about the design and
implementation of the robot soccer systems in 2000. A three-year
project in the design and imple- Ŝ ၁រވ፟ጡˠͯ
mentation of a small-size soccer
robot system was executed from August 2000 to July 2003, and
a three-year project in the design and implementation of a middlesize soccer robot system was executed form August 2003 to July
2006. Now, a three-year project in the design and implementation of a small-size humanoid soccer robot system is executed
from August 2006.

Team Member Description

Ŝ

၁រވ፟ጡˠͯ

Shih-An Li received a B.S. degree in electrical engineering from National Taipei University of Technology,
Taiwan, in 1997. He received a M.S. degree in electrical
engineering from Tamkang University, Taiwan, in 2004.
He is currently pursuing a Ph.D. degree in electrical engineering from Tamkang University, Taipei, Taiwan. His
research interests include fuzzy system, FPGA design,
and genetic algorithms.
Hou-Yi Wang received a B.S. and a M.S. degree in electrical
engineering from Tamkang University, Taiwan, in 2002 and 2004.
He is currently pursuing a Ph.D. degree in electrical engineering
from Tamkang University, Taipei, Taiwan. His research interests include fuzzy system, strategy design, FPGA design, and
genetic algorithms.
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Hung-Chih Teng received a B.S. and a M.S. degree in electrical
engineering from Tamkang University, Taiwan, in 2004 and 2006.
He is currently pursuing a Ph.D. degree in electrical engineering
from Tamkang University, Taipei, Taiwan. His research interests include fuzzy system, image recognize and genetic
algorithms.
Chih-Cheng Liu received a B.S degree in electrical engineering
from Tamkang University, Taiwan, in 2005. He is currently pursuing a Master degree in electrical engineering from Tamkang
University, Taipei, Taiwan. His research interests include fuzzy
system, FPGA design, and genetic algorithms.

Professor Introduction
Ching-Chang Wong was born in Chiayi, Taiwan, in 1961. He
received a B.S. degree in electronic engineering from Tamkang
University, Taipei Hsien, Taiwan, in 1984. He received a M.S.
and a Ph.D. degree in electrical engineering from the Tatung
Institute of Technology, Taipei, Taiwan, in 1986 and 1989,
respectively. He joined the Electrical Engineering Department
of Tamkang University in 1989, where he is currently a Professor.
His research interests include fuzzy systems, intelligent control,
SOPC design, and robot design.

History
The first generation of FIRA soccer robot, as shown in Fig. 1,
for the FIRA RoboSot League is design and implemented in 2002.
A CMOS sensor is used to find objects on the field. A flexible
moving mechanism is proposed to overcome the defect of the
limited moving direction of the two-wheeled robot. The proposed
mechanism can let the implemented robot has the ability to move
along multi-direction in a dynamic environment. The first generation FIRA soccer robot
won the first place of
ĺMACRONIX GOLDEN
SILICON AWARDS: 3rd
Semiconductor Design and
Application CompetitionĻ
and the world champion of
the RoboSot league of the
2003 FIRA Cup. The second
generation of FIRA soccer
robot, as shown in Fig. 2, is
design and implemented in
Ŝ ၁រވௐ˘έෛᛇҋ፟ጡˠ
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2006. It is a “vision-based
omnidirectional autonomous soccer robot”. An
omnidirectional vision
system and an omnidirectional moving mechanical
are equipped on the robot.
The omnidirectional vi- Ŝ Ⴞଠ፟ጡˠ۞ᇆညڶې
sion system can capture
the environment information fast than the vision system with
the general CCD. The omnidirectional moving mechanical provides the robot with the ability to move toward any direction. In
compare with the first generation robot, the second generation
robot has more robust vision system, flexible moving ability,
and fast operation. Therefore, It won the world champion of the
RoboSot league of the 2006 FIRA Cup.

Work Introduction
The features of the work are described as follows:
1. A mechanism with three omnidirectional wheels is proposed to implement an omnidirectional mobile robot.
Three motors are mounted vertical to drive each wheel
so that it can be implemented in a small area that the
length and width are smaller than 20 cm.
2. An omnidirectional control structure is proposed to control three omnidirectional wheels effectively. The robot
can move toward any direction and faces the assigned
target.
3. A referee box based on Windows is proposed. This interface can be used to verify the implemented soccer
robot can autonomous move.
4. A system structure with an industrial personal
computer and an omni-directional vision system
is constructed so that the robot can recognize objects by itself and its process speed is 25 frames
per second.
5. A color modeling method designed by a clustering algorithm is proposed so that the robot can
recognize objects effectively.

Ŝ
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6. A self-localization algorithm which only needs
three objects information to calculate the robot
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position is proposed. The proposed method only need
low computation so that the system efficiency can be
improved.
7. A virtual map design method is proposed. The multi robots self-localization and environment information from
vision system are combined to build the
virtual map. It can help the strategy to decide the robot action.
8. An intelligent strategy structure is proposed so that the actions to attack, defend,
run, or shoot can be decided by the robot
itself.
9. A virtual environment platform is constructed for the strategy simulation. It can
verify the path plan of robot is right or
wrong.

Work Expectation
In the technology development, the design method of this
work in the topics of omnidirectional vision system, robot
localization, three-wheeled omnidirectional moving machanism,
omnidirectional moving control structure, human-machine
interface, and multi-robot cooperation strategy can be a good
reference. The proposed omnidirectional moving control structure can be used for all the omnidirectional mobile platforms. It
could provide a good moving ability.

Award Comment
Thank “TECO Technology Foundation” for holding the
“Robot Contest”. It is a great honor for us to receive this award.
We are grateful to the Award Committee for selecting us from
numerous outstanding teams. We will be diligent continuously
in the robot design.

Expectation in ņTECO Technology
FoundationŇ
Hope “TECO Technology Foundation” could continually
hold the “Robot Contest” to promote more imagination and creation for the robot design.
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 2006̮ڌ፟ጡˠᚮᔈ 
ᚮᔈᏱڱ
˘ăўĈ
፟ጡˠߏ 20 ͵ࡔˠᙷઈ̂۞൴˘̝ځĂҌ̫ԫఙ˯̪̙ᕝࡎפĄϫ݈̏གྷѣ
˞̍ຽ፟ጡˠăጱྼ፟ጡˠăᗁᒚ፟ጡˠăऎሄ፟ጡˠඈкᙷ۞ݭ፟ጡˠĂιࣇ̏
јࠎˠᙷ۞рᑒ͘ăрϾҡĄ
ࠎ˞ૈዳ઼̰၆ٺฟ൴ăࡁᄦ፟ጡˠ۞ᎸᄃຑрĂซ҃ࠎ፟ጡˠ̍ຽ̝൴णᐼ౯ٙ
ᅮ̝ˠ̖Ă߇ᓝᏱѩ˘ᚮᔈĂᖣͽፋЪ઼̰ٺ፟ጡˠࡁտ̝Ϲ߹ᄃ൴णĂ֭ခᐽ઼̰
ۤົˠ̀౹າࡁտ۞ჟৠĄ
˟ăણᔈีϫĈ
నࢍ˘፟ጡˠĂֶΑਕΞѣڇચăܲБăٕऎሄඈĂΞϡٺᗁᒚă̍үăٕ
ᅳાඈĄ
ˬăෞ̶ᇾĈ
౹ຍ 30 ̶ă၁ϡّ 30 ̶ăᙱ ޘٽ20 ̶ăүݡԆፋ̈́ޘΞፆү ޘ20 ̶Ą
αăಡЩॡมĈ
ӈ͟Ҍ95.07.01(̱)Ă˘ޠଳϡშྮಡЩĂืϒቁᆷშྮಡЩܑྤफ़ĂүݡЩჍ
̈́ၡࢋ(υืΒӣ౹үજ፟ăրᖎ̬ăഇјڍĂ͌ 1,000 ф)Ą
̣ăಡЩྤॾĈ
(˘) ѣ̚රϔ઼઼ᚱ̶֗۞اϔӮΞણΐĂٙѣͧᔈ̶̙ۤົٕጯϠĄ
(˟) Տฤ 1 Ҍ 5 ˠĄ
(ˬ) Տˠ่ΞಡЩಥฤĄ
̱ăܐᔈෞᆶĈ
95.07.15(̱)݈ᘳϹүݡЋထ३Ăͽ̙࿅ 20 Ƃ 30 ࢱ(A4 ఢॾ)ࠎࣧĂܢᐂࢱᇴ̙
ࢨטĂࢬދኛොځણᔈበཱིăฤЁЩჍăүݡᗟϫăฤ̈́ܜฤࣶؖЩĂྎఢቑኛણ
҂ĺௐ˘̮ڌب౹ຍᚮᔈĲ፟ጡˠᚮᔈĳ߿જᖎౢĻĄ
˛ăˢಛЩಏ̳ҶĈ
95.07.30(̱)Ăٺშ৭̳Ҷ֭ͽྖ̈́ e-mail ఼ۢЧˢಛฤЁ(ࢍ 6 Ƃ 10 ฤ)Ăͽซ
Җ˭˘ล̝߱ᖎಡ̈́˾ྏĄ
ˣăՙᔈ͟ഇĈ
95.09.02(̱)ĂЧͽᖎಡăүݡ၁ۏፆү̈́˾ྏ͞ёซҖͧᔈĂгᕇ઼ϲᄂ៉ࡊ
ԫ̂ጯ઼ᅫ̂ሁ઼ᅫົᛉះᓝҖĄኛүݡᛸҌனಞĂ၁ᅫፆүගෞᆶણ҂ĄՏ
Вࢍ 35 ̶ᛗĂΒӣ 15 ̶ᛗᖎಡă 10 ̶ᛗүݡ၁ۏፆүणϯă7 ̶ᛗෞᆶ೩યĄኛણ
ᔈฤЁֹϡ Power Point ᄦүᖎಡᑫ९Ăᑫ९ࢱᇴኛଠטд 15 ̶ᛗ̰ΞᄲځԆјĄ
˝ăረᖃĈ
95.10.14 (̱)̂̚ڵሁ઼ЍះᓝҖረᖃĄ
˩ăረี̈́ረܛĈ
݄ĈՏฤረ ܛNT400,000 ̮̈́Տฤฤܜረळ˙ळĂฤࣶረൕ˙ࢬĄ
ֲĈՏฤረ ܛNT250,000 ̮̈́Տฤฤܜረळ˙ळĂฤࣶረൕ˙ࢬĄ
؞ĈՏฤረ ܛNT150,000 ̮̈́Տฤฤܜረळ˙ळĂฤࣶረൕ˙ࢬĄ
ŏ ݄ăֲă؞ЧᏴ˙ฤĂֶෞᆶຍ֍̈́үͪݡĂυࢋଂĄᏱ࠹ᙯಏҜ
Ξٺረ͟ˬ̰࣎͡ᐹАᄃᒔረฤЁಶણᔈјڍᛉࢎԫఙЪү̰टĂٙᅮЪү୧
ІΩҖથࢎ̝Ą
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 2006̮ڌ፟ጡˠᚮᔈ 
ಡЩүຽᄲځ
˘ăᏱಏҜĈੑဥڱˠࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄົܛ
˟ăಡЩྤॾĈ
˲̚රϔ઼઼ᚱĂ̙ࢨّҾăѐ᛬ĂӮΞฤણΐĂՏฤк̙Ξ࿅̣ˠĂՏˠࢨ
ಡЩ˙ฤĄ
ˬăЩᗝĈ݄ăֲă؞Ч˙ฤĂࢍˬฤĄ
αăረᐽĈ
݄ĈБฤረܛາέ။α˩༱̮ፋ̈́Տฤฤܜረळ˙ळĂฤࣶረൕ˙ࢬĄ
ֲĈБฤረܛາέ။˟˩̣༱̮ፋ̈́Տฤฤܜረळ˙ळĂฤࣶረൕ˙ࢬĄ
؞ĈБฤረܛາέ။˩̣༱̮ፋ̈́Տฤฤܜረळ˙ळĂฤࣶረൕ˙ࢬĄ
̣ăܑ͞ёĈ
(˘) ࢎ̣˩˝ٺѐ˩͡˩α̂̚͟ڵሁᓝҖĶ̮ڌረረᖃķ̚ረĂ̳֭ฟ
ܑĞረॡมᄃгᕇͽშ৭̳ӘࠎğĄ
(˟) ऽኛā̚δࡁտੰੰܜՂᅈࣰАϠረĄ
(ˬ) צᔛಫវଳణĄ
(α) ረˠ̈́࠹ᙯྤफ़೩઼ֻ̰ಫវ൴ҶĄ
̱ăಡЩᏱڱĈ
(˘) ಡЩॡมĈӈ͟Ҍ˛͡˘ͤ͟Ą
(˟) ಡЩ͞ёĈ
1. ݈͟˘͡˛ٺĂూ˯ੑဥڱˠࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄົܛwww.tecofound.org.tw/action0331/2006_0322.htm āԁಡЩྤफ़Ĉ
(1) ՏฤฤЩĂฤ̈́ܜฤࣶЩфĂ֭ଯࠁ˘ˠࠎؠᓑඛˠĄ
(2) ՏҜฤࣶᖎ።ܑ˙ЊĄ
(3) үݡЩჍ̈́ၡࢋĞӣ౹үજ፟ăրᖎ̬ăഇјڍğĂҌ͌ 1,000 фĄ
(4) ᖎ၆Ķࡊ̮ڌԫ౹ຍᚮᔈķ۞ഇ୕ࡗ 500 фĄ
2. ݈̣͟˩͡˛ٺĂూ˯ੑဥڱˠࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄ ົܛwww.tecofound.org.tw/
action0331/2006_0322.htmāԆјЋထ३ᄃ࠹ᙯܢІ˯็ĂͽԆјಡЩ͘ᜈĄ
3. ࠀྙቢĈ02-25422338-15
(ˬ) Ћထ३ࢱᇴ̙࿅ 30 ࢱĞword ᑫă A4 ఢॾăᇾវă 12 ৺фĂᑫ९̙Ξ࿅
15MBğĂ̰टΒ߁Ĉ
1. Ԕኢ̈́ᑕϡ͞Ш
2. ᄦүજ፟̈́னѣ̝ԫఙ
3. րߛၹဦĞրΑਕೡăྮ̈́హർវఢထğ
4. నࢍ͞ڱĞႊზڱăؠםăർវనࢍඈČČğ
5. ॡԔဦٕड़ਕणϯ
6. ֹϡٕፆү͞ё

ࡊԫą౹ຍąˠ͛
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7. јώ̈́ᆊࣃّ
8. ഇᄃயຽࠧඕЪ̝͞ёĞԫఙᖼொă̍ຽᑕϡඈČČğ
9. јڍणϯ̈́Ϗֽ൴णϫᇾ
10. ώү̝ݡপঅјಶٕᙷҬү̝ݡ
(α) Ћထ३ܢІĂкͽ 6 ࣎ᑫ९ࠎࢨĂՏ࣎ᑫ९Ӯ̙Ξ࿅ 15MB Ă̰टΞӣĈ
1. ࣧؕቅĞтĈC codeğ
2. నࢍໄه
3. જၗ၁វणϯĞࡶࠎᇆͯĂኛࠎ *.mpeg ॾёٕ *.avi ॾёඈ૱̝ޙᇆͯॾёğ
4. ྮ PCB ဦ
5. ർវ፟ၹ CAD ဦ
6. ረᙋځĞтڍഅགྷણᄃᚮᔈğ
7. ӀϦኛ
8. ീྏሀᑢ
9. ણ҂͛ᚥ
10.ྍᅳા̝А݈ԫఙ
˛ăෞᆶ͞ёĈ
ᏱಏҜٺՏѐ̣݈͡غᔛኛछጯ۰јĶࡊ̮ڌԫ౹ຍᚮᔈෞᆶ؎ࣶົķĂགྷϤ
ܐᆶᄃՙᆶүຽĂՙᆶඕ֭ڍӔࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄົְົܛ८̝ؠĄ
(˘) ܐᆶĈ
ϤĶࡊ̮ڌԫ౹ຍᚮᔈෞᆶ؎ࣶົķ͡˛ٺΡฟෞᆶົᛉĂ੫၆Чฤ೩Ϲ̝Ћထ
३णฟܐᆶүຽĂ˛͡ٺغώૄົܛშࢱ̳ҶܐᆶˢಛЩಏĂ֭ͽྖᄃ̄ฎ
І఼ۢˢಛฤЁĄ
(˟) ՙᆶĈ
གྷܐᆶˢಛฤЁĂܐ͡˝ٺซҖՙᆶĂЧฤͽᖎಡăүݡ၁ચፆүăᄃ˾ྏ͞ё
ซҖĂВࢍ 35 ̶ᛗĄ˛͡ٺغώૄົܛშࢱ̳ҶՙᆶॡมᄃгᕇĄՙᆶјᒻགྷ
ෞᆶ؎ࣶᆶᛉޢĂͽЪረᇾ̝݈ˬЩࠎረฤЁĂυࢋॡଂĄՙᆶඕ
֭ڍӔࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄົְົܛ८̝ؠĄ
ˣăᝋӀཌྷચĈ
ώົ၆ረˠܑүགྷረˠТຍޢᖼྶࡊ̮ڌٺԫ͛ିૄົܛ࠹̝ۍᙯ͛ะĄ
˝ăᚮᔈᄲځĈ
ώبᗟࠎ፟ጡˠĂણᔈฤЁనࢍ፟ጡˠĂΑਕΞѣڇચăܲБٕऎሄඈĂΞϡ
ٺᗁᒚă̍үٕᅳાඈĄ
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 ჟቜႇͿᑚ 
ĮາϨఏ็ůाଐąຑଐ į
Įႊቡį
ˠᙷ͛ځႊซ۞።̚Ă̼͛
ᘹఙؕԷႊஎ̼ˠ͛৵ዳ۞ࢦ
ࢋ̮৵Ă҃ˠ͛ჟৠёͷࡊԫ
ᚮి൴ण۞̫͇Ăࡊԫ۞˿ᚓтڍ
ͻ̼͛ᘹఙ۞ൄማĂࡊԫ۞൴ण
εΝд͵ࠧᄅέ˯ϖᜈགྷᒉᄃᚮ
۞ۋ၁˧Ăࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄ˩ົܛ
ˬѐֽĂ࿅Ķ̮ڌረķ̈́ࡊԫˠ͛߿જĂ᎕ໂ࣍ጱĶͽˠࠎώķ۞८͕ᆊࣃĂѩ˘ᛉᗟ
֭ᒔᇃ̂۞ਫ਼ᜩᄃࢦෛć̫ѐ۞Ķˠ͛ᙷůۤົڇચᅳાķĂ֭ͽĶᙯ͕ۤົ൴ण̝ࢦ
ࢋᛉᗟĂ֭ܜഇଂְ࠹ᙯᅳા̝ຽڇચ̍үĂѣמ̝јಶᄃᚥĂ၆ۤົயϠஎᅈ
̝ᇆᜩķࠎረᐽ၆෪Ă̫ѐ۞ረˠเߋځҁरĂಶߏдᚑᖰ۞જᏳᏴ࿅̚Ăࠎிٙ
̳ᄮдࡊԫॡ̚Ăࠎˠ͛҃Ӆ˧۞ۤົᇾࡏĂ᎕ໂ౹າۤົڇચᆊࣃĂ֖ͽࢦາ፼
̂ி၆ۤົ۞ᙯڦᄃሤଐĄ
ώبረᖃࠎӔனέ៉পҒ۞ᘹఙ̼͛ĂপҾͽเߋځҁर 2003 ѐ۞˧ү
ŴາϨఏ็Iůाଐąຑଐŵдᖃ̚ႊĂੵ˞೩ֻ็ࣘ౹າჟৠ۞ႇͿᑚ൴णෛ
ĂТॡᄃଋВካέ៉ᑚᆐᘹఙ̝࡚Ą

Į̰ट̬į

เߋځ

Ϩఏჟ̼ј̂छᅤսϨ৵˭˲Ă݈ډـэҘസĂԱವ̏
གྷᖼ͵˟˩а۞ାाˠధ΅Ă౯˭ಡाĄ̚ᄃᖞᙊโ
ࢲ̂ͳඕĂ֭ࠎ̣צӶĄΩγĂܦఏ̈ܦĂ᚜ྮՐᐌ
ઇ㝳Ą
ॡࣃܥ৾ځĂࠎᔖܥĂऋ㝳˟ˠٺഭ௺μ࿃ధ΅Ą̈ܦ
߉ڱឰᇣഭਜ਼ྮĂώֽࢋд۞ث˯ܝధ΅Ăྶזઐᅈ
ܝگĂѣຍҝధ΅ĄϨऋऋຳ̣̚ĂӈגᆿԼࠎᓁһعĄߏ؆ĂϤ̈اܦมे
ਗ਼͵ܸĂͽّ̃જШధ΅ՐᏐĄధ΅၆Ϩ৵ĂະࠦкٺຑᇍĂ၆̈֍˘ܦӈᔨଐĄ̙
࿅ְ֗̂тѩࣗܳĂధ΅ͽࠎ̙ԁĂᅮᖃܸଂࢍܜᛉĄ̈ܦϡࢍܳјధ΅ඍᑕјᏐĂ
֭ӈॡ͇гˢ߽ٗĄҭߏ̈ܦԟӷ͕Ăፋ؆ᙱ্ĂۡזᗗᆀڌϨČČČĄ
Ϩఏ็۞߇ְछಔ͗ፍĂᗟՄᔵߏ็Ăݒਕ።˳ᑓາĄώ᛫າᄦү۞ĮາϨఏ็ I
ůाଐąຑଐįĂ˵ߏؼᜈĮՆ̄ߋįăĮຑЫᎤ۞࠱ޓį̝ޢĂᜋวᑚᆐဥ၆ݦٺέ៉
ώ˿ᑚᆐГ˘Ѩາ۞ဘྏĂವԱາࢬᄻ۞ԼࢭĄឰέ៉ႇͿᑚਕഈШஉĶώ˿̼ķă
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Ķன̼ķᄃĶ઼ᅫ̼ķ۞͞Шֽ൴णĂߏԧࣇ۞நهĂϺ
ߏ̫ޢχٰӅ˧۞ࢦᕇĄ

Īᜋวᑚᆐဥīᖎ̬
آᜋᎩᜋวᑚᆐဥјϲٺ1992ѐĂࠎഫᐁ㠙АϠдᎩܜ
Ї̰ଯજ̼͛ϲᎩ߆ඉĂࢦࢋ۞វј˘̝ڍĂߏ઼̰
˘̳ϲႇͿᑚᆐဥĂдέ៉ᑚᆐΫ˯Ăᜋวᑚᆐဥ۞јϲ
ܑপঅ۞።ΫຍཌྷĄ
ᆐဥјϲҌ̫ĂВ็ٚΔგᑚăώгႇͿ̈́็ႇͿᑚć1994ѐଯ۞ѐ̂ޘᑚĶ
੨ބቡķ่̙ᒔໂෞᆊĂՀдέΔξᑚᆐ̚؞ፉЇᑅคႊĂ֭౹˭ͽൺဥ᛬ፉЇ
ᑅคႊ۞።ΫᐂĄ 1995 ѐາΐႊă 1996 ѐ৸ࡗ࣯̈́̂ጌΐႊă 1997
ѐᑕĶέΐ̼͛ົםķ̝ᔛĂΐो̂ણΐĶέ៉̼͛༼ķႊĂᒔໂ۞៙ć1997
ѐͽĶҘ২ͳᄃϣౌ̮ޔѣࡗķ̈́Ķ˛фአ˛˩˟តķᗟࢰሄԛё൳˯઼छࢰሄះĂ
่̙णன˞ᆐဥޢಞሄरᖳࢰ۞ݓሄ၁˧Ă˵౹˭ࢵѨͽႇͿᑚѡአࠎᗟ۞ԛёĂ൳˯
઼छ৺ܑႊ໒ૅ۞ᐂă2002ѐצᔛ࡚ΐඈг˩˘࣎гડႊă2004ѐГצޘᔛܑ
έ៉ΐो̂ણΐĶ͵ࠧ˘छᏐķăĶέ៉̼͛༼Ǖॡإέ៉ķ઼ᅫ̼͛ᘹఙܑႊϹ߹Ă
็ႇͿᑚᘹఙ็ᇫҌঔγЧгĂјࠎঔγဋࡪ៘ϫ̝έ៉̼͛ᘹఙܑݭĄ
ᆐဥۧܲх็ăࡁտ౹າ۞நهćϺТॡഈଂԛё˯ವԱࡎĂଂ̰ट˯ݵЪன
ሗ߹ΝӅ˧ćଂ٩෪۞நֽهᄲĂᜋวᑚᆐဥӔன࣎ॡ۞ႇͿᑚາࢲᄻĂᇃۋھ
ۢפᙊЊ̄ѐᅅ۞៍ி۞ؠۺĄវֽᄲĂᆐဥഈ˘᛫ᑚă˘इࢰሄă˘इڇ྅ă˘
इᄅέనࢍ፶ЍĂдᆐώ˯ࢦڦଐ༼எגӔனĂᓾտፋវ۞ᘹఙܑனĄࢦڦ౹үĂҭ̙
ᗓ็Ąಶߏᆐဥ۞ϫᇾĄдЧࠧ۞Ӆ˧ᄃ͚˭Ăᆐဥഇ็ޞᑚѡᘹఙдࢬᓜᖼݭ
۞έ៉ۤົ̚ĂਕГѨ൴܂ăࡼӴĂ֭дன̫۞઼ᅫᄅᄂ˯Ăणனέ៉̼͛ჟቜăώ˿
পҒ̈́Ꮠ̷۞ܑႊᘹఙࢲᄻĄ

Īᜋวᑚᆐဥīҋԧഇధ
јϲآٺᜋ۞ĺᜋวᑚᆐဥĻᓁߏҋధઇࠎ˘࣎آᜋˠĂீ࠻ଂآᜋᎩࣶ̋ฏᐝЊՅ
யϠ۞ႇͿᑚĂགྷ࿅۞ࡔ͵˘ܕॡมĂ൴णјࠎέ៉г͞۞" ᆐ " Ą͇̫˞זϹזԧ
ࣇ۞͘˯ĂݒឰιࢬᓜёćՏѨႊĂΪ֍ࠎᇴ၀ར۞˘ᒭҁѐˠд៍ካĂଐԛҬͼ
Տڶດ˭Ą၁дޝᙱΨˠຐညĂᄲႇͿᑚഅдέ៉ѣˬѺဥ۞ᑚĂ͇͇дЧฏᗉă
ЧՅར۞͇ᙝăঔ֎̙ٲಞٙĂ̰ވăγӮΞϠજႊĂ҃જέ˭ࣵ৯មရĄְޢᑚ
̚۞߇ְăଐ༼Ăᑚ̚۞֎Ғă
ႊࣶౌј˞៍ி۞ྖᗟĄᑚ̚۞
ѡአĂˠˠᐌ˾ӈΞ࣮ભĄᇹ
ࢲЍ۞ႇͿᑚĂࠎңॡҌ̫͟Ă
ౣऴזтѩ̙ಝĉ
༊ॡᐝЊ۞ႇͿӄ݈̂ዅĂ
ਨ౹ܐഇĂ୧Іңඈᖎࢩඃ
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࢝ĉ҃ҹႽ༱ᙱĂ˘ᕇ˘ႍᒉౄĂ֭ӛפᑚѡ
۞ჟරĂᏉົԛĂ̖णனϠજ߿ሐ۞ࢲᄻĂࢲᙴঔ
̰γĄ̫͇۞έ៉ĂдЧ͞ࢬ۞୧ІĂ၆ᐹٺ࿅Ν
ккćԧࣇᔵͅ၆чᖞĂాݒчᖞ˵̙јĂୀலᜨĄ
ң߇ĉᇹ˭ΝĂ၀ར۞៍ி֕˞̝ޢĂႇͿᑚ˵υ
ᐌޢĄΞਕѣሄ៍۰Ăϫ݈͌ᇴ༊ࡓĂགྷ૱дෛ
˯Ăٕ̂ົݭᜨᓚ۞ႇͿᑚဥࠎּĂֽଯᖙ˯۞ᄲ
ෟĂᄮࠎέ៉۞ႇͿᑚϒ߿ᎸĄтڍԧࣇͽ
γԛܸ៨ă̰ट֛ჺ۩߽ăᆝிפᗿ۞ڌҘࠎ֖ăࠎๆ۞ྖĂ֤˵ಶቪ˞ĄҭߏĂ֤ߏԧ
ࣇ̙ٙਕତ۞צĄԧࣇᚑඥгෛܑέ៉ᆐ۞ႇͿᑚĂଂЧ͞ࢬΝଣஎ۞גયᗟĄ
Ϡآٺᜋ۞ᜋวᑚᆐဥĂࢬ၆ϫ݈ႇͿᑚ۞ဩ࿃ĂయЇͧЇңˠՀࠎՕࢦăᑅ˧Հ
̂ĂЯࠎႇͿᑚߏآᜋˠ۞̼͛য়யĄԧࣇ่̙ࢋ᜕ܲιĂᔘࢋឰι൴Ѝ̂߿˭ֽĄЯ
ѩೀѐֽĂᆐဥଂԛё˯ವԱࡎĂଂ̰ट˯ݵЪனሗ߹ΝӅ˧Ăᇹ˭ֽᓁზԱ˞ז
ᐝჰĄଂ٩෪۞நֽهᄲĂԧࣇӔன࣎ॡ۞ႇͿᑚ۞າࢲᄻĂᇃۢפۋھᙊЊ̄۞
ؠۺĂѐᅅ۞៍ிĄវֽᄲĂԧࣇഈ˘᛫ᑚĂ˘इࢰሄă˘इڇ྅ă˘इᄅέనࢍ
፶ЍĂдᆐώ˯ࢦڦଐ༼எגӔனĂᓾտፋវ۞ᘹఙܑனĄԧࣇࢦڦ౹үĂҭ̙ᗓ็
Ąಶߏԧࣇ۞ϫᇾĄ
͵ࠧ˯Їң̼͛ᘹఙ۞็ĂᅮࢋԼࢭॡĂౌೈԔ႙ซĂнຐ˘ᙙӈј۰Ăොؠυ
ୀĄԧࣇົկկפˠᙷܲෳ۞གྷរĂ˘Վ˘Վ֕˯ֽĂТॡՀᅮࢋ̂छ۞ခᐽᄃೠᓏĄ

Įเߋځҁरį̬
เߋ̣ˬ˝˘ځѐϠآٺᜋᘲڌĂඊЩ
ߋ࿚ăเߋᆀඈĄ
ڌލरலຽĂഅЇ̈ጯିरă۰ăᇃ
ӘЋထăጱႊඈᖚĄܕѐੵְ̪ᆷүγĂՀ
˧ٺႇͿᑚ̈́ආᆐ۞በጱĂѩγϺౙᜈፉ
Ї࿅ڌර̂ጯăјΑ̂ጯă̚δ̂ጯ̈́έڌर
ቑጯੰඈ̂ੰ७۞ዸ७үछĄഅᒔĶӓˬా
͛ጯረķăĶ઼छ͛ᘹረķăĶॡಡ͛ጯረķඈĄனࠎĶᜋวᑚᆐဥķᘹఙᓁႾăĮ˝ᝈ
˩ˣ٫įᗔᄫ൴ҖˠăĶเ̂౦ආᆐဥķဥܜĄ
เߋ̈ͽځᄲ౹үซˢ͛ጪĂд̙Т۞ॡഇणன̙Т۞ᆷүࢲॾĄᔵజࠎฏ˿ү
छĂҭдᆷү࿅̚Ă˵അ౹үனཌྷ̈ᄲĄүݡᙯᘃ۞၆෪Β߁ฏ˿̈ˠۏăݱξᙝ
ቡˠĂ˝ŒѐপҾᙯڦҁˠཏĄੵ˞̈ᄲ۞౹ү̝γĂՀྭ֖͛ăາྐăᆐώ̈́
ආ͛ጯඈ̙Т͛ᙷ۞ᆷүĄ
ѣ̈ᄲĮە̂۞̄ઊįăĮ៤įăĮಒऌધąГ֍įăĮԧຑႳఆįăĮܦ൫
̳۞߇ְįăĮٸϠįć͛Įඈ˘ޞѧ۞܅ЩфįćආྖᘱώĮ̈ዷࡦįăĮԧߏᏤ˵įă
Įൺᆄ෪įăĮຑЫᎤ۞࠱ޓįăĮ̈౫ąቌਨˠįඈ३ĂΩበѣĮώ˿ᄬ֏ቔ၁រି
Մିጯ͘ΊįĄ
102
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 ̮ڌረనཉᏱ ڱ
ੑဥڱˠࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄົܛ
̚රϔ઼ˣ˩ˬѐ˟͡˩̱͟ࢎؠ
̚රϔ઼ˣ˩ˣѐˬ͡˝࣒͟ࢎ
̚රϔ઼˝˩˘ѐˬ̣͟͡ௐ˟Ѩ࣒ࢎ
̚රϔ઼˝˩˘ѐ˩͡˟˩̣͟ௐˬѨ࣒ࢎ
̚රϔ઼˝˩˟ѐˬ͡˩˘͟ௐαѨ࣒ࢎ
̚රϔ઼˝˩ˬѐˬ͡˩̱͟ௐ̣Ѩ࣒ࢎ
̚රϔ઼˝˩̣ѐ˘͡˟˩ˬ͟ௐ̱Ѩ࣒ࢎ

ௐ˘୧Ĉੑဥڱˠࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄົܛĞͽ˭ᖎჍώົğֶፂώົॕӄၱᖐౢௐ˟୧
ௐ˘ഠనཉ̮ڌረĞͽ˭ᖎჍώረğĂপࢎؠώᏱڱĄ
ௐ˟୧Ĉώረࠎಓۤົ೩̿ࡊԫ౹າ̝ࢲঈĂ֭ܳซˠ͛Ϡ߿̝አዋĂረᐽд઼̰၆ࡊ
ԫᄃˠ͛൴णѣপঅᚥ̝ˠ̖Ăͽ౹ౄ݈ᖀͷѣˠ͛ᙯᘃ̝ซՎۤົࠎ
؟ўĄ
ௐˬ୧Ĉώረ̶ࡊԫᙷ̈́ˠ͛ᙷĈ੫၆઼̰˭Еᅳા̚ѣវ̝ᚥă౹үٕјಶ
ְᖹ۰̟ͽረᐽĄ
˘ăࡊԫᙷĈ
(˘)ă፟ / ྤੈ / ఼ੈࡊԫ
(˟)ă፟ୠ / Մफ़ / ਕࡊԫ
(ˬ)ă̼̍ / Ϡ ۏ/ ᗁ̍ࡊԫ
ŏ˯ЕᅳાՏѐႶᏴ˙Щ̟ͽခᐽ
˟ăˠ͛ᙷĈ
(˘)ăᘹఙā(˟)ă̼͛ā(ˬ)ăۤົڇચā(α)ă
ŏ˯ЕᅳાՏѐϤְົՙᛉ˙ᙷĂᏳᏴ˙Щ̟ͽረᐽ
ௐα୧ĈώረՏѐᙑ̝ረี̈́ረܛܛᗝϤְົՙᛉ̳ޢҶĂ̳֭ฟᇈՐଯᖧ̈́צநϦ
ኛ (ˠ͛ᙷረีͽજᏳᏴ͞ёᏱநĂᏳᏴᏱڱΩࢎ̝)Ą
ௐ̣୧Ĉώረͽ̚රϔ઼઼ᚱĂ၆ᄂ៉ۤົѣវ̝ᚥٕјಶְᖹ۰ࠎረᐽ
၆෪Ą
ௐ̱୧ĈώረੵᙑረܛγĂ֭ᙑረळ˙ळ̟ͽረᐽĄՙᆶјᒻт̶ڱ˭ĂՏረ
ีкΞϤІ࣏ᏴˠВĂረܛπ̶ćтଯᖧ९ІᛳВТ౹ү۰ĂΞϤВТ౹
үˠВТᒔĂϦኛ९І̙ࢨˠᇴĂٕΞϤ˘ˠܑϦኛĂՙᆶඕ֭ڍӔְົ
८̝ؠĄ
ௐ˛୧Ĉώረనෞᆶ؎ࣶົ̳ฟෞᆶĂෞᆶ؎ࣶົᖐఢΩࢎ̝Ą
ௐˣ୧ĈώረϦኛˠϤۤົˠٕ̀ဥវଯᖧ೩ЩĂϺΞҋҖϦኛĄдᇈІඕՁགྷܐᆶăኑ
ᆶ̈́ՙᆶޢĂϤෞᆶ؎ࣶົረˠЩಏ೩ኛְົ८ؠĄ
ௐ˝୧Ĉώረෞᆶඕڍтዋ༊࣏ᏴˠॡଂĄ
ௐ˩୧ĈώረٺՏѐ੨Ъ̮ڌ፟۵Њѣࢨ̳Φᇄᇉ߿જፄഇᏱநረᖃĞ઼ፌ˩Ҍ˩
˘͡غğ̳ฟܑĄ
ௐ˩˘୧ĈώᏱڱགྷώົְົົᛉ఼࿅ޢ၁߉Ă࣒ϒॡϺТĄ
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̮ڌረˠ͛ᙷረᏳᏴᏱڱ
ੑဥڱˠࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄົܛ
̚රϔ઼˝˩ˬѐα͡˩˟͟ࢎܐ

ௐ˘୧Ĉੑဥڱˠࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄົܛĞͽ˭ᖎჍώົğֶፂௐαبௐαѨְົᛉՙᛉ
Ķࡊ̮ڌԫረķٺௐ˩˘بՀЩࠎĶ̮ڌረķĂ˭నĶࡊԫᙷķăĶ౹ຍᙷķ̈́
Ķˠ͛ᙷķඈˬᙷረีĂ̚Ķˠ͛ᙷረķ֭ͽᏳᏴ͞ёᏱநĂপјϲᏳᏴ؎ࣶ
ົĞͽ˭ᖎჍώᏳ؎ົğĂయĶˠ͛ᙷረķ࣏Ᏼˠ̝ଯᓝ̈́ᏳᏴĄ
ௐ˟୧ĈώረͽĶಓۤົ೩̿ˠ͛ᙯᘃ۞ჟৠ̈́ܳซˠ͛Ϡ߿̝አዋķࠎϫ۞Ăረᐽ၆
઼̰ٺˠ͛൴णѣপঅјಶ̈́ᚥ۞ˠ̀Ą
ௐˬ୧ĈώᏳ؎ົన؎ࣶࡶ̒ˠĂ֭నΡะˠ˘ˠĂϤ̮ڌረෞᆶ؎ࣶົᓁΡะˠདЇĄ
ፋវᏳᏴ̍үϤΡะˠტந̝ĄᓁΡะˠăΡะˠă؎ࣶ࠰ϤώົְົՏѐ˘
དĂࠎගᖚĂҭ੩൴ෞᆶߺ෭̈́Ϲ఼Ą
ௐα୧ĈώᏳ؎ົདኛጯ۰छፉЇᏳᏴ؎ࣶĂ֭ಶ˭Еࣧᓝᖧ࣏ᏴˠĈ
(˘)ăдጯఙٕຽᅳાѣপঅјಶٕᚥĂ֭ͷѣৈˠᙷࡅ۰Ą
(˟)ăѣࢦࢋ౹үٕүĂᄧৈۤົĂᚥמ۰Ą
(ˬ)ă၆̼͛൴णă೩̿ăጯఙϹ߹઼ٕᅫгҜѣࢦ̂ᚥ۰Ą
(α)ăᓝᖧ࣏ᏴˠॡĂᅮࢦ༊ְˠ̝ຍᙸĄ
ௐ̣୧ĈώᏳ؎ົಶ˭Е͞ёᓝᖧ࣏ᏴˠĈ
(˘)ăՏҜᏳᏴ؎ࣶಶ༊بˠ͛ᙷనረᅳાଯᓝ࣏Ᏼˠ˘ҌˬҜĄ
(˟)ăϤΡะˠΡะᏳᏴ؎ࣶซҖܐᆶ̈́ኑᆶĂᆶߤ࿅ϤώᏳ؎ົથᛉ̝Ą
(ˬ)ăͽЩ͞ёԸைĂՙؠረଯᖧЩಏ˘ҌˬЩĂϹ;̮ڌረᓁෞᆶົᛉ
ܑՙ
(α)ăܑՙඕాڍТ࠹ᙯྤफ़Ă೩ኛώົְົ८ؠĄ
ௐ̱୧ĈώᏳ؎ົᏳᏴົᛉϤΡะˠΡฟĂᓁΡะˠЕयĄ
ௐ˛୧ĈώᏳ؎ົฟົॡͽ؎ࣶ࿅ΗᇴयࠎؠڱˠᇴĂ֭ͽय؎ࣶ࿅Ηᇴࠎ̝ؠڱ
ՙᛉĄ
ௐˣ୧ĈώᏳ؎ົೠ೪જᏳᏴ۞ჟৠĂд༊ѐ̝ؠˠ͛ᙷᅳા̚ĂᏊณ࣏Ᏼˠ̝јಶ
ְᖹߏӎѣࢦ̂౹үّĂ̈́၆઼छۤົߏӎѣࢦࢋᇆᜩّࠎᏳᏴࣧĄ
ௐ˝୧ĈώᏳᏴүຽٺˣ͡ฟؕซҖĂᏳ؎ົυื݈ͽ͟˩ˬ͡˝ٺᆶؠረˠଯᖧЩ
ಏćώົ৪३ܐ͡˛ٺ೩ֻଯᖧ३ॾёĂᄧӀᏳᏴүຽซҖĄ
ௐ˩୧ĈώᏳ؎ົ̝͛३̍үĂϤώૄົܛ৪३நĄ
ௐ˩˘୧ĈώᏳᏴүຽᏱڱགྷώົְົ఼࿅ޢ၁߉Ă࣒ϒॡϺТĄ
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 ௐ˩ˬ̮ڌبረ 
Ϧኛ̈́ଯᖧүຽᄲځ
˘ăᏱಏҜĈੑဥڱˠࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄົܛ
˟ăረᐽ၆෪Ĉ
˲̚රϔ઼઼ᚱĂ̙ࢨّҾăѐ᛬Ăд፟ / ྤੈ / ఼ੈࡊԫă፟ୠ / Մफ़ / ਕࡊ
ԫă̼̍ / Ϡ ۏ/ ᗁ̍ࡊԫăˠ͛Ğۤົڇચğඈα̂ᅳા̚Ă၆ᄂ៉ۤົѣវ
̝ᚥăٕјಶְᖹ۰ࠎረᐽ၆෪Ą
ˬăЩᗝĈࢍαЩ
(˘)ăႶᏴĞ̳ฟצநଯᖧٕϦኛğ
ࡊԫᙷĈ፟ / ྤੈ / ఼ੈࡊԫᅳા˙Щ
āāāā፟ୠ / Մफ़ / ਕࡊԫᅳા˙Щ
āāāā̼̍ / Ϡ ۏ/ ᗁ̍ࡊԫᅳા˙Щ
(˟)ăᏳᏴĞϤෞᆶ؎ࣶົજᏳᏴĂ̙צநଯᖧ̈́Ϧኛğ
ˠ͛ᙷĈۤົڇચᅳા˙Щ
αăረᐽĈ
(˘)ăՏረЧ൴ረܛາέ။ౙ߂༱̮ϒĄ
(˟)ăረळĄ
̣ăܑ͞ёĈ
(˘)ăᖰࢎ̣˩˝ٺѐ˩͡˩α̂̚͟ڵሁ઼ЍះᓝᏱረᖃ̳ฟܑĄ
(˟)ăऽኛ ̚ࡁੰՂੰܜᅈࣰАϠረĄ
(ˬ)ăצᔛಫវଳణĄ
(α)ăረˠ̈́࠹ᙯྤफ़೩઼ֻ̰ಫវ൴ҶĄ
̱ăଯᖧᏱڱĈ
(˘)ăଯᖧॡมĈ˝˩̣ѐ̣͡˘͟Ҍ˛͡˩̣ͤ͟Ą
(˟)ăצநଯᖧᅳાĈ
1. ፟ / ྤੈ / ఼ੈࡊԫ
2. ፟ୠ / Մफ़ / ਕࡊԫ
3. ̼̍ / Ϡ ۏ/ ᗁ̍ࡊԫ
(ˬ)ăଯᖧ͞ёĈ
1. ଯᖧ३ూ˯ੑဥڱˠࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄ ົܛwww.tecofound.org.tw/contents/
prize/prize02.asp?hsn=1ā˭ྶĄ
2. ᑭܢᑕᘳྤफ़ͽଭཱིฎĶ104 ᄂΔξڗѯྮ 156-2 ཱི 9 ሁāੑဥڱˠ̮ڌ
ࡊԫ͛ିૄົܛௐ˩ˬ̮ڌبረෞᆶ؎ࣶົ ќķĄ
ŏڇચቢĈ02-25422338-15
ŏ็āāৌĈ02-25422570
ŏ e-mailĈfoundation@teco.com.tw
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(α)ăଯᖧ३˘ё̣ЊĂ̰टΒ߁Ĉ
1. ᖎ።ܑ
2. ଂְࡁտٕ౹ү።Ą
3. ࢦࢋࡁտٕ౹үјڍĞኛ೩ّܑүٕ౹ү 1-3 ІğĄ
4. ᚥٕјಶְᖹĄ
5. ᖎ၆Ķ̮ڌረķ۞ഇ୕ࡗ 500 фĄ
6. ڇચಏҜଯᖧᙋٕځགྷҜଯᖧˠᓑЩ̝ଯᖧ३Ą
ŏ˯Еྤफ़ాТܢІ़̙ੜᔘĄ
(̣)ăڦຍְีĈ
1. ଯᖧˠυื၆జଯᖧ۰̝ᚥ౹үٕјಶְᖹѣវ̝ᄮᙊĄ
2. ၆ۤົ̝ᇆᜩ̈́၆઼छ̝ᚥኛͽវְ၁̈́ྤफ़ΐͽᄲځĞܧଯᕝٕ
ҤࢍğĄ
3. ଯᖧˠ่ࢨ࠹ٺᙯᅳા̝̚ຽଂຽˠࣶٕဥវĄ
˛ăෞᆶՎូĈ
ᏱಏҜٺՏѐ̣݈͡غᔛኛछᄃጯ۰јĶ̮ڌረෞᆶ؎ࣶົķĂ֭غ͡˛ٺ
णฟෞᆶүຽĂՙᆶјᒻ̶ڱ˭ॡĂՏረีкϤІ࣏ᏴˠВĂረܛπ
̶ćтଯᖧ९ІᛳВТ౹ү۰ĂυืϤ˘ˠܑϦኛćՙᆶඕ֭ڍӔࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄ
ົְົܛ८̝ؠĄ
ˣăᝋӀཌྷચĈ
ώົ၆ረˠܑүགྷረˠТຍޢᖼྶࡊ̮ڌٺԫ͛ିૄົܛ࠹̝ۍᙯ͛ะĄ
˝ăనረᙷҾ̶ᙷᄲځĈ
ᙷ Ҿ

ᅳ ા

̰ ट

፟ / ྤੈ / ఼ੈ

˧̍ăΗጱវă̮̄Іă̄Մफ़ăҋ
જଠטăពϯጡăཝహർវă఼ੈăშྮԫ
ఙ̈́ᑕϡă

፟ୠ / Մफ़ / ਕ

யຽ፟ୠăજ˧፟ୠăҋજ̼րăჟ፟ୠ
̈́ଠטăჟณീăາᎸਕԫఙăሒஐਕ
ԫఙă፟րăኑЪՄफ़ăՄफ़ăჃ
ّՄफ़ăܛᛳՄफ़ăϠᗁՄफ़ă

̼̍ / Ϡ ۏ/ ᗁ̍

Ϯ̼̍ă̶̄̍ă̼ጯՄफ़ăྺຽϠۏ
ԫఙ̈́ࢴݡăᗁᘽϠۏԫఙăϠੈྤۏăૄЯ
វԫఙ̈́ᗁᒚăᗁᒚᆇጡăᗁጯ̍ă

ۤົڇચ

ᙯ͕ۤົ൴ण̝ࢦࢋᛉᗟĂ֭ܜഇଂְ࠹ᙯᅳ
ા̝ຽڇચ̍үĂѣמ̝јಶᄃᚥĂ
၆ۤົயϠஎᅈ̝ᇆᜩ۰

ࡊԫᙷ

ˠ͛ᙷ

ࡊԫˠ͛ᙯᘃд̮ڌ
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 ̮ڌረ።بෞᆶ؎ࣶЩᐂĞௐ1~13بğ
Ղᅈࣰ

ͳࡷڗ

ਃ߆ཌྷ

(ௐ˘Ƃˬ بᓁΡะˠğ

ĞௐαƂˣ بᓁΡะˠğ

(ௐ˝Ƃ˩ˬبᓁΡะˠ)

ͳځགྷ

ࡧᐅᇾ

เ૱

ͳჯ̥

गฯ

เᎸᒋ

ͳᇇރ

षָᅛ

ٻ㖦

ͳѶ

ष̥

઼ኲ

Ϋഢ

ਃ఼໊

༱൴

Ϩā ር

ͪᐷ

ჹ

ӕսฯ

ౘ˧ܷ

ች͛ே

ӕጯᐅ

ౘ͛Յ

ችمՌ

Ղࣰ̳

ౘ͛ර

ችݓշ

Ղ͵Ѝ

ౘڔ։

ችາ

ՂछТ

ౘ೯

ዑ༄ܥ

Ղয়

ౘഈЍ

ዒୁ

Ղౠߺ

ౘ༱ৈ

ᏂϜ

Ղ༄ᛡ

ౘཌྷۿ

Ꮒ࡚ࠠ

ՂᔨႧ

ౘᐷР

Ꮵᇇ

Ք͵Ԉ

ౘᙡሔ

චර

छޮ

ಔჹܦ

ᔨ

ՀϠ

അϖཌྷ

ᗞᕃ

ؼᚈ

അԠ६

ᗬᚹ೭

پσ

അܷ̮

ᘲ̥ᝋ

ڍā ܉

അጳฯ

ᛂЅࣦ

˘ڒᚈ

˘អ

ᜪธᄹ

ڒᚗፘ

؟ሏ

ܭᐅฯ

ڒ༄ځ

เ༄

เߌஅ

߉ᗞே

เ౾ڼ

ٻ㖦

ࡧρࣿ

઼ኲ

˘Ƃ˩ˬبЪࢍણᄃώረෞᆶ̝ጯ۰छВࢍࠎ 80 ˠĄ
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።بረˠЩᐂ

 ̮ڌረ።بረˠЩᐂ 
Ğௐ˘Ҍ˩ˬبğ
بҾ

ௐ
˘
ب

ௐ
˟
ب
ௐ
ˬ
ب

ௐ
α
ب
ௐ
̣
ب

ௐ
̱
ب

ௐ
˛
ب

ௐ
ˣ
ب

ᙷҾ

ؖЩ

༊ॡЇᖚ

னдЇᖚ

፟ᙷ

ୖԠિ

઼ϲέ៉̍ຽԫఙጯੰઘି

઼ϲέ៉̍ຽԫఙጯੰઘି

ͳځགྷ

ֲ˧̳፟Φઘᓁགྷந

፟͡ΏᓁበᏭ

፟ୠᙷ

ዑۆޙ

઼ϲέ៉̂ጯ፟ୠ̍րି

̏߇

ྤੈᙷ

ၐځซ

ࣅ͇͇̈́႔ྤੈ۵Њѣࢨ̳Φְܜ

͇ੈྤ۵Њѣࢨ̳Φᓁགྷந

፟ᙷ Ğଂğ ---

---

፟ୠᙷ Ğଂğ ---

---

ྤੈᙷ

ՂछТ

ռϲᐖ̂آጯ७ܜ

઼ϲၱ̂ݑጯି

፟ᙷ

߸ᅙፘ

ޙ፟̍ຽ۵Њѣࢨ̳Φְܜ

ޙཝᄃ̍ຽ۵Њѣࢨ̳Φ
ְܜăᓁགྷந

፟ୠᙷ

เۧธ

઼ϲέ៉̂ጯ፟ୠրି

઼ϲέ៉̂ጯ፟ୠրି

ྤੈᙷ

ڒᚗፘ

ࢳӀࡁ൴౹າ͕̚ᓁགྷந

̍ࡁੰ఼ٙٙܜ

፟ᙷ

ӓࢦܥ

઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯࡁ൴ܜă̄րି

઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯ
፟ྤੈጯੰੰܜă̄̍ጯրି

፟ୠᙷ

݄ฯ

઼ϲ̋̂̚ጯ፟ୠ̍ࡁտٙି

઼ϲ̋̂̚ጯ፟ୠ̍ࡁտٙି

ྤੈᙷ

ୂڒฯ

̍ຽԫఙࡁտੰઘੰܜ

ֲ͉ᐹ๕ր۵Њѣࢨ̳Φְܜ

፟ᙷ

ምੑ

઼ϲර̂ጯ፟րି

઼ϲර̂ጯ፟րି

፟ୠᙷ

ࡰЍ

઼ϲέ៉̂ጯ፟ୠրି

઼ϲέ៉̂ጯ፟ୠրି

ྤੈᙷ

ౘāᎸ

̍ຽԫఙࡁտੰՄफ़ٙࡁտࣶ

ྚᎸฟ൴۵Њѣࢨ̳Φְܜ

፟ᙷ

ग၁ᇉ

࣫ރ̳̄Φᓁགྷந

࣫ރ̳̄Φᓁགྷந

፟ୠᙷ

ౘഈЍ

઼ϲјΑ̂ጯ፟ୠրି

઼ϲјΑ̂ጯ፟ୠրି

ྤੈᙷ

ࡆāὬ

઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯઘ७ܜ

઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯЍٙି

ᒖܲࡊԫ Ꮵࡷ౼

ϯৈЋຽ̳Φઘᓁགྷந

έ៉ქҒԓ୕͕̚ᓁགྷந

ˠ͛ᙷ Ⴓಈሄ
ęۤົڇચ
ోڌᕞ

ၓ̼Ꭹૄ༛ିಈሄܲֈੰְܜ

ၓ̼Ꭹૄ༛ିಈሄܲֈੰְܜ

σҁˠӀૄેົܛҖܜ

ੜЃ

፟ᙷ

ᛂۆ

઼ࡊົ̍ܜ
઼ϲјΑ̂ጯ፟րି

઼ϲјΑ̂ጯିચܜă፟րି

፟ୠᙷ

ᛂෞ೭

̍ࡁੰ፟ୠٙઘٙܜ

̍ࡁੰ፟ୠٙઘٙܜ

ྤੈᙷ

เ༄

̍ࡁੰЍٙઘٙܜ

̍ࡁੰЍٙઘٙܜ

ࡊԫᙷ Ϩڍਕ
ęᒖܲࡊԫ

̚δࡁտੰϠۏᗁጯࡁտٙࡁտࣶ

̚δࡁտੰϠۏᗁጯࡁտٙઘࡁտࣶ

ˠ͛ᙷ ో̚ბ
ęഀ៍నࢍ

̚Ҽᒖဩౄԛᜪયѣࢨ̳Φܑ

̚Ҽᒖဩౄԛᜪયѣࢨ̳Φܑ
઼ϲ̚ϒ̂ጯ७ܜ

፟ᙷ

ᘲ̥ᝋ

઼ϲ̚ϒ̂ጯ७ܜ

፟ୠᙷ

ᗞᕃ

ିֈొᜪયވЇăјΑ̂ጯ፟ୠրି ઼ϲјΑ̂ጯ፟ୠրି

ྤੈᙷ

ች͛ே

઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯઘ७ܜ

έ̚ઉၱგநጯੰ७ܜ

ͳᅃࣦ

̍ࡁੰ఼ٙઘٙܜ

̍ࡁੰྤੈԫఙڇચ͕̚Ї

৺Մफ़ ౘ˧ܷ

઼ϲර̂ጯ̍ጯੰੰܜăՄफ़րି

઼ϲර̂ጯՄफ़̍րି

ˠ͛ᙷ ౘ઼ݱ
ęέ៉̈ᄲ
ၐઈඇ

ຽүछ

ຽүछ

ၓ̼ᎩᎸ઼ϔ̚ጯҁरăүछ

ၓ̼ᎩᎸ઼ϔ̚ጯҁरăүछ

ࡊԫˠ͛ᙯᘃд̮ڌ
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بҾ

ௐ
˝
ب

ᙷҾ

ؖЩ

༊ॡЇᖚ
઼ϲ̚ϒ̂ጯᓾळି

઼ϲ̚ϒ̂ጯྤੈ̍ጯրᓾळ
ି / ռϲెϥ̂ጯᓾळି

፟ୠࡊԫᙷ ችمՌ

઼ࡊົܜ

Ϲ఼̂ጯ፟ୠրି
ځາࡊԫ̂ጯ፟ୠրି

઼ϲ̚δ̂ጯ፟ୠրିă̍ጯੰੰܜ

઼ϲ̚δ̂ጯ፟ୠրି

Ϡࡊۏԫᙷ ౘૣݯ

̚δࡁտੰϠᗁٙপདࡁտࣶăٙܜ

̚δࡁտੰϠᗁٙপདࡁտࣶăٙܜ

ᒖܲࡊԫᙷ ቼώૄ

έ̂ᒖဩ̍ጯࡁտٙି

઼ϲέ̂ᒖဩ̍ࡁտٙି

ˠ͛ᙷ Ⴥ༃
ۤົڇચᙷ

઼ϲว̂ځጯ̳ٙି

઼ϲว̂ځጯ̳ٙି

ͳ઼ฯ

পāҾāረ ߇ ᄍୂ ݈ੑဥڱˠཐ͕ିዳੰੰܜ
፟ྤੈᙷ Ղয়
ᆒटϠ

̍ຽԫఙࡁտٙЍٙٙܜ
͟ჟ፟ୠĞ۵ğ̳Φְܜ

઼ϲјΑ̂ጯ፟ୠրି

઼ϲјΑ̂ጯ፟ୠրି

̼̍Մफ़ᙷ ፨̌

઼ࡊົ̍ࡊԫଯण͕̚Ї

઼ϲјΑ̂ጯ̼ጯ̍ጯրି
઼ࣘࡊົ̍ࡊԫଯण͕̚Ї

Ϡۏᗁ̍ᙷ ᯯѰ

έ̂ᗁጯੰ̰ࡊି

઼ϲέ៉̂ጯᗁጯੰઘੰܜ

ᔁ̥ܷ

έΔၷϔᓁᗁੰିጯࡁտొڼᗁर

έΔၷϔᓁᗁੰڼᗁरăࡁտٙˠ
઼ϲว̂ځጯϠྤੈ̈́ՙඉ
ࡁտٙٙܜ

ᎊāۆ

ռϲڌӓ̂ጯࢰሄրᓾळି

ռϲڌӓ̂ጯࢰሄրᓾळି

ᓐኰ

઼ϲέΔᘹఙ̂ጯࢰሄրି

઼ϲέΔᘹఙ̂ጯࢰሄրି

፟ / ྤੈ ౘ։ૄ
/ ఼ੈࡊԫ

઼ϲέ៉̂ጯ̄̍ጯրࡁտٙି
̍ຽԫఙࡁտੰ̄ٙٙܜ

઼ϲέ៉̂ጯ̄̍ጯրࡁտٙି
̍ຽԫఙࡁտੰ̄ٙٙܜ

፟ୠ / Մफ़ അܷ̮
/ ਕࡊԫ
ѡາϠ

઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯ̄̍րٙᓾळି

઼ϲέΔࡊԫ̂ጯ̍ጯੰੰܜ

̍ຽԫఙࡁտੰਕᄃྤࡁտٙٙܜ

̍ຽԫఙࡁտੰઘੰܜ

̼̍ / Ϡ ۏౘုщ
/ ᗁ̍ࡊԫ

઼ϲර̂ጯ̼̍րି

઼ϲර̂ጯ̼̍րି

઼ϲέ៉ࡊԫ̂ጯᒉ̍ޙրି

઼ϲέ៉ࡊԫ̂ጯᒉ̍ޙրି

ˠ͛ᙷ
ࢰሄ౹ү

ࡊԫ౹ຍ

ౘϠܛ

ˠ͛ᙷ ͳᇉអ ઼࡚ຑఈර̂ጯ઼ᅫ౹ү͕̚ణયүछ
͛ጯ౹ү Ğāؽğ

౹͵ࡔྐΏ൴Җˠ

፟ / ྤੈ ˘ڒπ
/ ఼ੈ

઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯࡁ൴ࣘᓾळି
̚δࡁտੰЪདࡁտࣶ

઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯྤੈ̍րିၱࡁ൴ܜ

઼ϲέ៉̂ጯ፟ր.ྤ̍րି
઼ϲέ៉̂ጯ७ܜ৪३ވЇ৪३

઼ϲέ៉̂ጯЇ৪३ၱྤੈ̍ጯրି

፟ୠ / Մफ़ ૺϮអ
/ ਕ

઼ϲර̂ጯநጯੰੰܜ

઼ϲර̂ጯۏநրିࣘநጯੰੰܜ

̼̍ / Ϡ ۏเ൳
/ ᗁ̍
ች͵प

઼ϲέ៉ঔ߶̂ጯ֗পདି̈́ࡁ൴ܜ

઼ϲέ៉ঔ߶̂ጯ

౮ϲј

ௐ
˩
˟
ب
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઼छϠࡁտੰ̶̄ᄃૄЯᗁጯੰࡁտЇ
઼ੰ̶ૄ
઼ϲว̂ځጯϠࡊጯր̈́ૄЯវጯࡁտٙି

Ղтᆇ

̚රϔ઼ഀ៍ጯົЩநְܜ

ࢉϠ̍ᜪયѣࢨ̳Φ

ૺษ

ੑဥڱˠౌξՀາࡁտ൴णૄܜְົܛ
ੑဥڱˠјϖᜈ൴ण͛ିૄܜְົܛ

ౌξՀາࡁտ൴णૄົܛ
јϖᜈ൴ण͛ିૄົܛ

፟ / ྤੈ ૺЅጏ
/ ఼ੈ
ౘᅛጳ

઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯ̍ܫጯրି

઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯ̍ܫጯրି

፟ୠ / Մफ़ ౘ൴ڒ
/ ਕ

઼ϲέ៉̂ጯᑕϡ˧ጯࡁտٙି
̍ຽԫఙࡁտੰਕᒖဩࡁտٙٙܜ

઼ϲέ៉̂ጯᑕϡ˧ጯࡁտٙି
̍ຽԫఙࡁտੰਕᒖဩࡁտٙٙܜ

̼̍ / Ϡ͢ګڒ ۏ
/ ᗁ̍

઼ϲέ៉ࡊԫ̂ጯ७ચᜪયၱ̼̍րି

઼ϲέ៉ࡊԫ̂ጯ७ચᜪયၱ̼̍ր
ି

เ̂౦ආᆐဥဥܜ

เ̂౦ආᆐဥဥܜ

ˠ͛ᙷ
ഀ៍ᙷ

ௐ
˩
ˬ
ب

઼छࡊጯ؎ࣶົ̍ԫఙ൴णăᏙᛉ؎ࣶ ઼ϲέΔࡊԫ̂ጯ७ܜ

̍ຽԫఙࡁտٙ፟ୠٙઘٙܜ

ችځ൝

ௐ
˩
˘
ب

̏߇

̍ຽԫఙࡁտٙЍٙٙܜ

፟ୠਕᙷ ౘāϒ

ௐ
˩
ب

னдЇᖚ

ྤੈࡊԫᙷ ૺৌྕ

ˠ͛ᙷ
ۤົڇચ

เߋځ

઼ϲέ៉̂ጯ፟̍ጯրၱ̍ܫጯࡁ ઼ϲέ៉̂ጯ፟̍ጯրၱ̍ܫ
տٙିăშྮᄃкಫវࡁտٙି
ጯࡁտٙିăშྮᄃкಫវࡁտٙି

ࡊԫˠ͛ᙯᘃд̮ڌ
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ᄃѣၷ
เ⋜൴ିலຽ઼ٺϲර̂ጯ८̍րĂפέ៉̂ጯ፟Ⴧ઼࡚̀̈́ࡠጆ̂ጯ
ޙჇ̀ޢĂјࠎ઼࡚ҘॲэොΊޙरĂഅགྷдڌঔ̂ጯޙրેି྿ 13 ѐĂ
֭౹ϲ̍ຽనࢍրĂТॡ˵дέ̚ˬޙܚన̳Φ༊ޙᜪયĂ۞ᎸᇃھĂംᇊ
Ă౹ү˧ૻޝĂഅགྷనࢍ࿅ᚗϮă២ăछăޙČĂ͍дనࢍ̈́ᘱဦܑனໂ
ᘹఙጯዳĄ
ԧலຽ୶ٺѯ̂ጯޙրĂலຽనࢍᒔ̱७ᚮဦࢵረĂซ୶ѯޙࡁտٙĂഅдՔয়
ঔăՂয়ࣧă؟ᔙăᆒேԈඈЧ̂ޙरְચٙЇᖚĂ֭ࠎˬޙܚనăޙڒރనă࠱ඡޙ
నăາЍޙనă̰߆ొޙࡁտٙ̈́۩มᗔᄫདࠎޙᜪયĂ࣎ˠሤຑనࢍĂ˵ԓ୕̂छ
ВТ̶ֳనࢍү۞ݡॆĄ
เିᄃԧВְкѐĂϤܦܜְోٺ༚ĂѣѩၷેضҖמረ࠵۞నࢍᄦౄĂԧࣇ
ޥ҂˘࣎ᖎሒăѣ˧۞ၹຐĂเିેඊᘱਨဦĂኛԧચυԆјІѣຍཌྷ۞ረ࠵Ą
˘ळિ۞ቆϮĂ෪ᇈ̮ڌЋຽૈዳᇴᐹս۞ˠ̖Ă
˘ॲ̙㝮᐀ଣ੫Ă෪ᇈཏဥវӅ˧̙ᕝ۞ࡁտᄃ൴णĂ
˘ᔺ߽۞ܛᛳĂ෪ᇈцأมࢨ۞ྤᄃϏۢĄ
ࢋܑனळረ࠵۞ჟৠĂϮᐝүࠎૄळăܛᛳүࠎវĂ
ͽ͞ы༫̙۞ې㝮᐀үࠎాඕ۞ଣ੫Ăߏ̙۞Ᏼፄ --- дௐ˝ب
۞ረົಞ˯Ă੯ᘖΫ˯ࢦăѣຍཌྷ۞ረ࠵ĂՂᅈࣰੰܜ
೪ረ࠵មရĶৌࢦĊķĄௐ˩۞بረ࠵Ăԧࣇ̂ณ۩˞វ̈́
࠵ळĂͽឰՂੰܜдᖃ˯ᅅᗫረć҂ᇋܜഇͽ̍͘ᄦౄ͌ณ
۞ረ࠵Ăலౣ̙Ъ̍ຽనࢍ۞ॡຍཌྷĂٙͽԧࣇͽ Ķᄦሀ
ልķ۞͞ڱĂᄦүௐ˩˘۞بረ࠵Ă֭྿זԆ࡚۞ͪĂ̫ѐߏ
ௐ˩˟بረᖃĂረ࠵੯۞ܪனдົಞĂഇధΞͽᆧረ۰۞ၷᚹĂ˵ৡĶ̮ڌ
ࡊԫ͛ିૄົܛķ۞Ѝ֊࿆ˠมĄ
ᆒ઼ߵᆷ ٺ2005 ѐᐷͳ࿅ޢ
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TECO TECHNOLOGY FOUNDATION
έΔξڗѯྮ 156-2 ཱི 9 ሁ
TEL: (02) 2542-2338
FAX: (02) 2542-2570
www.tecofound.org.tw

